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A ma petite soeur Nathalie

Abstra t
The main purpose of this thesis is to propose a new framework that
onne ts Predi tion Error Identi ation and Robust Control Theory.
Predi tion error identi ation using an unbiased model stru ture delivers an estimated model for the true plant and a on den e ellipsoid for
its parameter ve tor. This model information an be obtained either
through dire t identi ation of the system or through the identi ation of the model error, and the identi ation itself an be performed
either in open loop or in losed loop. The ellipsoidal parametri un ertainty region U ontains the parameters of the true system at a ertain
probability level that we an x at, say, 95%; and de nes an equivalent
un ertainty region D in the spa e of transfer fun tions. Su h un ertainty
des ription is di erent from the lassi al frequen y domain un ertainty
des riptions used in robust ontrol analysis and design. However, our
results onne t these two sets of tools in a oherent way. These results
over two distin t aspe ts.
 The rst aspe t is \PE identi ation for robust ontrol". We
present a measure for the size of the un ertainty set D, resulting from predi tion error identi ation, that is dire tly onne ted
to the size of the set of model-based ontrollers that is guaranteed
by the  -gap theory to stabilize all systems in this un ertainty set.
This allows us to establish that one un ertainty set is better tuned
for robust ontrol design than another, leading to guidelines for
the design of the identi ation experiment.

 The se ond aspe t is \ ontroller validation". We develop a ne es-

sary and suÆ ient ondition for a spe i ontroller to stabilize all
systems in D and we present an optimization problem that omputes exa tly the worst ase performan e a hieved by a ontroller
over all systems in an un ertainty set D delivered by predi tion
error identi ation.
i
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This thesis presents also results (restri ted to linearly parametrized
systems) about the image of the un ertainty set D in the Nyquist plane.
The image in the Nyquist plane of su h a set of plants is made up of
ellipses at ea h frequen y. However, the onne tion between di erent
frequen ies makes the mapping nontrivial. We show that the probability level linked to this image in the Nyquist plane is larger than that of
the on den e region in the parameter spa e. This is due to the fa t
that the mapping between the parametri and frequen y domain spa es
is not bije tive.
In the last part of this thesis, we extend our framework to the ase
of biased model stru tures, provided that the model stru ture is linearly
parametrized. For this purpose, we use the sto hasti embedding assumptions. First, we show that these assumptions allow one to onstru t
a frequen y domain un ertainty region L ontaining the true system at
a ertain probability level, as well for open-loop as for losed-loop identi ation. Then, we show that a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition an
be found for the stabilization of all plants in L by a given ontroller
and a pro edure an be found to ompute the worst ase performan e
a hieved by a ontroller over all plants in L.

Prefa e
This thesis is divided in ten hapters:
Chapter 1: Introdu tion
Chapter 2: Un ertainty region dedu ed from PE identi ation with unbiased model stru tures
Chapter 3: A measure of robust stability for the un ertainty
region D
Chapter 4: A ne essary and suÆ ient robust stability ondition for D
Chapter 5: Worst ase performan e in D
Chapter 6: Pra ti al simulation examples
Chapter 7: Frequen y domain image of a set of linearly
parametrized transfer fun tions
Chapter 8: Extension to biased model stru tures using
sto hasti embedding
Chapter 9: Robustness analysis of L
Chapter 10: Con lusions

The material presented in Chapter 3 is to be published in
X. Bombois, M. Gevers, and G. S orletti. A measure of
robust stability for a set of parametrized transfer fun tions.
To appear in IEEE Transa tions on Automati Control, Deember 2000.
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However, some results of this hapter (and of Chapter 2) an also be
found in
X. Bombois, M. Gevers, and G. S orletti. Controller validation based on an identi ed model. In Pro . IEEE Conferen e on De ision and Control, pages 2816{2821, Phoenix,
Arizona, 1999.
M. Gevers, X. Bombois, B. Codrons, F. De Bruyne, and
G. S orletti. The role of experimental onditions in model
validation for ontrol. In A. Garulli, A. Tesi, and A. Vi ino,
editors, Robustness in Identi ation and Control - Pro . of
Siena Workshop, July 1998, volume 245 of Le ture Notes in
Control and Information S ien es, pages 72{86. Springer
Verlag, 1999.
The materials of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 were (or are to be) published
in
X. Bombois, M. Gevers, G. S orletti, and B.D.O. Anderson.
Controller validation for stability and performan e based on
an un ertainty region designed from an identi ed model. In
CD-ROM Pro . IFAC Symposium on System Identi ation,
paper WePM1-6, Santa Barbara, California, 2000.
X. Bombois, M. Gevers, G. S orletti, and B.D.O. Anderson.
Robustness analysis tools for an un ertainty set obtained by
predi tion error identi ation. Revised version submitted
to Automati a, April 2000.
The material in Chapter 6 is an adaptation of the examples published in
B. Codrons, X. Bombois, M. Gevers, and G. S orletti. A
pra ti al appli ation of re ent results in model and ontroller validation to a ferrosili on produ tion pro ess. In
CD-ROM Pro . 39th Conferen e on De ision and Control,
paper WeP07-6, Sydney, Australia, 2000.
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M. Gevers, X. Bombois, B. Codrons, G. S orletti, and
B.D.O. Anderson. Model validation for ontrol and ontroller validation: a predi tion error identi ation approa h.
Submitted to Automati a.
Note that this last paper summarizes Chapters 2 to 6. A preliminary
version of this summary an be found in
M. Gevers, X. Bombois, B. Codrons, F. De Bruyne, and
G. S orletti. Model validation for robust ontrol and ontroller validation in a predi tion framework. In CD-ROM
Pro . IFAC Symposium on System Identi ation, paper
WeAM1-1, Santa Barbara, California, 2000.
The material of Chapter 7 an be found in
X. Bombois, B.D.O. Anderson, M. Gevers. Frequen y domain image of a set of linearly parametrized transfer fun tions. Submitted to the European Control Conferen e
(ECC01), Porto, 2001.
A preliminary version of several parts of Chapters 8 and 9 an be found
in
X. Bombois, M. Gevers, and G. S orletti. Controller validation for stability and performan e based on a frequen y
domain un ertainty region obtained by sto hasti embedding. In CD-ROM Pro . 39th Conferen e on De ision and
Control, paper TuM06-5, Sydney, Australia, 2000.
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Notation glossary

n  n diagonal matrix with entries a1 . . . an
mathemati al expe tation of the random variable
x

G (z ) =
G(1=z ) for a dis rete-time transfer fun tion G(z )
imaginary
part of the omplex number x
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1
Gaussian probability density fun tion with mean m
and ovarian e matrix C
probability that the random variable x is less than
spa e of real numbers
spa e of real k  n matri es
real rational subspa e of H1: ring of proper and
real rational stable transfer fun tions or matri es
real part of the omplex number x
shift operator: z f (t) = f (t +1), z 1 f (t) = f (t 1),
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largest eigenvalue of the matrix A
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
1.1 General obje tive
System identi ation is the s ienti exer i e that onsists of determining a mathemati al model of an underlying real-life pro ess, the so- alled
true system, based on observed data; and Predi tion Error (PE) identi ation is the method that is generally used to ompute this mathemati al
model. One of the major appli ations of the identi ed model is the design of a ontrol law for the true system. During the last years, mu h
attention has been paid to tune identi ation for ontrol design. Guidelines have been established in order to design identi ation experiments
delivering a model that is a urate for ontrol design [38, 39, 75, 80, 2℄.
Most often, these guidelines have led to the design of iteratives s hemes
[90, 3, 60, 69, 75, 80℄. A ommon feature of these s hemes is that iterations are performed of model updates (by identi ation with the most
re ent ontroller applied to the true system) and of model-based ontroller updates (the ontroller design being based on the most re ent
model). However, during the iterative pro edure, there is no guarantee
that the ontroller designed from the identi ed model will form a stable
loop and a hieve suÆ ient performan e when this ontroller is applied
to the unknown true system.
In order to derive this guarantee, the framework of Robustness Theory, introdu ed in the early 80's in [89, 31℄, is an elegant solution. This
framework onsists of onsidering an un ertainty region (i.e. a set of
systems) that ontains the true system, and to verify the stability and
performan e properties over all systems in this un ertainty region. The
1
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introdu tion of robustness prin iples in identi ation for ontrol has led
to robusti ed iterative s hemes (see [81, 24℄) where, at ea h iteration,
in addition to the design of a ontroller, a model and an un ertainty
region around this model is identi ed. The robusti ation requires thus
a method to identify a model and an un ertainty region, and robustness
tools to analyze this un ertainty set. As a onsequen e, we need frameworks that onne t PE identi ation and robustness theory.
In this thesis, we propose a new framework that onne ts PE identi ation and Robustness Theory. This framework onsists in a new
method to design an un ertainty region using the tools of PE identi ation, oupled with robustness tools that are adapted to this un ertainty
region. These robustness tools pertain both to the robusness analysis of a ontroller and the quality assessment of the un ertainty region.
Our framework is dedu ed for PE identi ation with unbiased model
stru ture. However, we show that our robustness analysis tools an be
adapted to the ase of PE identi ation with biased model stru ture.

1.2 Histori al framework
The history of the onsidered problem is already very long. Indeed
the estimation of the error between the identi ed model and the true
system that may be the root of un ertainty region determination, is
as old as PE identi ation itself. A reputable engineer should never
deliver a produ t without a statement about its pre ision. However,
the information about this error was lassi ally presented in the timedomain via the ross- orrelation between inputs and residuals. This
model error representation was thus a great distan e from the lassi al
un ertainty des riptions used in mainstream Robustness Theory, namely
frequen y domain un ertainty des riptions. As a onsequen e, a huge
gap appeared at the end of the 80's between Robustness Theory and PE
identi ation as was eviden ed in the 1992 Santa Barbara Workshop [76℄.
This huge gap drove the Control Community to develop new te hniques,
di erent from PE identi ation, in order to obtain, from measured data,
a nominal model for ontrol design and an un ertainty region ontaining
the true system. Several dire tions have been pursued:

 In set

membership identi ation or the hard bound (or bounded
error) framework, un ertainty models have been derived under a
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variety of hard bound assumptions on the measurement noise and
on the impulse reponse of the true system: see e.g. [46, 45, 66℄.

 A se ond dire tion, initiated by Smith and Doyle [77℄, onsists

of starting with an a priori un ertainty set resulting from prior
assumptions on the true system and on the noise, and of then using
observed input-output data to invalidate (and thus delete from
this prior set) those models that are found to be in onsistent with
these prior assumptions. Elaborations on this approa h an be
found in [70, 56, 19, 16℄. The on ept of model invalidation, on the
basis of an observed in ompatibility between a model (in luding its
un ertainty des ription and its assumed hard-bound on the noise)
and data, was extended to ontroller invalidation in [74℄.
These new te hniques aimed at produ ing one of the standard linear
fra tional frequen y domain un ertainty regions that are generally used
in mainstream Robust Control Theory (su h as additive, oprime fa tor
un ertainty regions). The drawba ks of these te hniques are nevertheless the large amount of assumptions and, more fundamentally, the fa t
that they are not based on the mainstream framework in System Identi ation i.e. PE identi ation.
Other approa hes that are based on mainstream PE identi ation,
have also been investigated to design un ertainty regions from measured
data. They are interesting for our purpose sin e they are a rst step
in the dire tion of the re on iliation between PE identi ation and Robustness Theory. The rst approa h is the Model Error Model (MEM)
approa h proposed by L. Ljung in his plenary le ture at CDC 1997 [61℄
(see also [62℄). The stated goal of this approa h was to repla e the
time-domain information (i.e. the ross- orrelation fun tion between
inputs and residuals) on the model error by frequen y domain information, to suit the requirements of Robustness Theory. The key idea was
to estimate a model of the error between an a-priori given model and
the true system using a simple step of PE identi ation with unbiased
model stru ture. By virtue of the unbiased model stru ture, the error
is a varian e error only, and an ellipsoid ontaining the \true parameter
ve tor" at a ertain probability level an be onstru ted using the estimated ovarian e matrix of the parameters. In [61, 62℄, this ellipsoid
in parameter spa e was then transformed into ellipses at ea h frequen y
in the Nyquist plane, using a rst order approximation of the mapping
between the parameter spa e and the Nyquist plane. These ellipses an
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be olle ted together to make up a frequen y domain un ertainty region
made up of ellipses at ea h frequen y.
Although the other approa hes, Sto hasti Embedding [48, 47℄ and
the methods presented in [49, 50, 87, 26℄, pre eded the MEM approa h,
they an nevertheless be onsidered as the extension of the MEM approa h to the ase of (linearly parametrized) biased model stru tures. In
Sto hasti Embedding, the undermodeling is onsidered as the noise in
lassi al PE identi ation i.e. as the realization of a zero mean sto hasti
pro ess. Consequently, just as in the MEM approa h, the total error is
a varian e error only and ellipses at ea h frequen y in the Nyquist plane
an be onstru ted and olle ted together to make up a frequen y domain un ertainty region. The rst order approximation is here avoided
by only onsidering linearly parametrized model stru tures. In the methods presented in [49, 50℄ and in [87, 26℄, the error due to the noise is
estimated in the same way as in the MEM and sto hasti embedding
approa hes, but the error due to the undermodeling is estimated using
an assumption about the de ay rate of the impulse response of the true
system. These last two approa hes an therefore be onsidered as mixed
probabilisti -deterministi approa hes. The un ertainty region obtained
with these methods an also be represented as an un ertainty region
made up of ellipses at ea h frequen y in the Nyquist plane.
In all these approa hes (MEM, sto hasti embedding and mixed
probabilisti -deterministi approa hes), we obtain thus frequen y domain un ertainty regions made up of ellipses at ea h frequen y in the
Nyquist plane.

1.3 Contribution of this thesis
In this thesis, we will develop a framework that elegantly and eÆ iently
onne ts Robustness Theory and PE identi ation with unbiased model
stru tures, starting from the results in [61, 62℄. This framework will
be extended for some of its aspe ts to PE identi ation with (linearly
parametrized) biased model stru tures using the sto hasti embedding
assumptions.
The starting point for the framework developed in this thesis is two
observations we made about the MEM approa h in [12℄. The rst obser-
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vation is that the identi ation of an unbiased model error model is not
the only way to onstru t un ertainty regions using this paradigm: an
easier way is the dire t identi ation of an unbiased model for the true
system, and this in open-loop or in losed-loop. The se ond observation,
whi h is more fundamental, is that the rst order approximation yielding the ellipses in the Nyquist plane is a real drawba k of the method,
sin e it introdu es an error. In order to avoid this rst order approximation, we de ided in [12℄ to onsider, as un ertainty region, the set D of
parametrized transfer fun tions orresponding to the ellipsoid in parameter spa e that is onstru ted with the estimated ovarian e matrix and
that ontains the true parameter ve tor (at a ertain probability level).
The rst ontribution of our work is thus to present un ertainty regions D onstru ted with PE identi ation with unbiased model stru ture, without using any approximation or adding any further assumptions. This un ertainty region D ontains the true system at a ertain
probability level. We develop a pro edure to ompute su h un ertainty
set for open-loop identi ation, di erent types of losed-loop identi ation methods, but also for the MEM approa h, and we derive a general
expression for this un ertainty set valid for all these types of identi ation. This general expression takes the form of a set of parametrized
transfer fun tions whose (real) parameter ve tor is onstrained to lie in
an ellipsoid. The enter of this un ertainty region is the \identi ed"
open-loop model.
The un ertainty region D is a \parametri " un ertainty region and
is thus totally di erent from the frequen y domain un ertainty regions
that are generally used in mainstream Robust Control Theory. Due to
the huge amount of resear h a omplished in Robust Control Theory, a
lot of results have also been developed for parametri un ertainty sets
(see e.g. [34, 35, 53, 72, 7, 23, 4, 5℄). Some of these results will help us to
develop robustness tools adapted to the un ertainty region D. However,
manipulations of D and new results will be ne essary to obtain these
robustness tools (for more details see Chapters 4 and 5).
The se ond ontribution of this thesis is therefore to furnish robustness tools that are adapted to the un ertainty set D (i.e. without embedding it in a lassi al un ertainty set as we rst made in [12℄). We
develop robust stability and robust performan e analysis tools. The ro-
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bust stability analysis tool is a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the
stabilization of all plants in D by a given ontroller. This ondition has
been dedu ed from the result of [53, 72℄ that gives su h a ondition for
an un ertainty set de ned by a real ve tor and expressed in the general
LFT (Linear Fra tional Transformation) framework of robust analysis.
Our ontribution is to re ast the losed-loop onne tions of all systems
in D with the onsidered ontroller as an LFT. The ne essary and sufient robust stability ondition for D follows then from the result of
[53, 72℄. The robust performan e analysis tool is an LMI1 -based optimization problem that we develop to ompute exa tly the worst ase
performan e a hieved by a given ontroller over all plants in the un ertainty set D.
A third ontribution is to develop preliminary steps in the dire tion of \PE identi ation for robust ontrol". This is a design problem,
where our ontribution is to hara terize what quality an un ertainty
region D must possess for it to be tuned for robustly stable ontrol design. We have indeed established a measure of size of the un ertainty
region D that is dire tly onne ted to the size of a set of model-based
ontrollers that stabilize all systems in D. This measure of size is the
worst ase  -gap between the nominal model and the plants in D and is
an extention of the  -gap metri introdu ed in [84℄. We show that this
worst ase  -gap an be omputed frequen y-wise using an LMI-based
optimization problem at ea h frequen y. We also show that the smaller
is the worst ase  -gap between the model Gmod and the un ertainty set
D, the larger is the set of Gmod-based ontrollers that are guaranteed
to stabilize all systems in D. The worst ase  -gap is thus an indi ator
of how well an un ertainty set D is tuned for robustly stable ontroller
design based on Gmod and an therefore be used to assess the quality
of the un ertainty set D obtained by a PE identi ation experiment.
Our result also gives a meaning to the on ept of PE identi ation for
robust ontrol: an identi ation experiment is \tuned for robust ontrol
design" if the worst ase  -gap for the un ertainty set delivered by this
experiment is small, be ause it implies that, for that un ertainty set, the
set of robustly stabilizing ontrollers is large. In that sense, although it
is restri ted to stability purposes, our result is thus a rst step in the dire tion of the establishment of a link between identi ation experiment
design and ontroller robustness.
1

Linear Matrix Inequality
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In our pro ess of understanding the properties of the parametri
un ertainty region D, the representation (i.e. the image) of this un ertainty region in the Nyquist plane is an interesting feature. Sin e the
analysis of the image of D for its general stru ture is quite ompli ated,
we limit our analysis to un ertainty sets where the plants are linearly
parametrized. The image in the Nyquist plane of su h set of plants is
made up of ellipses at ea h frequen y. However, the onne tion between
di erent frequen ies makes the mapping nontrivial. We show that the
image in the Nyquist plane ontains more plants than the parametri
un ertainty set. This is due to the fa t that the mapping between the
parametri and frequen y domain spa es is not bije tive.
The last part of this thesis onsists of extending our framework to
the ase of PE identi ation with a biased model stru ture in the parti ular ase where this model stru ture is linearly parametrized. For
this purpose, we use the sto hasti embedding assumptions [48, 47℄.
The hoi e of the sto hasti embedding method instead of the mixed
probabilisti -deterministi approa hes [50, 26℄ to extend our framework
to biased model stru tures is quite arbitrary. It is nevertheless important to note that the results we develop for the sto hasti embedding
approa h also apply to the mixed probabilisti -deterministi approa hes
sin e the un ertainty regions delivered by all these methods are similar.
The un ertainty set dedu ed from an open-loop PE identi ation
pro edure with sto hasti embedding assumptions delivers an ellipsoidal
un ertainty set in the Nyquist plane (see Se tion 1.2). In this thesis, we
extend the sto hasti embedding te hnique to losed-loop identi ation
and we give a general expression of the un ertainty region L (valid for
both the open-loop and losed-loop ases) that exposes the stru tural
similarities of the un ertainty set L with the un ertainty region D. The
last ontribution of this thesis is to develop the same robust stability and
performan e analysis tools for L as was developed for D i.e. a ne essary
and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in L by a given
ontroller and an LMI-pro edure to ompute exa tly the worst ase performan e a hieved by a given ontroller over all plants in L. Both tools
have been derived from the stru tural similarities between D and L.
It is to be noted that a te hni al problem prevents us from omputing
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the worst ase  -gap for the un ertainty region L.

1.4 The a tors
Before giving the general outline of the thesis, let us present the di erent
\a tors" that will intervene in this thesis.

The true system G0 . The true system is the pro ess we want to
ontrol. It is assumed to be Single Input Single Output (SISO), Linear
Time Invariant (LTI) and nite dimensional.
The un ertainty region. The un ertainty region is dedu ed from a
PE identi ation pro edure on the true system. This is alled D if the
model stru ture is assumed unbiased and L if the model stru ture is
linearly parametrized and possibly biased. The un ertainty region is a
set of systems that ontains the true system at a ertain probability
level.
The model Gmod . The model Gmod is the model hosen for ontrol
design. This model is generally the identi ed model, enter of the unertainty region D (or L). However, this is not a requirement: Gmod
may be given.
The ontroller C. The ontroller C is the ontroller designed from
Gmod that we want to apply to the unknown true system. In order
to apply C to G0 with on den e, we need to verify if the ontroller
C stabilizes and a hieves suÆ ient performan e with all plants in the
un ertainty region D (or L) ontaining the true system G0 .

1.5 General outline
This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: Un ertainty region dedu ed from PE identi ation
with unbiased model stru tures. This hapter re alls the general
results of PE identi ation with unbiased model stru tures and presents
the pro edure that allows one to design un ertainty sets D using a PE
identi ation pro edure with an unbiased model stru ture.
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Chapter 3: A measure of robust stability for the un ertainty
region D. This hapter introdu es the worst ase  -gap, gives an LMI
pro edure to ompute it and shows why this measure an be onsidered
as a robust stability measure of D.
Chapter 4: A ne essary and suÆ ient robust stability ondition
for D. This hapter presents the ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for
the stabilization of all plants in D by a given ontroller.
Chapter 5: Worst ase performan e in D. This hapter de nes
the notion of worst ase performan e a hieved by a given ontroller
over all the plants in the un ertainty region D and gives the LMI-based
optimization problem that omputes it exa tly.
Chapter 6: Pra ti al simulation examples. In this hapter, our
methodology is applied to two realisti simulation examples: a exible
transmission system and a ferrosili on produ tion pro ess.
Chapter 7: Frequen y domain image of a set of linearly parametrized
transfer fun tions. In this hapter, we analyze the image of the unertainty region D in the Nyquist plane in the ase where the model
stru ture is hosen linearly parametrized.
Chapter 8: Extension to biased model stru tures using sto hasti embedding. This hapter presents the sto hasti embedding assumptions and gives the pro edure to design the un ertainty region L
in open-loop and in losed-loop.
Chapter 9: Robustness analysis of L. In this hapter, we give
the robust stability and robust performan e analysis tools for the un ertainty region L.
Chapter 10: Con lusions. This hapter on ludes this thesis and
proposes some possible further resear h topi s.
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Chapter 2

Un ertainty region dedu ed
from Predi tion Error
Identi ation with unbiased
model stru ture
As said in the previous hapter, this work presents a framework that
onne ts Predi tion Error (PE) identi ation and Robust Control Theory. For this purpose, in this hapter, it is shown that PE identi ation
with unbiased model stru ture allows one to design an un ertainty region ontaining the true system at a ertain probability level, without
any further assumptions.
Predi tion error identi ation delivers an estimated model for the
true plant G0 . If the parametri stru ture for the model is suÆ iently
omplex to represent the true system, then this model is asymptoti ally
unbiased, and the ovarian e matrix of the parameter estimates allows
one to onstru t a parametri un ertainty region U ontaining the parameters of the true system G0 at a ertain probability level that we
an x at, say, 95 %. The un ertainty region U in the parameter spa e
de nes an equivalent un ertainty region D in the spa e of transfer fun tions with the identi ed model as its enter. This un ertainty region D
is thus de ned as a set of parametrized transfer fun tions, whose parameter ve tor is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoidal region in the parameter
spa e.
11
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Chapter outline. In Se tion 2.1, we rst re all the notion of unbiased
model stru ture and the results of PE identi ation with su h model
stru ture. In Se tion 2.2, we go through the di erent types of identi ation (open-loop, losed-loop, Model Error Model approa h, ...) and
show the pro edure to design an un ertainty region with ea h of these
types. In Se tion 2.3, the general stru ture of the un ertainty regions
delivered by PE identi ation is presented.

2.1 PE identi ation with unbiased model stru ture
In this se tion, we present the results related to PE identi ation with
unbiased model stru ture. More details an be e.g. found in [63℄. Before
pro eeding to this, we rst re all the lassi al results of PE identi ation
whatever model stru ture we hoose to perform this identi ation.

2.1.1 General results of PE identi ation
PE identi ation onsists of sele ting a parametrized model of an unknown system P0 in a ertain model stru ture using time-domain data
olle ted on this system P0 . The rule by whi h this sele tion is performed
using the data, is a predi tion error riterion i.e. the minimization of
the errors between the outputs that are predi ted using the parametrized
model and the a tual outputs olle ted on the system.
The system P0 we want to identify an e.g. be a real-life plant or
a losed-loop transfer fun tion des ribing a loop ontaing the real-life
plant. In the sequel, we will always onsider systems P0 having the
following properties.

Assumption 2.1 The system P0 that we want to identify is stable,
single input single output (SISO), nite dimensional and linear timeinvariant (LTI), with a dis rete-time rational input-output transfer fun tion P0 (z ):
y(t) = P0 (z )u(t) + v(t);
(2.1)
where u(t) is the input signal, y(t) the output signal and v(t) is an additive noise that is assumed to be generated by a white noise e(t) ltered
by a dis rete-time rational transfer fun tion H 0 (z ):
v(t) = H 0 (z )e(t):
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The noise v(t) orrupting the output y(t) is thus assumed to be the realization of a zero mean sto hasti pro ess.

In order to nd a model for the system P0 , we need
1. input and output signals olle ted on the system P0
2. a model stru ture M for P0 from whi h we will sele t a model for
P0 using the predi tion error riterion and the olle ted data.
3. a model stru ture for H 0 from whi h we will sele t a model for H 0
using the same predi tion error riterion and the same data.
In order to olle t data on P0 , we apply the following pro edure:

De nition 2.1 (data olle ted on P0 ) Let us onsider the system P0
satisfying Assumption 2.1. We apply a known sequen e UN = fu(t)jt =
1:::N g of N input data to P0 . This input sequen e is assumed persistently
ex iting (see [63℄). We olle t the orresponding noisy output sequen e
YN = fy(t)jt = 1:::N g generated by (2.1).
A model stru ture is a set of parametrized transfer fun tions. Let us
de ne the model stru ture for P0 as follows:

M = fP () j  2 Rk1g;

(2.2)

The ve tor  is alled the parameter ve tor. As we will never use the
model of H 0 , we will not de ne the model stru ture for H 0 formally.
However, we must always keep in mind that a PE identi ation pro edure pertains to the identi ation of both a model for P0 and a model
of H 0 . Let us now summarize the general results of PE identi ation in
the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1 ([63℄) Let us onsider the system P0 satisfying Assumption 2.1 and the sequen es UN and YN olle ted on P0 as shown
in De nition 2.1. Let us also onsider a model stru ture M for P0 as
de ned in (2.2). A PE identi ation pro edure with UN , YN and M delivers an identi ed parameter ve tor ^ de ning a model P (^) 2 M. The
identi ed parameter ve tor ^ is the parameter ve tor that minimizes the
sum of the square of the predi ted errors i.e. the di eren es between the
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predi ted outputs y^(t; ) 1 and the a tual outputs y(t):

^ =
arg min


N
X
t=1

(^y(t; ) y(t))2

(2.3)

Moreover, ^ is asymptoti ally a random ve tor with gaussian distribution, mean  and ovarian e C :

^  AsN (; C )

(2.4)

where  2 Rk1 is an unknown parameter ve tor and C 2 Rkk is
an unknown symmetri positive de nite matrix. Besides an identi ed
parameter ve tor ^, the PE identi ation pro edure also delivers an estimate P of the ovarian e matrix C of ^.

2.1.2 PE identi ation with unbiased model stru ture
PE identi ation with unbiased model stru ture is the parti ular ase of
PE identi ation where the model stru ture for P0 is hosen unbiased.
A model stru ture M is said unbiased if the system P0 lies in M:

De nition 2.2 (Unbiased model stru ture for P0 ) Let us onsider
a system P0 satisfying Assumption 2.1 and a model stru ture for P0 as
de ned in (2.2). The model stru ture M is said unbiased for P0 if there
exists a parameter ve tor 0 2 Rk1 su h that
P0 = P (0 ) 2 M
De nition 2.2 and Proposition 2.1 show that a PE identi ation pro edure with an unbiased model stru ture delivers a full order model of the
true system.
When an unbiased model stru ture is used, the only error you an
obtain on the estimation of P0 is the ovarian e error due to the (zero
mean) noise v(t) orrupting the output of P0 . The mean of the estimated
parameter ve tor ^ is onsequently the true parameter ve tor 0 . This
is summarized in the following proposition.
If we de ne the model stru ture for H 0 as MH = fH () j  2 Rk1 g, then the
predi ted outputs y^(t; ) is equal to H 1 ()P ()u(t) + (1 H 1 ())y (t).
1
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Proposition 2.2 ([63℄) Let us onsider that the PE identi ation proedure des ribed in Proposition 2.1 is performed with an unbiased model
stru ture M for P0 = P (0 ) as de ned in De nition 2.2 2 . Then, the
identi ed parameter ve tor ^ de nes an unbiased model P (^) 2 M and
has the property of being asymptoti ally a random ve tor with gaussian
distribution, mean 0 and ovarian e C :
^  AsN (0 ; C )
(2.5)
where C 2 Rkk is an unknown symmetri positive de nite matrix.
As for general model stru tures, the PE identi ation pro edure with
unbiased model stru ture also delivers an estimate P of the ovarian e
matrix C of ^.

Although the Gaussian distribution property of the identi ed parameter ve tor is an asymptoti property (i.e. a property obtained when
N ! 1), we will use this property in the sequel for a nite but sufiently large number N of data. This widespread approximation in
Statisti s Theory has been proved a urate in [63℄. Using this approximation, the results presented in Proposition 2.2 allows one to de ne
on den e ellipsoids entered at the identi ed parameter ve tor ^ and
ontaining the unknown parameter ve tor with a ertain probability
level.

Proposition 2.3 ([63℄) Let us onsider the system P0 = P (0 ) satisfying Assumption 2.1. Let us also onsider the identi ed parameter ve tor
^ and the estimate P of the ovarian e matrix of ^ as delivered by a
PE identi ation pro edure performed on P0 using a suÆ iently large
number N of input-output data and an unbiased model stru ture M (see
Proposition 2.2). We have then that the ellipsoid U of size  i.e.
U = f j ( ^)T P 1 ( ^) < g
(2.6)
ontains the true parameter ve tor 0 with a probability (k; ):

(k; ) = P r(0 2 U ) = P r(2 (k) < );
where 2 (k) is the hi-square probability density fun tion with k degrees
of freedom.
2
The model stru ture for H 0 is also assumed unbiased. However, it is not a
requirement in the ase where the model stru tures for P0 and H0 are independently
parametrized and the signals u(t) and v (t) are not orrelated.
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Proof. This proposition is a dire t onsequen e of the fa t that N has
been hosen suÆ iently large and of Proposition 2.2.

Remarks.

 The use of the hi-square probability distribution with k degrees

of freedom to de ne the probability density linked to U is in
fa t an approximation. Indeed, sin e P is only an estimate of
the ovarian e matrix C obtained with N experimental data, the
probability density fun tion linked to U is a fun tion of the Fdistribution F (k; N k) : the probability of the presen e of 0 in
U is P r(F (k; N k) < =k). Nevertheless, sin e N will generally
be large, we have that P r(F (k; N k) < =k)  P r(2 (k) < ).

 The probability level (k; ) an be hosen by the designer.
 If you hoose a probability level (k; ) = 0:95, it a tually means

that we have a probability of 95 % that the realisation of the noise
v(t) in the onsidered experiment has generated a ovarian e error
on the estimate ^ su h that the true parameter ve tor 0 lies in
the on den e ellipsoid U .

2.1.3 PE identi ation with unbiased ARX model stru tures
In the previous subse tion, we have brie y presented the general results
of PE identi ation with unbiased model stru tures. These results are
summarized in Proposition 2.2. In order to illustrate these results, we
will present, in this subse tion, the mathemati al details of a PE identi ation pro edure with unbiased model stru ture when the system P0
has an ARX stru ture. A system P0 is said to have an ARX stru ture
if the relation between its input u(t) and its output y(t) is given by

A(1;0 )y(t) = B (2;0 )u(t) + e(t):
(2.7)
The ve tors 1;0 2 Rna1 and 2;0 2 Rnb 1 are unknown parameter
ve tors. The signal e(t) is a white noise of varian e 2 . B (2;0 ) is a
polynomial in z 1 with a ertain delay that is here assumed equal to 1:
B (2;0) = z

1

z

2

and A(1;0 ) is a moni polynomial in z

::: z
1

nb



given by

2;0 ;
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A(1;0 ) = 1 + z

1

z

2

::: z

na



1;0 :

In order to perform a PE identi ation pro edure with unbiased
model stru ture for the system P0 as de ned in (2.7), let us measure
N input data u(t) and the orresponding N output data y(t) generated
by (2.7) and let us de ne an unbiased model stru ture as well for the
system P0 = B (2;0 )=A(1;0 ) as for the noise model H 0 = 1=A(1;0 ):

MARX



B (2 )
1
and H () =
j=
= P ( ) =
A(1 )
A(1 )



1
2



2

R(na +nb )1

(2.8)
The identi ation of a model from MARX is equivalent to the identi ation of a parameter ve tor ^ using the riterion presented in (2.3).
In order to pro eed to the determination of ^, let us rst introdu e
the following notations about the a tual outputs y(t) and the predi ted
outputs y^(t; ) that are both used in (2.3):
0

z }| {

y(t) = (t) 1;0 +e(t)
2;0
z0
B
B


Y

}|

y(1)
y(2)
:
y (N )

1{

z
0

C B
C=B
A 


}|

(1)
(2)
:
(N )

1{

z0

C
B
C 0 + B
A


(2.9)
E

}|

e(1)
e(2)
:
e(N )

1{
C
C;
A

(2.10)


where (t) =
y(t 1) ::: y(t na ) u(t 1) ::: u(t nb) :
The predi ted output y^(t; ) for a system in MARX is given by y^(t; ) =
(t) [63℄. As for the a tuals outputs, let us onstru t a ve tor with the
N predi ted outputs:
z0
B
B


Y^ ( )

}|

y^(1; )
y^(2; )
:
y^(N; )

1{
C
C = 
A

(2.11)
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We are now able to nd the estimate ^ that minimizes the predi tion error riterion presented in (2.3). Indeed, using expressions (2.10)
and (2.11), we an rewrite that riterion as follows:

^ = arg min[( Y )T ( Y )℄:


It yields:

^ = (T ) 1 T Y = QY

(2.12)

Let us now analyze the mean and the ovarian e of the estimate ^.
The mathemati al expe tation E ^ of ^ an be omputed as follows:

E ^ = E [( )
T

1 T

Y

}| {
(0 + E )℄

z

= 0 + (T ) 1 T E (E )
= 0

(2.13)

We obtain the result of Proposition 2.2 that tells us that the mean of
the estimate ^ is equal to 0 in the ase of unbiased model stru tures.
Let us now ompute the ovarian e matrix C of ^:

C = E [(^ 0 )(^ 0 )T ℄ = E [(QE )(QE )T ℄
= 2 QQT

(2.14)

The matrix C is unknown sin e the varian e 2 of the white noise e(t)
is unknown. However, we an obtain an estimate ^ 2 of 2 by using a
maximum likelihood te hnique [63℄. As a onsequen e, we also obtain
an estimate P of C :

P = ^ 2 QQT

(2.15)

Remark. In this subse tion, we have analyzed the ase of ARX model
stru tures. It is to be noted that, if the hosen model stru ture is not
linear in  (su h as in the ARX model stru ture), the determination of
^ and of P require numeri al optimization routines (see e.g. [63℄).
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2.2 Design of un ertainty regions using PE identi ation
In the previous se tion, we have re alled the important results related
to PE identi ation with unbiased model stru ture. In this se tion, we
will show that we an design an un ertainty region ontaining the reallife plant G0 , the so- alled true system G0 using a PE identi ation
pro edure with unbiased model stru ture, and this without adding any
further assumptions on the true system G0 than the lassi al assumptions required by PE identi ation. We will onsider di erent types of
PE identi ation, namely:

 open-loop identi ation [63℄,
 model error model identi ation [62, 64, 43, 42℄,
 dire t losed-loop identi ation [78℄,
 indire t losed-loop identi ation [78℄,
 Dual-Youla losed-loop identi ation [52, 51, 75, 27℄.
Open-loop identi ation is the lassi al way to perform identi ation.
However, in many industrial appli ations, due to unstable behaviour of
the plant, experimental data an only be obtained in losed loop and
a losed-loop identi ation must be performed. Moreover, the re ent
results on identi ation for ontrol have promoted the use of losed-loop
identi ation for produ ing models that are better suited for ontrol
design (see e.g. [38, 39℄). The properties of the di erent types of losedloop identi ation are ompared in e.g. [28℄. The model error model
approa h has been introdu ed by L. Ljung in order to validate an apriori given model Gmod and onsists in the identi ation of a model for
the di eren e between the true system and the model Gmod . Open-loop
and losed-loop identi ation an be onsidered for this approa h.
We will show that all these types of identi ation lead to un ertainty
regions that have the same general stru ture. Before pro eeding to this,
we will rst present the assumptions we made about the true system
G0 . These assumptions are the lassi al assumptions required by PE
identi ation with unbiased model stru ture.

20
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2.2.1 Assumptions on the true system G0
In the sequel, we will assume that the true system G0 is SISO and
LTI. Moreover, we assume that G0 an be des ribed by a dis rete-time
rational transfer fun tion G0 (z ) having the following general form

G0 (z ) = G(z; 0 ) =
where
 d is the delay;

z d (b0 + b1 z 1 + ::: + bm z m )
Z2 (z )0
=
;
1
n
1 + a1 z + ::: + an z
1 + Z1 (z )0
(2.16)

 0T = [a1 ::: an b0 ::: bm ℄ 2 Rq1; q = (n + m + 1);
 Z1 (z) = [z 1 z 2 ::: z n 0 ::: 0℄ is a row ve tor of size q;
 Z2 (z) = z d [0 ::: 0 1 z 1 z 2 ::: z m℄ is a row ve tor of size q.
We will further assume that the input-output relation for G0 is given by

y(t) = G0 u(t) + v(t);

(2.17)

where v(t) is additive noise modelled by v(t) = H0 (z )e(t). The transfer
fun tion H0 (z ) is a dis rete-time rational transfer fun tion and e(t) is a
white noise of varian e 2 .
These assumptions are equivalent to the assumptions we made about
the system P0 in the previous se tion. The only di eren e is that we do
not require here that the true system G0 is stable. Indeed, this stability
is not needed for the losed-loop identi ation pro edures. However, the
stability of G0 is required in order to perform an open-loop identi ation
or an identi ation using the model error model approa h in open-loop.

2.2.2 Open-loop PE identi ation
Let us onsider the true system G0 presented in Se tion 2.2.1. Here, we
further assume that G0 is stable. The true system G0 satis es therefore Assumptions 2.1, and we may therefore perform a PE identi ation
with unbiased model stru ture with this true system. Using (2.16), an
unbiased model stru ture for G0 is given by


Z2 
Mol = G() j G() = 1 + Z  ;
(2.18)
1
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where  2 Rq1 . If we know olle t N input data u(t) and output
data y(t) on the true system G0 , we have all the elements to perform
the identi ation. As stated in Proposition 2.2, this identi ation yields
a model G(^) 2 Mol and an estimate of the ovarian e matrix P of
^. Using now Proposition 2.3, the true parameter ve tor 0 lies with
probability (q; ) in the ellipsoidal un ertainty region

Uol = f j ( ^)T P 1 ( ^) < g

(2.19)

This parametri un ertainty region Uol de nes a orresponding un ertainty region in the spa e of transfer fun tions whi h we denote Dol :


Dol = G() j G() = 1 +Z2Z  and  2 Uol
1
Properties of



(2.20)

Dol .
G0 2 Dol with probability (q; )

We have thus de ned an un ertainty region Dol entered at the identi ed model G(^) and ontaining the true sytem G0 with probability
(q; ) (e.g. = 0:95).

2.2.3 Model Error Model Approa h
In this se tion, we will show that we an also obtain an un ertainty region ontaining the true system at a ertain probability level using the
Model Error Model (MEM) approa h. This approa h was introdu ed
by Lennart Ljung in [62℄ for the open-loop ase and was extended to the
losed-loop ase in [43℄. We will here only onsider the open-loop ase
in order to remain on ise. However, we an also dedu e an un ertainty
region from MEM in losed-loop as proved in [43, 42℄. In the MEM
approa h, we onsider a stable true system G0 satisfying the assumptions presented in Se tion 2.2.1 and an a-priori given model Gmod for
this true system3 . This approa h onsists of identifying a model for the
error between the given model Gmod and the true system G0 . A model
for G0 is then dedu ed by adding Gmod to the identi ed \error model".
Just as for the open-loop identi ation ase presented in the previous
subse tion, we olle t on the true system G0 two sequen es UN and YN
3

This model Gmod is typi ally the model we want to use for ontrol design.
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ontaining N inputs u(t) and the orresponding outputs y(t), respe tively. Using these data, we ompute the N residuals "(t):

"(t) = y(t) Gmod u(t):

(2.21)

We have then the following relation between the inputs u(t) and the
residuals "(t):
z

ÆG0

}|

{

"(t) = (G0 Gmod ) u(t) + H0 e(t)
(2.22)
As the system ÆG0 satis es Assumptions 2.1, we an perform a PE
identi ation with unbiased model stru ture for ÆG0 . An unbiased model
stru ture for ÆG0 is a fun tion of the given model Gmod . Let us therefore
denote it in the following generi form:


Mmem = G~ () j G~ () =



Z3 
;
1 + Z4 

(2.23)

where we have that  is a real ve tor of size, say, l and that Z3 (z )
and Z4 (z ) are row ve tors of size l onstru ted in the same way as Z1
and Z2 in (2.16) and therefore ontaining only delays and zeros. As
Mmem is an unbiased model stru ture for ÆG0 , there exists a ve tor
0 su h that ÆG0 = G~ (0 ) 2 Mmem . As stated in Proposition 2.2,
a PE identi ation pro edure with UN , EN = f"(t)jt = 1:::N g and
Mmem yields an unbiased model G~ (^) of ÆG0 and an estimate P of the
ovarian e matrix of ^. Using now Proposition 2.3, the true parameter
ve tor 0 lies with probability (l; ) in the ellipsoidal un ertainty region

Umem = f j ( ^)T P 1 ( ^) < g

(2.24)

From this set Umem , we an dedu e the set of orresponding plants G()
de ned as:
n

Dmem = G() j G() = Gmod + G~ () and  2 Umem

o

(2.25)

The notation G() used in (2.25) denotes the rational transfer fun tion
model whose oeÆ ients are uniquely determined from  by the mapping
G() = Gmod + G~ (). The nominal model for the true system G0 derived
from G~ (^ ) is G(^). It is important to note that, using the expression
of G~ () in (2.23), the un ertainty region Dmem an also be rewritten as
follows:
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+ Z5 
Dmem = G() j G() = Gmod
and  2 Umem
1 + Z6 



(2.26)

with Z5 = Z3 + Z4 Gmod and Z6 = Z4

Properties of Umem and Dmem .
0 2 Umem with probability (l; )
G0 = G(0 ) 2 Dmem with probability (l; )
Just as was done for open-loop identi ation, we have thus de ned an
un ertainty region Dmem that is entered at the model G(^) derived from
the identi ed G~ (^ ) and that ontains the true system G0 at a ertain
probability level.

2.2.4 Closed-loop identi ation
Let us onsider again the true system G0 presented in Se tion 2.2.1. In
order to perform the identi ation in losed-loop, we onne t the true
system with a stabilizing ontroller K as shown in Figure 2.1.
r2(t)
r1(t) +

+
+

K

-

u(t)

v(t)
+

Go

+

y(t)

Figure 2.1: Closed-loop onne tion of G0 and the ontroller K
Using Figure 2.1, we an write the following relations between the
signals present in the losed loop [K G0 ℄:


y(t)
u(t)



z

=

T (G0 ;K )
G0 K
1+G0 K
K
1+G0 K

}|

G0
1+G0 K

1
1+G0 K

!{ 

r1 (t)
r2 (t)



+




1
1+G0 K
v(t)
K
1+G0 K

(2.27)
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y(t) = G0u(t) + v(t)
(2.28)
Di erent types of PE identi ation an be performed using data
olle ted on the losed loop [K G0 ℄. We will here distinguish dire t,
indire t and Dual-Youla losed-loop identi ations and show that unertainty regions an be dedu ed from these three types of losed-loop
identi ation.
2.2.4.1 Dire t losed-loop identi ation
The obje tive of dire t losed-loop identi ation is to identify a model of
the true system using input signals u(t) and output signals y(t) olle ted
on the losed loop [K G0 ℄. We will therefore apply a sequen e of N
signals r1 (t) (or r2 (t)) to the losed-loop and olle t the orresponding
sequen es of data UN and YN :
UN = fu(t)jt = 1:::N g

YN = fy(t)jt = 1:::N g

The pro edure of identi ation then follows the same pro edure as for
open-loop identi ation4 . The un ertainty region dedu ed from dire t
losed-loop identi ation has therefore the same form as the un ertainty
region Dol given in (2.20).

2.2.4.2 Indire t losed-loop identi ation
The obje tive of indire t losed-loop identi ation is to identify a model
of one of the four losed-loop transfer fun tions des ribing the loop
[K G0 ℄. These four \true" losed-loop transfer fun tions are the entries of the matrix T (G0 ; K ) de ned in (2.27) i.e.
T01 =

G0 K

1+G0 K

T02 =

G0

1+G0 K

T03 =

K

1+G0 K

T04 =

1
1+G0 K

(2.29)

The model for G0 is then omputed from the estimate of any one of
these four transfer fun tions by inversion of the mapping (2.29), using
knowledge of the ontroller K . The sele tion of one of those transfer fun tions for identi ation is linked to the available signals and the
stru ture of the ontroller K . Indeed, it is proved in [21℄ that the presen e of unstable (or unit- ir le) poles or zeros in K imposes restri tions
4

It is nevertheless to be noted that an unbiased model stru ture for the noise
model is here required.
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on the subset of these transfer fun tions that an be identi ed.
In the sequel, we show how we an onstru t an un ertainty region

Di l ontaining the true system in the ase where the rst losed-loop
transfer fun tion T01 is estimated. An un ertainty region Di l an be

derived similarly for the other ases (see e.g. [13℄ for the identi ation
of T03 ).
Let us therefore apply a sequen e of N data r1 (t) to the losed-loop
[K G0 ℄ and olle t the orresponding sequen e of data y(t). We have
the following relations between r1 (t) and y(t):
z

T01

}|

{

1
G0 K
r1 (t) +
v(t)
y(t) =
1 + G0 K
1 + G0 K

(2.30)

Sin e the transfer fun tion T01 satis es Assumptions 2.1, the N data
r1 (t) and y(t) an be used to identify a full-order model for T01 . For this
purpose, we need to de ne an unbiased model stru ture for T01 . Sin e
the stru ture of T01 is a fun tion of the ontroller K , let us de ne it in
the following generi way




Mi l = T () j T () = 1 +Z7Z  ;
8

(2.31)

where we have that  is a real ve tor of size, say, f and that Z3 (z )
and Z4 (z ) are row ve tors of size f onstru ted in the same way as
Z1 and Z2 in (2.16) and therefore ontaining only delays and zeros.
As Mi l is an unbiased model stru ture for T01 , there exists a ve tor
0 su h that T01 = T (0 ) 2 Mi l . As stated in Proposition 2.2, a PE
identi ation pro edure with the N data r1 (t), the N orresponding data
y(t) and Mi l yields an unbiased model T (^) of T01 and an estimate P
of the ovarian e matrix of ^. Using now Proposition 2.3, we an de ne
an ellipsoidal parametri un ertainty region Ui l that ontains the true
parameter ve tor 0 at the probability level (f; ):

Ui l = f j ( ^)T P 1 ( ^) < g

(2.32)

From this set Ui l , we an dedu e the set of orresponding open-loop
plants G( ) de ned as:
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Di l = G() j G() = K (1T (T) ()) and  2 Ui l



(2.33)

The notation G( ) used in (2.33) denotes the rational transfer fun tion
model whose oeÆ ients are uniquely determined from  by the mapping

T ( )
:
(2.34)
K (1 T ( ))
The nominal open-loop model derived from T (^) is G(^). It is important
to note that, using the expression of T ( ) in (2.31), the un ertainty
region Di l an also be rewritten as follows:
G( ) =



Di l = G() j G() = 1 +ZZ9   and  2 Ui l
10
with Z9 = Z7 =K and Z10 = Z8 Z7



(2.35)

Properties of Ui l and Di l .
0 2 Ui l with probability (f; )
G0 = G(0 ) 2 Di l with probability (f; )
We have thus de ned an un ertainty region Di l that is entered at the
open-loop model G(^) derived from the identifed T (^) and that ontains
the true system G0 at a ertain probability level.

2.2.4.3 Dual-Youla losed-loop identi ation
The so- alled Youla parametrization gives the parametrization of all
ontrollers stabilizing a plant (see [29℄). For identi ation purpose, this
result has been extended to the parametrization of all plants stabilized
by a ontroller [52, 51℄. This result is re alled in Proposition 2.4, but beforehand, we give the following de nition that is used in Proposition 2.4.
De nition 2.3 ([83℄) Let us onsider a transfer fun tion G. The pair
fN; Dg is a oprime fa torization of G if
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 N and D are stable tranfer fun tions;
 G = ND ;
 there exists stable transfer fun tions X
YD =1
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and Y su h that XN +

Proposition 2.4 ([83℄) Let us onsider a plant G having a oprime
fa torization fNG ; DG g and a ontroller C having a oprime fa torization fNC ; DC g. Let us also assume that C stabilizes G. Then, the set
S of all (LTI and nite dimensional) plants stabilized by C is given by:
G + DC R
S = fGin j Gin = N
with R 2 RH1g
DG NC R
The parametrization presented in Proposition 2.4 an be applied
to the loop [K G0 ℄ presented in Figure 2.1. Indeed, onsider a given
initial system Gx that is stabilized by K . Using Proposition 2.4, the
true system G0 (also stabilized by K ) an be represented in the Youla
parametrization for a stable transfer fun tion R0 :
N + DK R0
;
(2.36)
G0 = x
Dx NK R0
where fNx ; Dx g and fNK ; DK g are oprime fa tors of Gx and K , respe tively 5 . The obje tive in Dual-Youla losed-loop identi ation [52, 51℄
is to identify the Youla parameter R0 of the true system using data olle ted on the losed-loop [K G0 ℄. A model for the true system is then
dedu ed from the identi ed Youla parameter.
In order to perform this identi ation, a sequen e of N data r1 (t) is
applied to [K G0 ℄ and the orresponding data u(t) and y(t) are olle ted.
Using the signals u(t) and y(t), we an ompute the following auxiliary
signals x(t) and z (t):

x(t) = (Dx + KNx) 1 (u(t) + Ky(t))
z (t) = (DK + GxNK ) 1 (y(t) Gxu(t)):
These auxiliary signals x(t) and z (t) are su h that
z (t) = R0 x(t) + H0 (DK (1 + KG0 )) 1 v(t):
5

(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)

It is to be noted that the transfer fun tion R0 depends on the hoi e of the pairs

fNx ; Dx g and fNK ; DK g.
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Sin e R0 satis es Assumptions 2.1, the sequen es of N data x(t) and of
N data z (t) an therefore be used to identify a full order model of R0 .
For this purpose, we need to de ne an unbiased model stru ture for R0 .
Sin e the stru ture of R0 is a fun tion of the ontroller K and of Gx, let
us de ne it in the following generi way:




Mdy = R( ) j R( ) = 1 +Z11Z  ;

(2.40)

12

where we have that  is a real ve tor of size, say, p and that Z11 (z ) and
Z12 (z ) are row ve tors of size p onstru ted in the same way as Z1 and
Z2 in (2.16) and therefore ontaining only delays and zeros. As Mdy is
an unbiased model stru ture for R0 , there exists a ve tor 0 su h that
R0 = R(0 ) 2 Mdy . As stated in Proposition 2.2, a PE identi ation
pro edure with the N data x(t), the N data z (t) and Mdy yields an
unbiased model R(^) of R0 and an estimate P of the ovarian e matrix
of ^. Using now Proposition 2.3, we an de ne an ellipsoidal parametri
un ertainty region Udy that ontains the true parameter ve tor 0 at the
probability level (p; ):

Udy = f j (

^)T P 1 (

^) < g

(2.41)

From this set Udy , we an dedu e the set of orresponding open loop
plants G( ) de ned as:


x + DK R( )
and  2 Udy
Ddy = G( ) j G( ) = N
Dx NK R( )



(2.42)

The nominal open-loop model derived from R(^) is G(^). It is important
to note that, using the expression of R( ) in (2.40), the un ertainty
region Ddy an also be rewritten as follows:




Ddy = G( ) j G( ) = G1x++ZZ13 and  2 Udy
(2.43)
14
with Z13 = Gx Z12 + (DK Z11 =Dx ) and Z10 = Z12 (NK Z11 =Dx )
Properties of Udy and Ddy .
0 2 Udy with probability (p; )
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G0 = G(0 ) 2 Ddy with probability (p; )
We have thus de ned an un ertainty region Ddy that is entered at the
model G(^) derived from the identifed Youla parameter R(^) and that
ontains the true system G0 at a ertain probability level.

2.3 General stru ture of the un ertainty regions
dedu ed from PE identi ation
In the previous se tion, un ertainty regions ontaining the true system
have been obtained as a result of open-loop identi ation, the model
error model identi ation and dire t, indire t and Dual-Youla losedloop identi ation. These un ertainty regions take the form of a set of
parametrized open-loop transfer fun tions where the parameter ve tor
lies in an ellipsoid U . This fa t an be summarized in the following
proposition.

Proposition 2.5 Consider G0 = G(z; Æ0 ), the true system presented
in Se tion 2.2.1. The un ertainty regions D resulting from predi tion
error identi ation, and whi h ontain the true system G0 at a pres ribed
probability level, an all be des ribed in the following generi form:




D = G(z; Æ) j G(z; Æ) = 1e ++ ZZN ÆÆ and Æ 2 U = fÆ j (Æ Æ^)T R(Æ Æ^) < 1g
D

where

(2.44)

 Æ 2 Rk1 is a real parameter ve tor;
 Æ^ is the parameter estimate resulting from the identi ation step;
 R is a symmetri positive de nite matrix 2 Rkk that is proportional to the inverse of the ovarian e matrix of Æ^;

 ZN (z) and ZD (z) are row ve tors of size k of known transfer fun tions;

 e(z) is a known transfer fun tion.
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Proof. This proposition is a dire t onsequen e of expressions (2.20),
(2.26), (2.35), (2.43).

Proposition 2.5 de nes the un ertainty region D. Let us point out the
following hara teristi s of this un ertainty region.

 The un ertainty region D is simply and dire tly the result of a PE

identi ation pro edure with unbiased model stru ture performed
on the true system. A PE identi ation pro edure with unbiased
model stru ture leading to an un ertainty region will be alled a
validation experiment in the sequel.

 The true system G0 lies in D at a ertain probability level that is
xed by the designer.

 The un ertainty region D is entered at G(z; Æ^) whi h is a model of

the true system G0 . This model is either the identi ed model (in
open-loop identi ation) or the model of the true system G0 that
is derived from the identi ed transfer fun tion (in the other ases
of identi ation). This model G(z; Æ^) is generally hosen as model
for ontrol design. However, it is of ourse not a requirement.

 Di erent identi ation experiments (i.e. open-loop or losed-loop

identi ation, di erent measured data, ...) lead to di erent identied parameter ve tors, di erent ovarian e matri es, and therefore
also di erent sets of systems D(i) .

It has been noted in Chapter 1 that other te hniques (i.e. set membership identi ation and the model invalidation on ept) have been developed to estimate an un ertainty region ontaining the true system
under a variety of assumptions that are often a great distan e from the
lassi al assumptions used in PE identi ation. These te hniques generially aim at produ ing lassi al frequen y domain linear fra tional un ertainty regions used in mainstream robust ontrol theory su h as additive
un ertainty regions (see e.g. [70, 56, 66, 49℄) or oprime fa tor un ertainty regions (see e.g. [16℄). The reason for produ ing su h lassi al
un ertainty regions is that a large number of robustness tools have been
developed for these parti ular types of un ertainty regions [92, 91, 86℄.
Our un ertainty region D is quite di erent from these standard un ertainty regions. In order to establish these di eren es, let us ompare the
un ertainty region D with e.g. the additive un ertainty region de ned
below.
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De nition 2.4 (additive un ertainty region) Let us onsider a stable model Gmod and a stable transfer fun tion (z ). An additive un ertainty region of size is then de ned as follows:

Ga = fGin(z) j Gin(z) = Gmod (z)+(z) with k (z) k1< g: (2.45)
By omparing (2.44) and (2.45), several di eren es an be noted. However, the major di eren e is that the un ertainty part Æ in D is a real
parameter ve tor and not a transfer fun tion as in the additive un ertainty region. Our un ertainty region D is indeed a parametri un ertainty region and not a frequen y domain un ertainty region.
Due to the huge developments a hieved in robust ontrol theory in
the last years, a lot of new robustness results are now also available for
un ertainty sets with a parametri (i.e. real) un ertainty part (see e.g.
[34, 35, 53, 72, 7, 4, 5℄). Some of these results will help us to develop
robustness tools adapted to the un ertainty region D even though manipulations of D and new results will also be required to obtain these
robustness tools.
We have developed a robust stability analyzis tool (see Chapter 4)
as well as a robust performan e analysis tool (see Chapter 5) for D.
The robust analysis tool is a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the
stabilization of all plants in D by a given ontroller. This ondition
is therefore a ondition for the stabilization of the true system G0 by
this ontroller. The robust performan e analysis tool is an LMI (Linear
Matrix Inequality) pro edure omputing exa tly the worst ase performan e a hieved by a given ontroller over all plants in D. This worst
ase performan e is therefore a lower bound of the performan e a hieved
by the onsidered ontroller with the true system G0 .
We have also developed another type of result for the un ertainty
region D that no more pertains to the validation of one parti ular ontroller, but pertains to determining what quality an un ertainty region
D must possess for it to be tuned for robustly stable ontroller design.
Indeed, in Chapter 3, we introdu e a measure of size of the un ertainty
set D, the worst ase  -gap, that is dire tly onne ted to the size of the
set of model-based ontrollers that are guaranteed by the  -gap theory
[84℄6 to stabilize all plants in D. More parti ulary, the smaller is this
6

This ontroller set is not guaranteed to ontain all stabilizing ontrollers.
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measure, the larger is the set of robustly stabilizing ontrollers. This
robust stability measure an thus be used as a tool to assess the quality (with respe t to robustly stable ontroller design) of an un ertainty
region D obtained by a validation experiment (i.e. a PE identi ation
experiment). This robust stability measure also draws guidelines for the
design of the validation experiment: a validation experiment should always aim at produ ing an un ertainty region D with a small worst ase
 -gap sin e it implies that the obtained un ertainty region will have a
large set of robustly stabilizing ontrollers.

2.4 Con lusions
In this hapter, we have shown that a validation experiment (i.e. a
PE identi ation pro edure with unbiased model stru ture) allows one
to design an un ertainty region ontaining the true system at a ertain probability level, and this without adding any further assumptions.
This un ertainty region takes the form of a set of parametrized transfer
fun tions whose parameter ve tor is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoid.

Chapter 3

A measure of robust
stability for the un ertainty
region D
In the previous hapter, we have presented the design of an un ertainty
region using a PE identi ation pro edure performed on the true system
using an unbiased model stru ture. We all this pro edure a validation
experiment. The un ertainty region D dedu ed from su h validation experiment takes the form of a set of transfer fun tion parametrized by a
real ve tor whi h is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoid. The un ertainty
region D has the property to ontain the true system G0 at a probability
level that an be xed by the designer. The general stru ture of D is
given in (2.44). This expression of D does not inform us about the size
of the set of ontrollers that robustly stabilize all plants in D. In other
words, by observing D, we an not say if this ontroller set is large or
small. As, in Chapter 4, we will dedu e the stabilization of the true
system by a given ontroller by the veri ation of the stabilization of
all plants in D by the onsidered ontroller, this la k of information is a
real drawba k. That is why, in this hapter, we introdu e a measure of
robust stability for the un ertainty region D that is dire tly onne ted
to the size of a set of model-based ontrollers that are guaranteed to
robustly stabilize D (i.e. that stabilize all plants in D).
This robust stability measure for D is de ned as the worst ase (i.e.
the largest)  -gap [84, 85℄ between a model Gmod and the plants in D.
Here Gmod is the model that will be used for ontrol design. This model
33
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Gmod is generally the enter of the onsidered un ertainty region D.
However, it is not a requirement: this model an be also a redu ed order
model obtained from this enter or an a-priori given model.
Our rst ontribution is to show that the worst ase  -gap an be
omputed frequen y-wise using an LMI-based optimization problem at
ea h frequen y. Our se ond ontribution is to show that the smaller the
worst ase  -gap between the model Gmod and all plants in some D, the
larger is the set of Gmod -based ontrollers 1 that are guaranteed by the
 -gap theory to robustly stabilize D. The worst ase  -gap is thus an
indi ator of how well an un ertainty set D is tuned for robustly stable
ontroller design based on the model Gmod ( hosen for ontrol design).
A too large indi ator will therefore in ite the designer to reje t the unertainty region and to perform a new validation experiment. We also
show that the worst ase  -gap an be used as a tool for the sele tion
of the un ertainty region that is best tuned for robust ontrol design, in
the ase where di erent validation experiments have delivered di erent
un ertainty regions D(i) . Finally, and it may be the most interesting
result, sin e the worst ase  -gap hara terizes what quality an un ertainty region D (and therefore also the validation experiment that yields
this un ertainty set) must possess for it to be tuned for robust ontrol
design, our result leads to guidelines for the design of the validation experiment. This result may therefore be onsidered as the rst step in
the dire tion of PE identi ation for robust ontrol.
The  -gap metri is thus hosen to hara terize the amount of unertainty (i.e. the distan e) between the model Gmod and the plants in
an un ertainty region D. Our approa h is thus based on the embedding
of the parametri un ertainty region D into a larger un ertainty set dened by the  -gap metri . This introdu es a onservatism, but allows
us to use the  -gap theory to hara terize the size of the ontroller set
that is guaranteed (by this theory) to robustly stabilize D. It is obvious
that similar results ould have been dedu ed from the embedding of D
into e.g. an additive or a multipli ative un ertainty region. However,
the hoi e of the  -gap metri is motivated by the fa t that this metri
generally leads to the least onservative robust stability results [86℄.
1

The Gmod -based ontrollers are the ontrollers designed from Gmod
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Chapter outline. We rst present, in Se tion 3.1, the robust stability results linked to the  -gap metri . In Se tion 3.2, we then de ne
the worst  -gap between a model and an un ertainty region D and a
pro edure to ompute it exa tly is given in Se tion 3.3. In Se tion 3.4,
the worst ase  -gap is then related to the size of the set of model-based
ontrollers that are guaranteed by the  -gap theory to robustly stabilize
an un ertainty region D. After having given di erent possible uses of
the worst ase  -gap , we nish this hapter by presenting a simulation
example.

3.1 The  -gap metri and its robust stability
properties
As said in the introdu tion of this hapter, the robust stability measure for D is the worst- ase  -gap between the model Gmod and the
un ertainty set D. The worst- ase  -gap is an extension of the  -gap,
introdu ed by Vinni ombe [84℄, whi h is a measure of distan e between
two transfer fun tions. For the sake of ompleteness, we rst brie y
re all the de nition of the  -gap for s alar transfer fun tions.

3.1.1 The Vinni ombe  -gap between two plants
De nition 3.1 The gap metri between two transfer fun tions G1 and
G2 , introdu ed by Vinni ombe [84℄ and denoted Æ , is de ned as
(

Æ (G1 ; G2 ) =



max
 G1 (ej! ); G2 (ej! )
!
1

where


 G1 (ej! ); G2 (ej! )

,p

if W (G1 ; G2 ) = 0
otherwise
(3.1)

jG1(ej! ) pG2(ej! )j
1 + jG1 (ej! )j2 1 + jG2 (ej! )j2

(3.2)

and where W (G1 ; G2 ) = wno(1 + G1 G2 ) + (G2 ) ~(G1 ).

Here G (ej! ) = G(e j! ), (G) (resp. ~(G)) denotes the number of
poles of G in the omplement of the losed (resp. open) unit dis , while
wno(G) denotes the winding number about the origin of G(z ) as z follows the unit ir le indented into the exterior of the unit dis around
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any unit ir le pole and zero of G(z ).
If the winding number ondition W (G1 ; G2 ) = 0 is satis ed, then
the  -gap between two plants has a simple frequen y domain interpretation (in the SISO ase). Indeed, the quantity (G1 (ej! ); G2 (ej! )) is the
hordal distan e between the proje tions of G1 (ej! ) and G2 (ej! ) onto
the Riemann sphere of unit diameter with South Pole at the origin of
the omplex plane [84℄. The distan e Æ (G1 ; G2 ) between G1 and G2 is
therefore, a ording to (3.1), the supremum of these hordal distan es
over all frequen ies. Observe that 0 6 Æ (G1 ; G2 ) 6 1:

3.1.2 The generalized stability margin of a losed loop
system
Consider now a losed loop system made up of the feedba k inter onne tion of a system G and a ontroller C : see Figure 3.1. The losed loop
transfer fun tion matrix between [r1 r2 ℄T and [y u℄T an be written as
0

T (G; C ) = 

T11 T12
T21 T22

1

0

A=

GC

G

1+GC

1+GC

C
1+GC

1
1+GC

r2(t)
r1(t)

+

C

-

+
+

u(t)

1
A:

(3.3)

v(t)
G

+
+

y(t)

Figure 3.1: Closed-loop onne tion of a system G and a ontroller C

De nition 3.2 The generalized stability margin of the losed loop
system is de ned as
bGC =

8
<

kT (G; C )k11

:

0 otherwise

if [C G℄ is stable

(3.4)
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It an be shown [84℄ that an alternative de nition is

bGC =

8
>
<
>
:



min
 G(ej! );
!

1

C (ej! )



if [C G℄ is stable

0 otherwise

(3.5)

Thus, the generalized stability margin of a losed loop system [C G℄ is
measured by the least hordal distan e between the proje tions on the
Riemann sphere of G and of the inverse of C . It is to be noted that,
for a given plant G, the generalized stability margin has a maximum
bopt (G) (see e.g. [91℄) given by
q

bopt (G) = max bGC = 1
C



k N M k2H ;

(3.6)

where k A kH is the Hankel norm of the operator A (see e.g. [92℄) and
fN; M g is the normalized oprime fa torization of G i.e. the oprime
fa torization (see De nition 2.3) su h that N  N + M  M = 1

3.1.3 Robust stability and the  -gap
The main interest of the  -gap metri is its use in a range of robust
stability results. One of this result relates the size of the set of robustly
stabilizing ontrollers of a  -gap un ertainty set (i.e. an un ertainty set
de ned with the  -gap ) to the size of this un ertainty set [84, 85℄.

Proposition 3.1 ([84, 85℄) Let us onsider an  -gap un ertainty set
G of size and entered at a model Gmod:

G = fG j Æ (Gmod ; G)  g:
Then, a ontroller C stabilizing Gmod stabilizes all plants in the un ertainty region G if and only if it lies in the ontroller set:

fC (z) j bGmodC > g
The size of a  -gap un ertainty set G is thus dire tly onne ted to
the size of the set of all ontrollers that robustly stabilize G . Moreover,

the smaller is this size , the larger is the set of ontrollers that robustly
stabilize the un ertainty set G . Let us now present a dire t onsequen e
of Proposition 3.1 whi h relates the size of the set of ontrollers that are
guaranteed to stabilize two plants G1 and G2 to Æ (G1 ; G2 ) [84℄.
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Corollary 3.1 ([84℄) Let us onsider a nominal plant G1 and a perturbed plant G2 and denote Æ (G1 ; G2 ) the  -gap between these two
plants. Then, a ontroller C stabilizing G1 also stabilizes G2 if this
ontroller lies in the ontroller set

f C j bG1 ;C > Æ (G1 ; G2)g

3.2 The worst ase  -gap between a model and D
The ni e stability properties presented in the previous se tion show that
the Gmod -based ontroller set that is guaranteed (by Proposition 3.1) to
robustly stabilize D will be large, if the largest  -gap between Gmod and
any plant in D remains small. We all this \largest  -gap" the worst
ase  -gap ÆW C (Gmod ; D) between Gmod and the set D.

De nition 3.3 Consider an un ertainty region D having the stru ture
given in (2.44) and a model Gmod . The worst ase Vinni ombe distan e
ÆW C (Gmod ; D) is given by2 :
ÆW C (Gmod ; D) = max Æ (Gmod ; Gin )
Gin

2D

(3.7)

Another important quantity is now de ned: the worst ase hordal
distan e. This quantity, whose omputation is the result of a onvex optimization problem involving LMI onstraints as will be shown in Se tion
3.3, will allow us to give an alternative expression for ÆW C (Gmod ; D).

De nition 3.4 At a parti ular frequen y !, we de ne W C (Gmod (ej! ); D)
as the maximum hordal distan e between Gmod (ej! ) and the frequen y
responses of all plants in D at this frequen y:
W C (Gmod (ej! ); D) = max (Gmod (ej! ); Gin (ej! ))
Gin

2D

(3.8)

This last quantity an now be used to give an alternative expression
of the worst ase Vinni ombe distan e. This is done in the following
lemma, whi h is an extension of a property presented in [85, page 66℄.
2
Note that, with some abuse, even though it ould happen that the term \supremum" should be used instead of \maximum", we will always use the term \maximum"
in the sequel.
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Lemma 3.1 If W (Gmod ; Gin ) = 0 for one plant Gin 2 D, then the
worst ase Vinni ombe distan e ÆW C (Gmod ; D) de ned in (3.7) an also
be expressed in the following way using the worst ase hordal distan e:
ÆW C (Gmod ; D) = max
W C (Gmod (ej! ); D)
!

(3.9)

where W C (Gmod (ej! ); D) is de ned in (3.8).

Proof. The winding number ondition may be omitted in (3.9). Indeed, assume there exists one G1 2 D for whi h W (Gmod ; G1 ) 6= 0,
i.e. Æ (Gmod ; G1 ) = 1. Sin e the ellipsoid U in the expression (2.44)
of D is a onne ted set, then there always exists a pie ewize ontinuous appli ation  of [0 1℄ to plants in D su h that (0) = Gin and
(1) = G1 . As W (Gmod ; Gin ) = 0 and W (Gmod ; G1 ) 6= 0, there exists
a G2 = () 2 D su h that (1 + Gmod (ej!0 )G2 (ej!0 ) = 0) and therefore su h that (Gmod (ej!0 ); G2 (ej!0 )) = 1 for some frequen y !0 . So,
ÆW C (Gmod ; D) = 1

Remark. If Gmod 2 D, we always have W (Gmod ; Gmod ) = 0 and therefore (3.9) is always valid.

3.3 Computation of the worst ase hordal distan e and worst ase  -gap
In the previous subse tion, we have de ned the worst ase  -gap between the model Gmod and all plants in an un ertainty region D having the general stru ture (2.44). Now we give a pro edure to ompute
this worst ase  -gap ÆW C (Gmod ; D). A ording to Lemma 3.1, this is
equivalent to nding a pro edure to ompute the worst ase hordal distan e W C (Gmod (ej! ); D) de ned in (3.8), sin e ÆW C (Gmod ; D) is the
maximum over all frequen ies of the worst ase hordal distan e. In
the following theorem, we show that the omputation of the worst ase
hordal distan e W C (Gmod (ej! ); D) at a parti ular frequen y ! an be
formulated as a onvex optimization problem involving Linear Matrix
Inequality (LMI) onstraints [17℄. An LMI is a matrix inequality of
 F + Pq  F  0; where  2 Rq is the variable, and
the form F ( ) =
0
i=1 i i
Fi = FiT 2 Rtt , i = 0; : : : ; q are given. Several algorithms that have
pra ti al eÆ ien y have been devised for solving these problems, see
[82℄. The LMI problems an be solved using the free ware ode SP [82℄
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and its Matlab/S ilab interfa e LMITOOL [32℄ or the available ommer ial
Matlab Toolbox, LMI Control Toolbox [36℄.

Theorem 3.1 Consider a model Gmod and an un ertainty region D
given in (2.44). Then W C (Gmod (ej! ); D) = p opt ; where opt is the
optimal value of in the following standard onvex optimization problem involving LMI onstraints evaluated at !:
minimize
over
;
subje t to   0 and


Re(a11 ) Re(a12 )
Re(a12 ) Re(a22 )







R
RÆ^
( RÆ^)T Æ^T RÆ^ 1



<0

(3.10)

where

 a11 = (ZN ZN ZN xZD ZD xZN + ZD x xZD )
Z  QZD );

(ZN QZN +

D

 a12 = ZN e ZN x ZD ex + ZD xx (ZN eQ + ZD Q);
 a22 = ee ex ex + xx (ee Q + Q);
 Q = 1 + xx and x = Gmod(ej! ):
The worst ase  -gap is then obtained as

ÆW C (Gmod ; D) = max
W C (Gmod (ej! ); D)
!
Proof. We prove that the square root of the solution of the LMI optimization problem gives the worst ase hordal distan e W C (Gmod (ej! ); D)
at some frequen y !. The derivation of the worst ase  -gap is a dire t
onsequen e of Lemma 3.1.
If we denote the frequen y response of the model Gmod (ej! ) by x,
and that of any plant G(ej! ; Æ) 2 D by y(Æ), then a onvenient way to
state the problem of omputing the worst ase hordal distan e at some
frequen y ! is as follows:

minimize su h that (x; y(Æ))2 < for all y(Æ) 2 D

D
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The expression (x; y(Æ))2 < has to be transformed into an LMI
onstraint. This an easily be done as proved in the following expressions.

jx py(Æ)j
p
1 + jxj2 1 + jy(Æ)j2
x x + y(Æ) y(Æ) y(Æ) x x y(Æ)

!2

()

<

(1 + x x)(1 + y(Æ) y(Æ)) < 0 ()

 
y (Æ )  1
1

(1 + x x)
x
x x

x
(1 + x x)



y(Æ)
1

 
e + ZN Æ  1
1 + ZD Æ

(1 + x x)
x
x x

x
(1 + x x)



e + ZN Æ
1 + ZD Æ





<0
(3.11)

By pre-multiplying (3.11) by (1 + ZD Æ) and post-multiplying the
same expression by (1 + ZD Æ), we obtain:




<0
(3.12)
whi h is equivalent with the following onstraint on Æ with variable :


 
Æ  a11 a12
1
a12 a22



Æ
1



<0

(3.13)

with a11 , a12 and a22 as de ned in the statement of Theorem (3.1). Sin e
Æ is real, it an be shown that (3.13) is equivalent with
z


Æ
1

T 

(Æ)
}|

Re(a11 ) Re(a12 )
Re(a12 ) Re(a22 )



Æ
1

{


<0

(3.14)

This last expression is equivalent to stating that (Gmod (ej! ); G(ej! ; Æ))2 <
for a parti ular Æ 2 U . However, this must be true for all Æ 2 U .
Therefore, (3.14) must be true for all Æ su h that:
z


(Æ )

Æ
1

T 

R
( RÆ^)T

}|

RÆ^
T
Æ^ RÆ^ 1



Æ
1

{


<0

(3.15)
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whi h is equivalent to the statement \Æ 2 U ".
Let us now re apitulate. Computing W C (Gmod (ej! ); D)2 is equivalent to nding the smallest su h that (Æ) < 0 for all Æ for whi h
(Æ) < 0. By the S pro edure [55, 17℄, this problem is equivalent to nding the smallest and a positive s alar  su h that (Æ) (Æ) < 0,
for all Æ 2 Rk1 whi h is pre isely (3.10). To omplete this proof, note
that the worst ase hordal distan e at ! is thus equal to p opt where

opt is the optimal value of .

Remark. Our omputation of the worst ase  -gap requires thus the
omputation of the worst ase hordal distan e over a frequen y grid.

3.4 A robust stability measure for D
In the previous se tion, the notion of worst ase  -gap between a model
Gmod and an un ertainty region D has been introdu ed and a pro edure
has been given to ompute this distan e. This worst ase  -gap an
be onsidered as a robustness measure of D with respe t to robustly
stable ontroller design based on the model Gmod . We have indeed the
following result.

Proposition 3.2 Consider an un ertainty region D having the stru ture given by (2.44) and a model Gmod . All ontrollers C that stabilize
Gmod and that lie in the set

C (Gmod ; D) = fC j bGmod;C > ÆW C (Gmod ; D)g

(3.16)

are guaranteed to stabilize all plants in the un ertainty region D. It is
to be noted that the stability margin bGmod ;C a hievable by a ontroller
C with Gmod is bounded by bopt (Gmod ) de ned in (3.6).

Proof. Using the de nition of the worst ase  -gap given in (3.7), we
see that D is embedded in the un ertainty region fGjÆ (Gmod ; G) 
ÆW C (Gmod ; D)g. This theorem is thus a dire t onsequen e of Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 3.2 tells us that the worst ase  -gap between the model
Gmod and an un ertainty set D is a measure of size of the set D that is
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dire tly onne ted to the size of the set C (Gmod ; D) of Gmod -based ontrollers that are guaranteed to stabilize all plants in D. Proposition 3.2
shows also that the smaller ÆW C (Gmod ; D), the larger is this robustly stabilizing ontroller set. Thus, the worst ase  -gap is a ni e and ompa t
measure of the ability of an un ertainty set D to be robustly stabilized
by a large set of ontrollers designed from Gmod and therefore of how
well the un ertainty region D is tuned for robustly stable ontroller design based on Gmod .
It is to be noted that there may be additional ontrollers outside
the set C (Gmod ; D) that stabilize all models in D. Indeed, a ording to
Proposition 3.1, the set C (Gmod ; D) ontains all ontrollers that stabilize all systems in the un ertainty set fGjÆ (Gmod ; G)  ÆW C (Gmod ; D)g
that embeds D. However, the advantage of this des ription is that the
size of the set C (Gmod ; D) (i.e. ÆW C (Gmod ; D)) is only a fun tion of Gmod
and D. In Chapter 4, a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition will be given
for the stabilization of all plants in D by a given ontroller. However,
this ne essary and suÆ ient ondition may not be used as a measure of
robust stability for D, as will be shown in the next hapter.

3.4.1 Pra ti al uses of the worst ase  -gap
As said above, the worst ase  -gap is a ni e and ompa t measure of
how well the un ertainty region D is tuned for robust ontrol design with
respe t to Gmod . In order to present pra ti al uses of this measure, let
us onsider the two following situations:
1. We have performed one validation experiment leading to one unertainty region D. No model is given for ontrol design.
2. We have performed di erent validation experiments leading to different un ertainty regions D(i) and somebody has given us a model
Gmod for ontrol design.

First situation
In the rst situation, a model has to be hosen for ontrol design. This
model Gmod is typi ally hosen equal to the enter G(z; Æ^) of the unertainty region D dedu ed from the validation experiment. The worst
ase  -gap ÆW C (G(z; Æ^); D) an then be used as a tool to \validate the
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validation experiment". Indeed, if the worst ase  -gap is small with
respe t to the optimal stability margin bopt (G(z; Æ^)) (see (3.6)), then the
set C (G(z; Æ^); D) of G(z; Æ^)-based ontrollers that are guaranteed to robustly stabilize D is large and the designer will be therefore generally
in ited to keep the un ertainty region D: a ontroller an be designed
from Gmod and the results of the next hapters an be used to validate
the ontroller for stability and performan e with respe t to the \validated" un ertainty region D. On the ontrary, if the worst ase  -gap is
large with respe t to the optimal stability margin bopt (G(z; Æ^)), then the
set C (G(z; Æ^); D) of G(z; Æ^)-based ontrollers that are guaranteed to robustly stabilize D is small. Therefore, even though the set C (G(z; Æ^); D)
is not guaranteed to ontain all robustly stabilizing ontrollers, the designer will be nevertheless generally in ited to reje t the un ertainty
region D and to perform a new validation experiment in order to obtain
a new un ertainty region Dbis with a larger set of stabilizing ontrollers.
For this purpose, the designer ould e.g. use the guidelines that will be
presented in Se tion 3.4.2.

Se ond situation
In the se ond situation, the worst ase  -gap an be used as a tool to
sele t one un ertainty region among the di erent un ertainty regions obtained from the di erent validation experiments, using a robust stability
riterion. In order to ompare these un ertainty regions, we have indeed
this rst result:
Theorem 3.2 Consider two un ertainty regions D(1) and D(2) obtained
from two di erent validation experiments.
If we have that
ÆW C (Gmod ; D(1) ) < ÆW C (Gmod ; D(2) ), then C (Gmod ; D(2) )  C (Gmod ; D(1) ).
Theorem 3.2, whi h dire tly results from Proposition 3.2, gives us
guidelines to hoose the un ertainty region that is best tuned to robustly stable ontroller design with respe t to Gmod . These guidelines
are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3 Consider t un ertainty regions D(i) obtained from t
di erent validation experiments and a model Gmod . Then the un ertainty region D that generates the largest set C (Gmod ; D(i) ) (i = 1:::t)
of robustly stabilizing ontrollers is the un ertainty region:

D = arg min
ÆW C (Gmod ; D(i) )
(i)
D

(3.17)
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Remarks on erning the se ond situation.

 The hoi e of the model Gmod for the ontrol design is an important feature. Indeed, we analyze the robustness properties of the
un ertainty regions D(i) with respe t to ontrollers designed from
Gmod (and stabilizing it). If the smallest worst ase  -gap between
Gmod and the di erent D(i) remains \large", then the hosen model
Gmod is not appropriate for a ontrol design pro edure for G0 beause the a tual Æ (Gmod ; G0 ) may be too large. A better model
Gmod must then be hosen: for example, the enter of one of the
un ertainty regions D(i) . This important matter will be further
dis ussed in Se tion 3.4.3.

 As already said earlier, the set C (Gmod ; D(i) ) ontains all ontrollers that stabilize all systems in the un ertainty set

fGjÆ (Gmod ; G)  ÆW C (Gmod; D(i) )g that embeds D(i). Thus,
there may be additional ontrollers outside the set C (Gmod ; D(i) )
that stabilize all models in D(i) , in that sense, our analysis is
onservative. However, sin e Gmod lies typi ally within all D(i) ,
we essentially introdu e the same onservatism for ea h D(i) and
therefore our pro edure remains valid for the sele tion of the best
D(i) .

3.4.2 Consequen es for the design of the validation experiment
In the previous subse tions, we have shown that the worst ase  -gap
between the model Gmod and an un ertainty region D dedu ed from an
identi ation experiment is a good measure to determine if the un ertainty region D is well tuned for robustly stable ontroller design based
on the model Gmod . Our result therefore gives a meaning to the on ept
of identi ation for robust ontrol: a validation experiment (i.e. an identi ation experiment) is \tuned for robust ontrol design" if the worst
ase  -gap for the un ertainty set delivered by this validation experiment is small, be ause it implies that, for that un ertainty set, the set
C (Gmod ; D) of robustly stabilizing ontrollers is large.
Our result gives us also guidelines to design the validation experiment: we should always aim to design a validation experiment leading
to an identi ed model Gmod and an un ertainty region D su h that the
worst ase  -gap between Gmod and D is the smallest possible. In order
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to a hieve this, the un ertainty distribution delivered by the validation
experiment has to be small in the frequen y range where the resolution
of the  -gap metri is the largest i.e. around the ut-o frequen y [86℄.
The validation experiment should therefore be designed su h that the
input signal has a large power spe trum around the ut-o frequen y of
the true system. Indeed, the un ertainty distribution in the frequen y
range is asymptoti ally inversely proportional to the spe trum of the
input signal in open-loop identi ation [63℄ and inversely proportional
to the spe trum of the input signal due to the referen e signal in losedloop identi ation [44℄.
It is to be noted that, in [24℄, su h an idea of minimizing a quality
measure of an un ertainty region to nd the best possible un ertainty region is also proposed in the framework of an iterative s heme. However,
the measure presented in [24℄ is a fun tion of the ontroller present in the
loop and is therefore only a measure of quality of the un ertainty region
with respe t to that parti ular ontroller as opposed to our measure (the
worst ase  -gap ) whi h is ontroller-independent.

3.4.3 Validation of an a-priori given model Gmod

As already stated earlier, the worst- ase  -gap ÆW C (Gmod ; D) is an indi ator of how well the un ertainty set D is tuned for robustly stable
ontroller design with a model Gmod . Therefore, this worst ase  -gap
gives not only information about D, but it gives also information about
the model Gmod . In fa t, it is an indi ator of the quality of the pair
fGmod Dg for robust ontrol design. This has the following onsequen es
for the ase where the model Gmod that will be used for ontrol design
is given.
The model Gmod for ontrol design an indeed either be hosen equal
to the identi ed model G(z; Æ^), enter of the onsidered un ertainty region D or be given. In the se ond ase (i.e. the model Gmod is given),
we have really no idea if that model is reliable or not for ontrol design with respe t to the true system G0 . A validation experiment on
G0 leading to a set D and the omputation of the orresponding worst
ase  -gap ÆW C (Gmod ; D) will help us to assess the quality of Gmod for
(robust) ontrol purpose. Indeed, if the obtained worst ase  -gap is
relatively small (with respe t to bopt (Gmod )), we then know that the
set C (Gmod ; D) of Gmod -based ontrollers that robustly stabilize D (and
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therefore also the true system G0 ) is relatively large. Su h result validates the model Gmod . We an see this result from an other point of
view : if ÆW C (Gmod ; D) is small, then Æ (Gmod ; G0 ) is also small, sin e
we have that

Æ (Gmod ; G0 )  ÆW C (Gmod ; D):
Using Corollary 3.1, we an therefore on lude that a small ÆW C (Gmod ; D)
implies a large set of ontrollers that stabilizes both Gmod and G0 .

3.5 A simulation example
In this se tion, we give an example of the use of the worst ase  -gap as a
sele tion tool for un ertainty regions delivered by validation experiments
(see Se tion 3.4.1, se ond situation). For this purpose, let us onsider
the following true system G0 and the following model Gmod of this true
system.

y = G0 u + e =

0:1047z 1 + 0:0872z 2
u+e
1 1:5578z 1 + 0:5769z 2

0:1060z 1 + 0:0928z 2
1 1:5308z 1 + 0:5467z 2
where e is a white noise of varian e 0.1. The a tual  -gap between
G0 and Gmod is Æ (G0 ; Gmod ) = 0:0193. We perform one validation
experiment in open loop and one in losed loop (with the ontroller
K = (1:27 1:04z 1 )=(1 0:6z 1 ) in the loop) leading to two different un ertainty regions, ea h of whi h ontains G0 with probability
0.95. We all these two un ertainty regions Dol and D l , respe tively.
In order to de ide whi h of these un ertainty regions is best tuned for
robustly stable ontrol design based on the model Gmod , we ompute
the measure of robustness of these two un ertainty regions with respe t
to Gmod , i.e. ÆW C (Gmod ; Dol ) and ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ). For this purpose,
we rst ompute the worst ase hordal distan es at ea h frequen y
for Dol and D l using the LMI tools developed in Se tion 3.3. The
worst ase hordal distan es at ea h frequen y W C (Gmod (ej! ); Dol ) and
W C (Gmod (ej! ); D l ) are represented in Figure 3.2 where they are ompared with the a tual hordal distan e (Gmod (ej! ); G0 (ej! )) between
Gmod and G0. A ording to Lemma 3.1 and sin e W (Gmod ; G^ ol ) =

Gmod =
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W C (Gmod (ej! ); ol ) (dashed), W C (Gmod (ej! );
j!
(e ); G (ej! )) (dashdot) at ea h frequen y

0

D l ) (solid) and

W (Gmod ; G^ l ) = 0 (G^ ol and G^ l are the enters of Dol and D l , respe tively), we an derive the worst ase Vinni ombe distan es from the
worst hordal distan es as follows:
ÆW C (Gmod ; Dol ) = max
W C (Gmod (ej! ); Dol ) = 0:2464
!
ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ) = max
W C (Gmod (ej! ); D l ) = 0:0384
!
Therefore, by Proposition 3.3, the set C (Gmod ; D l ) of ontrollers stabilizing Gmod that robustly stabilizes D l is mu h larger than the set
C (Gmod ; Dol ) that robustly stabilizes Dol . To illustrate this statement,
let us design two ontrollers from the model Gmod . These two ontrollers
are given below with the a hieved generalized stability margins:

C1 =

1:8464 1:3647z
1 0:4545z 1

1

bGmod ;C1 = 0:2861

C2 = 3 bGmod ;C2 = 0:0653
We dire tly see that the ontroller C1 is guaranteed to stabilize the
plants in the two un ertainty regions sin e it belongs to both guaranteed
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sets of stabilizing ontrollers C (Gmod ; Dol ) and C (Gmod ; D l ) de ned in
Proposition 3.2. Indeed:

bGmod ;C1 > ÆW C (Gmod ; Dol ) > ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ):
However, the ontroller C2 belongs to C (Gmod ; D l ) only : C2 therefore
stabilizes all the plants in D l . As C2 62 C (Gmod ; Dol ), it is not guaranteed, by Proposition 3.2, to stabilize all plants in Dol . Proposition 3.2
only gives a suÆ ient ondition. To he k whether C2 a tually stabilizes
all plants in Dol , we use the \ne essary and suÆ ient" test that will
be developed in Chapter 4. This test fails, and therefore C2 does not
stabilize all plants in Dol whereas it does stabilize all plants in D l by
Proposition 3.2.

3.6 Con lusions
We have proposed a measure of robust stability for the un ertainty region D as delivered by predi tion error identi ation. This measure
is the largest  -gap between the nominal model and all plants in the
un ertainty region. We have shown that this measure is omputable
frequen y-wise using an LMI based optimization problem at ea h frequen y. We have also shown that the smaller the worst ase  -gap
between the model and an un ertainty region, the larger is the set of
model-based ontrollers that are guaranteed by the  -gap theory to robustly stabilize all plants in the un ertainty region. This measure is
thus an indi ator of how well the un ertainty region is tuned for robust
ontrol design with the hosen model. This measure therefore also gives
us guidelines to sele t the un ertainty region that is best tuned for robust stability analysis among all available ones. To illustrate the impa t
of our results in terms of the onne tion between identi ation and robust ontrol, we return to the example above. With our robust stability
measure for un ertainty sets, we were able to on lude that the Gmod based ontroller set that is guaranteed to robustly stabilize D l is mu h
larger than the set that is guaranteed to robustly stabilize Dol . Hen e,
the losed-loop identi ation design that led to the un ertainty set D l
is a mu h better experiment design than the open-loop design that led
to Dol . The results of this hapter have thus allowed us to establish a
onne tion between identi ation design and stability robustness of the
ontrollers resulting from su h design. We have therefore paved the way
to a new resear h eld i.e. PE identi ation for robust ontrol.
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Chapter 4

A ne essary and suÆ ient
robust stability ondition
for D
In the previous hapters, it has been shown that a PE identi ation
pro edure allows one to design an un ertainty region D ontaining the
true system at a ertain probability level. This un ertainty region takes
the form of a set of parametrized transfer fun tions where the parameter ve tor is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoid. We have introdu ed a
measure of this un ertainty region that is onne ted to the size of the
model-based ontrollers that are guaranteed (by the  -gap theory) to
stabilize all plants in D. This measure has been proved to be an indi ator of how well the un ertainty set D is tuned for robust ontrol design
with respe t to Gmod .
In this hapter, we onsider that the tools presented in the previous
hapter has allowed us to sele t an un ertainty region D and a model
Gmod and that a ontroller C for the true system has been designed from
the model Gmod . The problem solved in this hapter is the problem of
nding a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all
plants in the un ertainty region D by the ontroller C . If the ontroller
C stabilizes all plants in D, we will say that this ontroller is validated
for stability. The result of this hapter pertains thus to the validation
of one spe i ontroller. It is also important to note that this robust
stability ondition is also a ondition guaranteeing the stabilization of
the true system G0 by the ontroller C .
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Robust stability theory developed in e.g. [34, 31, 92, 68, 53℄ provides some ne essary and suÆ ient onditions for the stabilization, by a
given ontroller C , of all plants in an un ertainty region, provided this
un ertainty region is de ned in the general LFT (linear fra tional transformation) framework for robust stability analysis. Our ontribution
in the proposed stability validation pro edure is to show that one an
rewrite the losed-loop onne tion of the ontroller C and all plants in
the un ertainty region D obtained from a validation experiment into a
parti ular LFT that takes into a ount the parametri des ription of D
(i.e. the un ertainty part of the obtained LFT is a real ve tor) and whose
(real) stability radius is exa tly omputable, using the result presented
in [53, 72℄. The proposed approa h has the omplementary advantage
of being easily extensible to the design of a ontroller that is assured to
stabilize all plants in D using the result in [73℄ extended in [6℄. Indeed,
[73℄ and [6℄ show that several robust synthesis problems for rank-ones
LFT's (that is the type of LFT's we here obtain) an be stated in terms
of onvex or quasi- onvex optimization. It is also to be noted that, sin e
the un ertainty region has been rewitten as an LFT, -synthesis (see
e.g. [92℄) may also be onsidered in order to design a ontroller that is
guaranteed to a hieve a ertain level of performan e with all plants in
D. However, the drawba k of this te hnique is that it is not guaranteed
to onverge.
In the previous hapter, we have already given a ondition for the
stabilization of all plants in D by a ontroller. Indeed, we presented
there a set C (Gmod ; D) of Gmod -based ontrollers that are guaranteed to
stabilize all plants in D. If the ontroller C designed from Gmod lies in
C (Gmod ; D), then, it stabilizes all plants in D. However, as already said
in Chapter 3, the set C (Gmod ; D) is not assured to ontain all ontrollers
that robustly stabilize D. Indeed, this ontroller set only ontains all
ontrollers robustly stabilizing all plants in a larger set 1 that embeds
D. The advantage in the present approa h is that the obtained robust
stability ondition is ne essary and suÆ ient. This is a onsequen e of
the fa t that our new stability results apply dire tly to the parametrized
set D resulting from the identi ation step, thereby avoiding the onservativeness resulting from the overbounding of D by a larger  -gap
un ertainty set.
1

i.e. fGjÆ (Gmod ; G)  ÆW C (Gmod ; D)g
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In [72, 57℄, the authors onsider a similar but mu h simpler stru ture than D and show that this simpler stru ture an be expressed as
an LFT. In this paper, we give a general formulation of this LFT for
general expression of the un ertainty region D.
Other authors have ta kled the robust stability problem in the presen e of an un ertainty region de ned by a real (parameter) ve tor from
another point of view (see e.g. [7, 23, 4, 5℄ and referen es therein). In
this literature, the stability of an un ertain polynomial is analyzed. For
ontrol purposes, the analyzed polynomial is the denominator of the
losed-loop transfer fun tion. In this approa h, the parameters of the
open-loop system are generally assumed to vary in a hyper ube (i.e. ea h
parameter varies in an interval) and not in an ellipsoid like in D. However, in [7℄, the treated problem is loser to our problem: the authors
present a pro edure that gives, for a given ontroller, the largest ellipsoid in the spa e of the system parameters for whi h the stabilization of
the losed-loop transfer fun tion denominator is guaranteed. Their approa h uses Eu lidean spa e geometry to proje t the parameters of the
open-loop system into those of the ommon denominator of the losedloop transfer fun tions and onversely. This result ould have been used
in order to nd a pro edure to validate a ontroller for stability. Our
hoi e for the pro edure based on the omputation of the stability radius
is motivated by the fa t that this pro edure uses the general framework
of the robustness theory whi h allows one to easily extend our robust
analysis approa h to robust synthesis using -synthesis or the results of
[73℄.

Chapter outline. In Se tion 4.1, we present a robust stability theorem for a real ve tor un ertainty. In Se tion 4.2, we design the LFT
framework of all losed-loop onne tions made up of a plant in an un ertainty set D and a ontroller. In Se tion 4.3, using this LFT framework
and the robust stability theorem, we dedu e a ne essary and suÆ ient
ondition for the robust stabilization of all plants in D by the ontroller
C . We nish this hapter by an example (Se tion 4.4) and some on lusions (Se tion 4.5).
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4.1 Robust stability for a real ve tor un ertainty
As said in the introdu tion, the aim of this hapter is to nd a ne essary
and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in an un ertainty region D by a given ontroller. Robust stability theory provides
su h ne essary and suÆ ient onditions [34, 31, 92, 68, 53℄. But for the
appli ation of robust stability results, it is required that the losed loop
onne tions of this ontroller to all plants in the un ertainty region be
rewritten as a set of loops that onne t a known xed dynami matrix
M (z ) to an un ertainty part (z ) of known stru ture that belongs to a
pres ribed un ertainty domain. In this se tion, we re all an important
result of robust stability analysis [72, 53℄ in the ase when the un ertainty part (z ) is assumed to be a real ve tor.
Let us onsider a set of loops [M (z ) ℄ that obey the following system
of equations (see Figure 4.1).


p= q
(4.1)
q = M (z )p
In this set of loops, it is assumed that M (z ) 2 RH1 is a known xed
row ve tor of size b and that the un ertainty part is a real ve tor
2 Rb1 that varies in the following un ertainty domain:
j j2 < 1. j j2
p
T .
represents the 2-norm of the ve tor i.e. j j2 =

β
p

q

M
Figure 4.1: set of loops [M (z ) ℄
The robust stability theorem linked to the set of loops [M (z ) ℄ is
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now summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1 If M (z ) 2 RH1 and 2 Rb1 , then the loops [M (z ) ℄
given in (4.1) are internally stable for all 2 Rb1 su h that j j2 < 1
if and only if
max
(M (ej! ))  1
!

(4.2)

The value (M (ej! )) is alled the stability radius of the loop [M (z ) ℄
at the frequen y ! and is de ned below.

De nition 4.1 (stability radius [72, 53℄) For M (ej! ) a known omplex matrix 2 C1b and 2 Rb1 , the stability radius (M (ej! )) is
de ned as follows if Im(M (ej! )) 6= 0:
s

(M (ej! )) =

(M )T )2
jRe(M )j22 (Re(jMIm)Im
(M )j2
2

(4.3)

and (M (ej! )) = jM j2 , if Im(M ) = 0. The stability radius is in fa t
the stru tured singular value linked to the loop [M (z ) ℄: (M (ej! )) is
the inverse of the smallest value of j j2 su h that 1 M (ej! ) = 0.

Remarks. In [72℄, the stability radius at a given frequen y is de ned
for a real un ertainty that is a row ve tor. The ase of a olumn ve tor
is similar and yields De nition 4.1. Note also that the stability radius
is dis ontinuous only at the frequen ies where M is real [71℄.

4.2 LFT framework for the un ertainty region
D and a ontroller C
In order to apply Proposition 4.1 to he k the stabilization of all plants
in the un ertainty region D des ribed in Proposition 2.5 by some modelbased ontroller C , the rst step is to nd the parti ular set of loops
[M (z ) ℄ that orrespond to the losed-loop onne tions of all plants in
D with C . This rst step an be a hieved using the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 (LFT framework for D) Consider an un ertainty region D of plant transfer fun tions given by (2.44) and a ontroller C (z )
whose numerator and denominator are denoted X (z ) and Y (z ), respe tively (C (z ) = X (z )=Y (z )). The set of losed-loop onne tions
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[G(z; Æ) C ℄ for all G(z; Æ) 2 D an be rewritten into the set of loops
[MD ℄ whi h obey the following system of equations


p = q
q = MD (z )p

where the un ertainty part  is a real olumn ve tor of size k that varies
in the un ertainty domain: jj2 < 1, and where the part MD (z ) is a row
ve tor of size k de ned as :

MD ( z ) =

(ZD + X (ZYN+eXeZD ) )T 1
;
1 + (ZD + X (ZYN+eXeZD ) )Æ^

(4.4)

with T a square root of the matrix R de ning U in (2.44) : R = T T T:

Proof. The losed-loop onne tion of C and a parti ular plant G(z; Æ) =
(e + ZN Æ)=(1 + ZD Æ) in D (see (2.44)) is given by


y = e1++ZZND ÆÆ u
u = Cy

(4.5)

Let us rewrite (4.5) in a onvenient way for the LFT formulation:
(

y = (e + (ZN1+ZeZDDÆ )Æ )u
u = Cy

(4.6)

By introdu ing two new signals q and p1 , we an restate (4.6) as
8
>
>
>

>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
:



q
y =
p1 = Æq
u = Cy

z

H (z )

}|

ZD
1
ZN eZD e

{ 

p1
u



(4.7)

By doing so, we have isolated the un ertainty ve tor Æ from the known
transfer matrix H (z ) and the ontroller C (z ), as is shown in Figure 4.2.
The variables y and u are now eliminated from (4.7), yielding the following system of equations representing a loop whi h is of the type (4.1)
required by Proposition 4.1.
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δ
p1

q

H(z)
y

u

-C(z)
Figure 4.2: Equivalent loop for [G(z; Æ) C ℄
8
>
>
<

p1 = Æq

M1 (z )

}|
{
(4.8)
C (ZN eZD )
) p1
q = ( ZD
1 + eC
The system (4.8) is equivalent to the losed-loop onne tion of a
parti ular G(z; Æ) in D with the ontroller C . In order to onsider the
losed-loop onne tions for all plants in D, we have to onsider all Æ 2
Rk1 lying in the ellipsoid U given by:
>
>
:

z

U = fÆ j (Æ Æ^)T R(Æ Æ^) < 1g:

(4.9)

This last expression is the un ertainty domain of the real un ertainty
ve tor Æ. This un ertainty domain is not quite standard. Therefore, the
set of loops [M1 (z ) Æ℄ with Æ 2 U an not be immediatly used in this
form in Proposition 4.1. A last step is then to normalize the un ertainty
domain using a method presented e.g. in [72, 57℄ . Using R = T T T , we
now de ne the real ve tor  2 Rk1 as follows:
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=
T (Æ Æ^):
Using now (4.9) and (4.10), we have

Æ2U

D

(4.10)

, T  < 1 () jj2 < 1

(4.11)

 is therefore an un ertainty ve tor with same stru ture as Æ (i.e.  2
Rk1) but with an un ertainty domain as required by Proposition 4.1.
The un ertainty ve tor Æ is therefore repla ed by  in (4.8). For this

purpose, we rst denote p =
q. Sin e Æ = Æ^ + T 1 , we have


p1 = Æq
q = M1 (z )p1

8
>
>
>
>
<

,>

p = q
z

MD (z )

}|

{

(ZD + X (ZYN+eXeZD ) )T 1
>
M1 T 1
>
p
>
: q = 1 M1 Æ^ p =
1 + (ZD + X (ZYN+eXeZD ) )Æ^
(4.12)
The set of loops [MD (z ) ℄ for  2 Rk1 and jj2 < 1 is therefore
equivalent to the set of losed-loop onne tions [G(z; Æ) C ℄ for all plants
G(z; Æ) in D. This ompletes the proof.


4.3 Robust stability ondition for the un ertainty region D
Theorem 4.1 allows us to \transform" our problem of testing if the ontroller C stabilizes all the plants in the un ertainty region D into the
equivalent problem of testing if the set of loops [MD ℄ are stable for
all real ve tor  2 Rk1 su h that jj2 < 1. This equivalent problem
is the one whi h is treated by Proposition 4.1. Therefore, using Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1, we an now formulate our main stability
theorem.

Theorem 4.2 (robust stability ondition) Consider an un ertainty
region D of plant transfer fun tions having the general form given in (2.44)
and let C be a ontroller that stabilizes the enter G(z; Æ^) of D. All the
plants in the un ertainty region D are stabilized by the ontroller C if
and only if
max
(MD (ej! ))  1
!

(4.13)
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where the stability radius  and MD (z ) are de ned in De nition 4.1 and
in (4.4), respe tively.

Proof. MD (z ) lies in RH1 sin e its denominator is the denominator
of the sensitivity fun tion of the losed loop [G(z; Æ^) C ℄ whi h is stable by assumption. Therefore, this theorem is a dire t onsequen e of
Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1.

This theorem gives a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in D by a ontroller that has been designed from
the hosen model Gmod . This ne essary and suÆ ient ondition involves
the omputation at ea h frequen y of the stability radius (MD (ej! )).
This omputation is a hieved using De nition 4.1.

Important remark. We now dis uss why this ne essary and suÆ iient robust stability result is not used to ompute a robust stability
measure for the set D and why we have used the worst ase  -gap for
this purpose (see Chapter 3). Let us de ne the following quantity:
min (D) =

min

C stabilizing G(z;Æ^)





max
(MD (ej! ))
!

(4.14)

Re all that MD (z ) is a fun tion of C and of D. Using the de nition of
min (D) and Theorem 4.2, we an state that all ontrollers stabilizing
G(z; Æ^) that lie in

fC j min(D)  max
(MD (ej! ))  1g;
!

(4.15)

stabilize all plants in D. Moreover the set (4.15) is the set that ontains all these robustly stabilizing ontrollers. As a onsequen e, the
quantity min (D) is thus an indi ator of how well the un ertainty region
D is tuned for robustly stable ontroller design. Indeed, the smaller is
min (D), the larger is the set of robustly stabilizing ontrollers. Moreover, it is a better indi ator than the worst ase  -gap sin e the set (4.15)
ontains all robustly stabilizing ontrollers as opposed to the set (3.16).
However, to our knowledge, this indi ator min (D) has not been proved
omputable in polynomial time in the ase of an un ertainty region like
D. That is why we have opted for the worst ase  -gap as measure of
robust stability for the set D. It is nevertheless to be noted that our
urrent resear h aims at applying the results of [73℄ to ompute min (D).
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4.4 Simulation Example
To illustrate our results, we present an example of ontroller validation
for a model identi ed in losed-loop. Let us onsider the following true
system G0 with an Output Error stru ture:
z

G0

1

}|

{

0:1047z + 0:0872z 2
u + e(t);
y=
1 1:5578z 1 + 0:5769z 2
where e(t) is a unit-varian e white noise. The sampling time is 0.05
se ond.

Validation experiment. Let us perform a validation experiment in
losed-loop using the indire t approa h (see Se tion 2.2.4). Let us thus
identify an unbiased model T (^) of the true losed-loop transfer fun tion
T01 (de ned in (2.29)) by olle ting 1000 referen e data r1 (t) and output
data y(t) on the losed loop made up of G0 and the ontroller K = 3 :
u = 3(r y). This ontroller stabilizes G0 . It yields:
0:3179z 1 + 0:2783z 2
T (^) =
1 1:2129z 1 + 0:8251z 2
The open-loop model G(^) orresponding to T (^) is equal to
1
G(^) =
K

^
z 1 + 0:0928z 2
 T () ^ = 1 0:1060
1:5308z 1 + 0:5467z
1 T ( )

2

Following the pro edure presented in Se tion 2.2.4.2, we an design
an un ertainty region Di l from the estimated ovarian e matrix P of
the parameters of the losed-loop model T (^). The region ontaining
the true system G0 with probability 0.98 is given by

Di l = fG() j G() = K (1T (T) ()) and  2 Ui l g
where Ui l = f j ( ^)T P 1 ( ^) < 12:6g. It has been shown in
Chapter 2 that Di l an be expressed in the general stru ture (2.44) of
the un ertainty regions delivered by PE identi ation.
The worst ase  -gap ÆW C (G(^); Di l ) between the identi ed model
^
G( ) and the set Di l is here equal to 0.1015 whi h is relatively small
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with respe t to the optimal stability margin bopt (G(^)) = 0:5719. The
set C (G(^); Di l ) of G(^)-based ontrollers that are guaranteed to robustly stabilize Di l is thus large and we therefore de ide to use G(^) as
model for ontrol design and Di l for the validation of the ontroller C
that will be designed from G(^).

Control design. The model G(^) dedu ed from the identi ed losedloop transfer fun tion is used to design a ontroller with a lead-lag lter:
1:8464 1:3647z 1
C (z ) =
1 0:4545z 1
With this ontroller, the designed losed-loop [G(^) C ℄ has a stability
margin of 57 degrees and a gain margin of 10dB. The ut-o frequen y
! is equal to 0.5 whi h orresponds to a real frequen y of 11 rad=s.
Before applying this ontroller C (z ) to the true system, we verify
whether it stabilizes all plants in the un ertainty region Di l dedu ed
from the validation experiment, using the results presented in this hapter.

Validation of C for stability. For this purpose, we onstru t the
row ve tor MDi l (z ) de ned in Theorem 4.1 and we ompute the orresponding stability radius (MDi l (ej! )) at all frequen ies. A ording to
De nition 4.1, we know that (MDi l (ej! )) has a di erent expression at
the frequen ies where MDi l (ej! ) is real. It o urs here at ! = 0 and
! = . The stability radii at these two frequen ies are:
(MDi l (ej 0 )) = 0:0962 and (MDi l (ej )) = 0:0340
The stability radii at the other frequen ies (i.e. in (0 )) are plotted in
Figure 4.3.
The maximum over all frequen ies in [0 ℄ is 0.1313. Sin e this
maximum is smaller than 1, we on lude that C (z ) stabilizes all plants in
Di l and therefore also the true system G0. In other words, the ontroller
C (z ) is validated for stability.

4.5 Con lusions
In the previous hapter, an un ertainty region D has been dedu ed from
a validation experiment (i.e. a PE identi ation pro edure with unbi-
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Figure 4.3: (MDi l (ej! )) in (0 )
ased model stru ture). In this hapter, we have developed a tool for
the robust stability analysis for the un ertainty region D. This tool is
a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the validation of a ontroller for
stability that is to say a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in D by this ontroller. This tool gives therefore
a ondition for the stabilisation of the true system G0 by this ontroller
(modulo the hosen probability level for the presen e of G0 in D).
The ne essary and suÆ ient ondition has been dedu ed by re asting
the general stru ture of the un ertainty region D in an LFT framework
taking into a ount the parametri des ription of D and for whi h the
stability radius is exa tly omputable.

Chapter 5

Worst ase performan e
in D
In the previous hapter, we have developed a robust stability analysis
tool for the un ertainty region D as delivered by a validation experiment. This tool takes the form of a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition
for the stabilization of all plants in D by a given ontroller. In this
hapter, we will develop a robust performan e analysis tool. For this
purpose, we will again onsider an un ertainty region D and a model
Gmod from whi h we have designed a ontroller C and we will propose
an LMI-based optimization problem that omputes exa tly the worst
ase performan e a hieved by the onsidered ontroller C over all plants
in the un ertainty region D. The ontroller C is then said validated for
performan e if the worst ase performan e is better than some threshold
value. As in the previous hapter, the result presented in this hapter
pertains to the validation of one spe i ontroller. It is also important
to note that the worst ase performan e is of ourse a lower bound of
the performan e a hieved by C over the true system G0 , sin e G0 lies
in D.
Our robust performan e analysis tool is thus based on the omputation of the worst ase performan e of a losed-loop made up of the
onsidered ontroller and a system in the un ertainty region D. The
performan e of a parti ular loop made up of the ontroller C and a
plant in D is here de ned as the largest singular value of a weighted
version of the matrix ontaining the four losed-loop transfer fun tions
of this loop. Our de nition of the worst ase performan e is thus very
63
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general and, by an appropriate hoi e of the weights, allows one to derive most of the ommonly used worst ase performan e measures su h
as e.g. the largest modulus of the sensitivity fun tion. Our ontribution
is to show that the omputation of the worst ase performan e an be
formulated as an LMI-based optimization problem. The LMI formulation of the problem uses the fa t that the un ertainty part (i.e. the real
parameter ve tor) of the un ertainty region D appears linearly in the
expression of both the numerator and the denominator of the systems
in the un ertainty region D and, as a onsequen e, also appears linearly
in the expression of the di erent losed-loop transfer fun tions.
Our approa h to ompute the worst ase performan e di ers signi antly from the usual approa h proposed in e.g. [33, 35℄. In these papers,
the omputation of the worst ase performan e in an un ertainty region
des ribed by an LFT is performed using the omputation of a quantity
 . The quantity  is an extension of the stru tured singular value .
However, [33℄ and [35℄ only give a way to ompute this quantity  for
a limited amount of parametri un ertainties. The ase of an un ertainty given by a real ve tor (su h as in our un ertainty region D) is
not ta kled. This ase is nevertheless ta kled in e.g. [5, page 402℄. In
[5℄, the authors give a pro edure to ompute the worst ase performan e
in un ertainty regions de ned by a real ve tor that is onstrained to lie
in a hyper ube. Their pro edure, whi h is an extension of a theorem
presented in [18℄, is based on the fa t that the diÆ ult omputation of
the worst ase performan e in su h un ertainty region an be a hieved
with a xed number of simple optimization problems with one parameter. However, this pro edure an not be used for the omputation of the
worst ase performan e in D sin e the real ve tor in D is onstrained
to lie in an ellipsoid and not in a hyper ube. The ontribution of our
approa h is therefore to give a solution for the omputation of the worst
ase performan e in the ase of an un ertainty region de ned by a real
ve tor that is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoid (and that appears linearly both in the numerator and the denominator of the systems in the
un ertainty region).

Chapter outline. In Se tion 5.1, we present the general riterion measuring the worst ase performan e a hieved by a ontroller over all plants
in an un ertainty region D. In Se tion 5.2, we show that more parti ular worst ase performan e levels an be dedu ed from this general
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riterion. In Se tion 5.3, the LMI-based optimization problem allowing
one to ompute the worst ase performan e is presented. We nish by
a simulation example (Se tion 5.4) and some on lusions (Se tion 5.5).

5.1 The general riterion measuring the worst
ase performan e
As said in the introdu tion, the aim of this hapter is to nd a pro edure
to ompute the worst ase performan e a hieved by a given ontroller C
over all plants in an un ertainty region D having the general stru ture
given in (2.44). In this se tion, we will de ne the riterion measuring
the worst ase performan e. In order to de ne this riterion, let us rst
de ne the performan e of a loop [C G℄.
There is no unique way of de ning the performan e of a losed-loop
system. However, most ommonly used performan e riteria an be
derived from some norm of a frequen y weighted version of the matrix
T (G; C ) of the losed-loop system [C G℄ made up of G in feedba k with
the ontroller C .
De nition 5.1 Given a plant G(z ) and a stabilizing ontroller C (z ),
the performan e of a losed-loop system [C G℄ is de ned as the following
frequen y fun tion

J (G; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) = 1 Wl T (G(ej! ); C (ej! ))Wr
(5.1)
where Wl (z ) = diag(Wl1 ; Wl2 ) and Wr (z ) = diag(Wr1 ; Wr2 ) are diagonal
weights, 1 (A) denotes the largest singular value of A, and T (G; C ) is
the transfer matrix of the losed-loop system de ned in (3.3).
The worst ase performan e riterion over all plants in an un ertainty
region D is then de ned as follows.
De nition 5.2 Consider an un ertainty region D of systems G(z; Æ)
with Æ 2 U whose general stru ture is given in (2.44). Consider also a
ontroller C (z ). The worst ase performan e a hieved by this ontroller
at a frequen y ! over all systems in D is de ned as:


JW C (D; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) = max 1 Wl T (G(ej! ; Æ); C (ej! ))Wr : (5.2)

2D
Note that JW C is a frequen y fun tion : it de nes a template. JW C has
thus to be omputed at ea h frequen y.
G(z;Æ )
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5.2 More spe i worst ase performan e levels
derived from the general riterion
In the previous se tion, we have de ned the performan e of a losed
loop and the worst ase performan e a hieved by a ontroller C over all
plants in D in a very general way. In this se tion, we will show that the
riterion (5.2) allows one to de ne more spe i worst ase performan e
levels.
In [25℄, the performan e of a loop [C G℄ is de ned as k Wl T (G; C )Wr k1 .
In this framework, the nominal performan e of the designed loop [C Gmod ℄1
is therefore k Wl T (Gmod ; C )Wr k1 and the worst ase performan e for
an un ertainty region D is the maximum over all frequen ies of the general riterion JW C (D; C; Wl ; Wr ; !).
A more fundamental way of de ning the performan e of a losed loop
[C G℄ is that proposed for the rst time in [89℄. The performan e an
be \measured" by the shape of the modulus of the frequen y response
of the di erent losed-loop transfer fun tions (i.e. T11 (G; C ), T12 (G; C ),
T21 (G; C ) and T22 (G; C ) de ned in (3.3)). Let us take the example of
the sensitivity fun tion T22 (G; C ) to motivate this hoi e. The modulus of the frequen y response of T22 (G; C ) at a parti ular frequen y !
gives the reje tion rate of an output disturban e at the frequen y !.
Furthermore, the bandwidth of this frequen y response gives an idea of
the reje tion time for onstant disturban e reje tion. The importan e
of the resonan e peak is also an indi ation of the overshoot in onstant
disturban e reje tion.
If the performan e is de ned as the modulus of the frequen y response of one of the transfer fun tions Tij (i; j =1,2), the worst ase
performan e in the un ertainty region D is de ned as the largest modulus, over all G(z; Æ) 2 D, of the orresponding losed-loop transfer
fun tion Tij . Let us now de ne this worst ase performan e related to
Tij (i; j =1,2) more formally.

De nition 5.3 (The worst ase performan e for Tij ) Consider an
un ertainty region D given by (2.44) and ontaining all systems G(z; Æ)
with Æ 2 U . Consider also a ontroller C (z ) and the losed-loop transfer
1

Re all that Gmod is the model from whi h we have designed C .
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fun tion Tij (i; j =1,2) de ned in (3.3). The worst ase performan e for
Tij is the following frequen y fun tion :

tD (!; Tij ) = max Tij (ej! ; Æ) ;

(5.3)

2D

G(z;Æ )


where Tij (z; Æ) =
Tij (G(z; Æ); C (z )) and jAj denotes the modulus of A.

For instan e, if we hoose the sensitivity fun tion T22 , tD (!; T22 )
provides the lowest reje tion rate of a perodi output disturban e at !,
the minimal bandwidth and the maximal resonan e peak over the set
of losed-loop systems omposed of the ontroller C and all plants in
D. These worst ase values must be ompared with the stati error,
the bandwidth and the resonan e peak of the sensitivity fun tion of the
designed losed loop [C Gmod ℄.
The worst ase performan e for Tij an be derived from the omputation of the general riterion de ned in (5.2). This property is summarized in the following proposition whose proof is trivial.

Proposition 5.1 The worst ase performan e for the losed-loop transfer fun tion Tij i.e. tD (!; Tij ) is equal to the general riterion JW C when
the following weights are used.
Wl =



f (i)
0
0 1 f (i)



Wr =



f (j )
0
0 1 f (j )



(5.4)

where f (x) = 1 if x = 1 and f (x) = 0 if x = 2.

5.3 Computation of the general riterion
The general riterion measuring the worst ase performan e level has
been de ned in Se tion 5.1. In Se tion 5.2, more spe i worst ase
performan e levels have been shown to be derivable from this general
riterion by appropriately hoosing the diagonal weights Wr and Wl .
We now present a pro edure for the omputation of the general riterion
JW C (D; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) at a given frequen y !. This omputation boils
down to an optimization problem involving Linear Matrix Inequality
(LMI) onstraints [17℄, as shown in the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1 Consider an un ertainty region D de ned in (2.44) and
a ontroller C (z ) = X (z )=Y (z ) 2 . Then, at frequen y !, the riterion
fun tion JW C (D; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) is obtained as
JW C (D; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) = p

opt

;

(5.5)

where opt is the optimal value of for the following standard onvex
optimization problem involving LMI onstraints evaluated at !:

minimize
over
;
subje t to   0 and


Re(a11 ) Re(a12 )
Re(a12 ) Re(a22 )







R
RÆ^
T
T
( RÆ^) Æ^ RÆ^ 1



(5.6)

<0

where







a11 = (ZN Wl1 Wl1 ZN + ZD Wl2 Wl2 ZD )

a12 = ZN Wl1 Wl1 e + Wl2 Wl2 ZD

a22 = e Wl1 Wl1 e + Wl2 Wl2

(QZ1 Z1 )

(QZ1 (Y + eX ))
(Q(Y + eX ) (Y + eX ))

Q = 1=(X  Wr1 Wr1 X + Y  Wr2 Wr2 Y )
Z1 = XZN + Y ZD :

Proof. In order to ease the establishment of the proof, we rewrite the

weighted matrix Tw (z; Æ) =
Wl T (G(z; Æ); C (z ))Wr , using the de nition
of the losed-loop transfer matrix T in (3.3) and the expression of G(z; Æ)
in (2.44):


Tw (z; Æ) =

Wl1 X (e + ZN Æ)Wr1 Wl1 Y (e + ZN Æ)Wr2
Wl2 X (1 + ZD Æ)Wr1 Wl2 Y (1 + ZD Æ)Wr2
Y + eX + (XZN + Y ZD )Æ



(5.7)

It is important to note that Tw (z; Æ) is of rank one. As a result (5.7) an
be written as follows:
2

X (z ) and Y (z ) are the polynomials orresponding to the numerator and to the
denominator of C (z ), respe tively
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!

Wl1 (e+ZN Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ

Tw (z; Æ) =

XWr1 Y Wr2



(5.8)

with Z1 = XZN + Y ZD . Using the above introdu ed notations, we an
now state that proving Theorem 5.1 is equivalent to proving that the
solution opt of the LMI problem (5.6), evaluated at !, is su h that:

p

opt

= max 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ)) ()
Æ 2U

opt

= max 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ) Tw (ej! ; Æ))
Æ 2U

where U = fÆ j (Æ Æ^)T R(Æ Æ^) < 1g, and where 1 (A) and 1 (A) denote
the largest singular value and the largest eigenvalue of A, respe tively.
An equivalent and onvenient way of restating the problem of omputing maxÆ2U 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ) Tw (ej! ; Æ)) is as follows:

minimize su h that 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ) Tw (ej! ; Æ))

<0

8Æ 2 U:

Sin e Tw (ej! ; Æ) has rank one, we have:

1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ) Tw (ej! ; Æ))
Wl1 (e+ZN Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ

0
B


!

Wl1 (e+ZN Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ

1

Wl1 (e+ZN Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ

1
C
A



I2
0

!

0

< 0 ()

(X  Wr1 Wr1 X +Y  Wr2 Wr2 Y )


Q

0
B


Wl1 (e+ZN Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ )
Y +eX +Z1 Æ

1

< 0 ()

1
C
A<0

(5.9)

where Q = 1=(X  Wr1 Wr1 X + Y  Wr2 Wr2 Y ). By pre-multiplying (5.9)
by (Y + eX + Z1 Æ) and post-multiplying the same expression by (Y +
eX + Z1 Æ), we obtain:
0


Wl1 (e + ZN Æ)
Wl2 (1 + ZD Æ)
Y + eX + Z1 Æ

1
A



I2
0

0



Q

0


Wl1 (e + ZN Æ)
Wl2 (1 + ZD Æ)
Y + eX + Z1 Æ

1
A < 0;

(5.10)

whi h is equivalent to the following onstraint on Æ with variable :
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Æ  a11 a12
1
a12 a22



Æ
1



< 0;

D

(5.11)

a11 = (ZN Wl1 Wl1 ZN + ZD Wl2 Wl2 ZD ) (QZ1 Z1 )
a12 = ZN Wl1 Wl1 e + Wl2 Wl2 ZD
(QZ1 (Y + eX ))



a22 = e Wl1 Wl1 e + Wl2 Wl2 (Q(Y + eX ) (Y + eX )):
Sin e Æ is real, it an be shown that (5.11) is equivalent with
z


Æ
1

T 

(Æ)
}|

Re(a11 ) Re(a12 )
Re(a12 ) Re(a22 )



Æ
1

{


<0

(5.12)

This last expression is equivalent to stating that 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ) Tw (ej! ; Æ))
< 0 for a parti ular Æ in U . However, this must be true for all Æ 2 U .
Therefore (5.12) must be true for all Æ su h that
z


(Æ )

T 

}|


Æ
R
RÆ^
Æ
T
T ^
^
^
1
1
( RÆ ) Æ RÆ 1
whi h is equivalent to the statement \Æ 2 U ".

{


<0

(5.13)

Let us now re apitulate. Computing maxÆ2U 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ) Tw (ej! ; Æ))
is equivalent to nding the smallest su h that (Æ) < 0 for all Æ
for whi h (Æ) < 0. By the S pro edure [55, 17℄, this problem is
equivalent to nding the smallest and a positive s alar  su h that
(Æ) (Æ) < 0, for all Æ 2 Rk1 , whi h is pre isely (5.6). To omplete
this proof, note that sin e 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ) Tw (ej! ; Æ)) = 12 (Tw (ej! ; Æ)),
the value maxÆ2U 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ)) at ! is equal to p opt , where opt is the
optimal value of .


5.4 Simulation example
In order to illustrate the results of this hapter, let us re onsider the
example presented in Se tion 4.4 of the previous hapter. Re all that
the ontroller C designed from the identi ed model G(^) has already
been validated for stability. Indeed, we have he ked that it stabilizes
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all systems in the un ertainty region Di l dedu ed from the validation
experiment. Let us now validate this ontroller C for performan e. Stabilization does indeed not imply good performan e with all plants in
Di l (in luding the true system).
In order to verify that C gives satisfa tory performan e with all
plants in Di l , we hoose the sensitivity fun tion T22 as performan e indi ator and we ompute the worst ase performan e level tDi l (!; T22 ) for
T22 at ea h frequen y. This an be done by omputing JW C (Di l ; C; Wl ;
Wr ; !) using Theorem 5.1 with the parti ular weights Wl = Wr =
diag(0; 1). The worst ase modulus of all sensitivity fun tions over
Di l is represented in Figure 5.1. In this gure, the worst ase performan e level tDi l (!; T22 ) is ompared with the sensitivity fun tions
of the designed losed loop [C G(^)℄ and of the a hieved losed loop
[C G0 ℄. From tDi l (!; T22 ), we an nd that the worst ase stati error
(=tDi l (0; T22 )) resulting from a onstant disturban e of unit amplitude
is equal to 0.1692, whereas this stati error is 0.0834 in the designed
losed-loop. The a hieved stati error is 0.1017. Using tDi l (!; T22 ), we
an also see that the bandwidth of ! = 0:5 in the designed losed-loop
is preserved for all losed loops with a plant in Di l sin e tDi l (!; T22 ) is
equal to 1 at ! ' 0:5. The di eren e between the resonan e peak of
the designed sensitivity fun tion ( i.e. max! k T22 (G(^); C ) k= 1:6184)
and the worst ase reasonan e peak a hieved by a plant in Di l ( i.e.
max! tDi l (!; T22 ) = 1:7075) also remains small. Note that the a tually
a hieved resonan e peak ( i.e. max! k T22 (G0 ; C ) k) is equal to 1.6229.
We may therefore on lude that the ontroller C is validated for
performan e sin e the di eren e between the nominal and worst ase
performan e level remains very small at every frequen y. Sin e the ontroller C has now been validated for stability and for performan e, one
would on dently apply the ontroller to the true system G0 , assuming
that the nominal performan e is judged to be satisfa tory.

5.5 Con lusions
In this hapter, we have developed a robust performan e analysis tool for
the un ertainty region D as delivered by a PE identi ation pro edure.
Our tool is based on the omputation of the worst ase performan e
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Figure 5.1: tDi l (!; T22 ) (solid) and modulus of the designed sensitivity
fun tion T22 (G(^); C ) (dashed) and a tually a hieved sensitivity fun tion
T22 (G0 ; C ) (dashdot)
a hieved by a given ontroller over all plants in su h un ertainty region.
We have de ned this worst ase performan e in a very general way and
have shown that its omputation at ea h frequen y boils down to an
LMI-based optimization problem.
This worst ase performan e is a lower bound for the performan e
a hieved by the onsidered ontroller over the true system G0 (modulo
the hosen probability level for the presen e of G0 in D).

Chapter 6

Pra ti al simulation
examples
Let us summarize what we have a hieved until now. In Chapter 2, we
have dedu ed an un ertainty set D ontaining the true system at a ertain probability level from a validation experiment i.e. a lassi al PE
identi ation pro edure. In Chapter 3, we have introdu ed a robust
stability measure of that un ertainty set. This measure is onne ted to
the size of the ontroller set that is guaranteed by the  -gap theory to
robustly stabilize D and is therefore an indi ator of how well the unertainty region D is tuned for robust ontrol design. In Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, we have presented a pro edure to validate a ontroller for
stability and for performan e with respe t to su h un ertainty region
D. We have indeed given a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the
stabilization of all plants in D by a given ontroller and we have established an optimization problem in order to ompute exa tly the worst
ase performan e a hieved by this ontroller over all plants in D.
In this hapter, we present two illustrations of the pra ti al use that
ould be made of our results. As opposed to the examples presented in
the previous hapters, these are more realisti in the sense that they represent real-life systems and the methodology is applied to these systems
\from the beginning to the end". The rst illustration is performed on
the widely publi ized Landau ben hmark transmission system [59℄. This
ben hmark represents only one fa et of a ontrol appli ation, namely a
tra king problem with a step disturban e reje tion obje tive in an essentially noise-free environment. To make our presentation omplete, we
73
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have also applied our methodology to a typi al industrial pro ess ontrol appli ation, in whi h the main obje tive is sto hasti disturban e
reje tion. In the rst illustration , we hoose the identi ed model as
model Gmod for ontrol design. In the se ond illustration, the model for
ontrol design is given a-priori.

6.1 Flexible transmission system
6.1.1 Problem setting
We onsider as unknown true system the half-load model of the exible transmission system used as a ben hmark in a spe ial issue of the
European Journal of Control: see [59℄.
0:10276 + 0:18123z 1
1 1:99185z 1 + 2:20265z 2 1:84083z 3 + 0:89413z 4
, z 3 AB0((zz)) :
0
The sampling period is 0:05s. The output of the system is subje t to
step disturban es ltered through H0 (z ) = A01(z) . This means that the
plant an be seen as a nonstandard ARX system des ribed by

G0 (z ) = z

3

A0 (z )y(t) = z 3 B0 (z )u(t) + p(t)
(6.1)
where u(t) is the input of the plant, y(t) its output and p(t) a sequen e
of step disturban es with zero mean and varian e p2 . From a sto hasti
point of view, p(t) is equivalent, up to se ond order moments, with
1
1
(z ) e(t) where (z ) = 1 z and e(t) is a sequen e of Gaussian white
noise with zero mean and appropriate varian e. Hen e, a standard ARX
des ription of the plant is given by
A0 (z )(z )y(t) = z 3 B0 (z )(z )u(t) + e(t);
(6.2)
and the standard predi tion error identi ation algorithm for ARX models an be used to identify the system, provided the data are pre ltered
by (z ).
Obje tive. Our obje tive is to apply our methodology to the true
exible transmission system G0 in order to verify that a ontroller C ,
satisfying a number of spe i ations with an identi ed model, satis es
also these spe i ations with the unknown G0 . These requirements are:
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 stability of the loop [C G0℄
 a maximum value of less than 6 dB for the sensitivity fun tion
T22 (G0 ; C ) = 1=(1 + G0 C ).

 reje tion of the step output disturban es p(t) ltered by 1=A0
within 1.2s (for 90% reje tion of the measured peak values).

These spe i ations are some of the spe i ations of the ben hmark [59℄.

6.1.2 Validation experiment
Sin e the true system is unknown, a rst step in our methodology is
to perform a validation experiment on the true system G0 in order to
identify a model Gmod for the true system G0 and in order to onstru t
an un ertainty region ontaining the true system G0 at a ertain probability level, say 95%. We will here perform the validation experiment
in losed loop using a dire t approa h (see Se tion 2.2.4.1).
In order to perform a validation in losed loop, we need to
ne t a ontroller K in feedba k with G0 . The ontroller K is
hosen as the one obtained by Landau et al. using a ombined
pla ement/sensitivity fun tion shaping method [58℄. Its feedba k
is des ribed by

K (z ) =

onhere
pole
part

0:401602 1:079378z 1 + 0:284895z 2 + 1:358224z 3
1 1:031142z 1 0:995182z 2 + 0:752086z 3
0:986549z 4 0:271961z 5 + 0:306937z 6

(6.3)
+0:710744z 4 0:242297z 5 0:194209z 6

It also has a feedforward part that we shall not onsider here (sin e we
will ex ite the losed-loop system with the signal r2 (t) in Figure 2.1).
The losed-loop system [K G0℄ is ex ited by means of a referen e
signal r2 (t) inje ted at the input of G0 (see Figure 2.1). The signal
r2 (t) is hosen as a PRBS with varian e r22 = 0:5541, while the output
step disturban es p(t) are simulated as a random binary sequen e with
varian e p2 = 0:01 and ut-o frequen y at ! = 0:1 (normalized frequen y). A realization of r2 (t) and p(t) are shown in Figure 6.1. The
disturban e p(t) is ltered by 1=A0 (z ) and added to the output of the
system. 256 data samples y(t) and u(t) (t = 1:::256) are measured, and
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Figure 6.1: A realization of r2 (t) (dashed) and p(t) (solid)
a model G(z; Æ^) with the same ARX(4,2,3) stru ture as G0 is identi ed
after pre ltering these data by (z ):
0:1016 + 0:1782z 1
:
1 1:986z 1 + 2:187z 2 1:824z 3 + 0:8897z 4
(6.4)
This identi ed model Gmod will be used in the sequel as nominal model
in order to nd a ontroller C that satis es the spe i ations presented
at the end of Se tion 6.1.1 when C is applied to Gmod .

Gmod = G(z; Æ^) = z

Æ^ =

3

The estimated ovarian e matrix of the parameter
ve tor
T
1:986 2:187 1:824 0:8897 0:1016 0:1782 is given by:

PÆ = 10

0
B
B
3 B
B
B
B


0:0840

0:1166

0:1024

0:0532

0:0062

0:1166

0:2145

0:1966

0:1009

0:0057

0:1024

0:1966

0:2184

0:1197

0:0074

0:0532

0:1009

0:1197

0:0853

0:0063

0:0062

0:0057

0:0074

0:0063

0:0064

0:0027

0:0008

0:0041

0:0037

0:0021

1
0:0008 C
C
0:0041 C
C:
0:0037 C
C
0:0021 A
0:0027

0:0061

(6.5)

The 95% un ertainty region D l around Gmod = G(z; Æ^) an be ex-
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pressed as follows:

D l = fG(z; Æ) j G(z; Æ) = 1 +ZNZÆ Æ with Æ 2 U l g

(6.6)

U l = fÆ 2 R61 j (Æ Æ^)T PÆ 1 (Æ Æ^) < 12:6g;

(6.7)

D

where



ZN (z ) = 0 0 0 0 z 3 z 4

ZD (z ) = z 1 z 2 z 3 z 4 0 0 :
The size  of the ellipsoid U l is here equal to 12.6 sin e P r(2 (6) <
12:6) = 0:95. This un ertainty region D l ontains the true system1
sin e we have that


Æ0

T

Æ^

PÆ

1





Æ0 Æ^ = 4:7050 < 12:6

where Æ0 =
1:99185 2:20265 1:84083 0:89413 0:10276 0:18123
denotes the parameter ve tor of the true system:

G0 =

ZN Æ0
:
1 + ZD Æ0

6.1.3 Robust stability measure of

(6.8)

Dl

The results of Chapter 3 are now used in order to verify if D l is
stabilized by a large set of ontrollers stabilizing the identi ed model
Gmod = G(z; Æ^). This an be a hieved by omputing the worst ase  gap ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ) between the identi ed model Gmod and the plants
in the set D l . For this purpose, we rst ompute the worst ase hordal
distan es W C (Gmod (ej! ); D l ) at ea h frequen y using the LMI tools
developed in Se tion 3.3. The worst ase hordal distan es are represented in Figure 6.2 where they are ompared with the a tual hordal
distan es (Gmod (ej! ); G0 (ej! )) between the identi ed model Gmod and
the true system G0 .
A ording to Lemma 3.1, sin e Gmod is the enter of D l , we an
derive the worst ase  -gap ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ) from the worst hordal distan es as follows:
1

ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ) = max
W C (Gmod (ej! ); D l ) = 0:1085:
!

In pra ti e, G0 is unknown.

T
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Figure 6.2: W C (Gmod (ej! ); D l ) (solid) and (Gmod (ej! ); G0 (ej! ))
(dashdot) at ea h frequen y
The optimal stability margin bopt (Gmod ) an also be omputed using (3.6)
and is here equal to 0.4650. We may therefore on lude that the set
C (Gmod ; D l ) of Gmod-based ontrollers that are guaranteed by the  gap theory to robustly stabilize D l , is relatively large. We are therefore
in ited to keep the pair fGmod D l g in order to make the design of the
ontroller C and to validate this ontroller for stability and for performan e.

6.1.4 Control design based on Gmod
We will now use the identi ed model Gmod in order to nd a ontroller
C that satis es the spe i ations presented at the end of Se tion 6.1.1
when C is applied to Gmod . For this purpose, we an e.g. use the
robust ontroller for exible transmission systems obtained by Nordin
and Gutman using QFT design [67℄:

C (z ) =

0:0355 + 0:0181z 1 18:8379 43:4538z 1 + 26:4126z 2
 1 + 0:6489z 1 + 0:1478z 2
1 z 1
0:7492z 1 + 0:3248z 2
1:0461 + 0:5633z 2
 0:5626

1 1:4998z 1 + 0:6379z 2
1 + 0:4564z 1 + 0:1530z
1:0741z 1 + 0:4702z 2
 1:3571
:
1 0:6308z 1 + 0:3840z 2

2
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The ontroller C has thus not really been designed from the identi ed
model Gmod , but this ontroller satis es nevertheless all spe i ations
with the model Gmod .
We will now verify whether this ontroller satis es these spe i ations with all plants in D l (and therefore also with the true system G0 )2 .
Let us begin by the validation of C for stability.
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Figure 6.3: (MD l (ej! )) at ea h frequen y

6.1.5 Controller validation for stability
Followingthe pro edure of Chapter 4, we build the dynami ve tor
MD l ej! orresponding to the andidate ontroller C , and we ompute its stability radius at ea h frequen y a ording to Theorem 4.2.
These stability radii are represented in Figure 6.3. The maximum value
of the stability radius is
max
(MD l (ej! )) = 0:2384
!
2

Sin e we have hosen a ontroller C that satis es the spe i ation of the ben hmark [59℄, we know that the spe i ations will be satis ed with G0 . However, this
fa t does not imply that C will satisfy these spe i ations with all plants in D l , and
our obje tive in this illustration is not to design a robust ontroller from Gmod , but
to show that our methodology allows one to verify the spe i ations about the loop
[C G0 ℄ using ontroller validation pro edures based on the un ertainty set D l .
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Sin e this maximum value is smaller than one, we may on lude that
the ontroller C stabilizes all plants in the un ertainty set D l . Consequently, we an also guarantee that the \to-be-validated" ontroller
C (z ) stabilizes the true exible transmission system G0 . The rst requirement presented at the end of Se tion 6.1.1 (i.e. the stability of the
a hieved loop [C G0 ℄) is thus satis ed.

6.1.6 Controller validation for performan e
The se ond requirement presented at the end of Se tion 6.1.1 was that
the designed ontroller should ensure a maximum value of less than 6 dB
for the sensitivity fun tion. The third requirement was that the step disturban es p(t) should be removed within 1.2s. The third requirement is
thus a time-domain spe i ation. In order to may verify this last spe i ation within our frequen y domain framework, let us translate the
time-domain spe i ation into a frequen y domain spe i ation. Using the approximation of the se ond order system, we an assume that
the reje tion time of a step disturban e is inversely proportional to the
ut-o frequen y of the transfer fun tion between the onsidered disturban e and the output of the system. In this ase, this transfer fun tion
Tpy (G0 ; C ) is given by:
1
1
1
=
Tpy (G0 ; C ) = 
A0 1 + G0 C 1 + (ZD + ZN C )Æ0
where we have used the fa t that G0 = B0 =A0 = (ZN Æ0 )=(1 + ZD Æ0 )
(see (6.8)). Sin e we know that the nominal transfer fun tion Tpy (Gmod ; C )
satis es the spe i ation of a reje tion time of 1.2s, the third requirement an be stated as follows: the ut-o frequen y of Tpy (G0 ; C ) must
be lose to the ut-o frequen y of Tpy (Gmod ; C ).
Sin e the true system is unknown, we will verify whether the ontroller C a hieves these requirements with all systems in D l . For this
purpose, we hoose two di erent worst ase performan e riteria. The
rst one is the largest modulus of the sensitivity fun tion T22 de ned
in (5.3) i.e. tD l (!; T22 ). This worst ase performan e riterion an be
omputed using the LMI pro edure presented in Theorem 5.1. The se ond worst ase performan e riterion tD l (!; Tpy ) is the largest modulus
of the transfer fun tion Tpy :
1
tD l (!; Tpy ) = max
j!
j!
j!
j!
G(e ;Æ )2D 1 + (ZD (e ) + ZN (e )C (e ))Æ
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This quantity an not be omputed by the LMI pro edure of Theorem 5.1. However, it is easy to develop a similar LMI pro edure in order
to ompute tD l (!; Tpy ) exa tly. Using these worst ase performan e
riteria, the ontroller C is termed validated for performan e if

 max! tD l (!; T22 ) < 6 dB
 the minimal ut-o frequen y of Tpy (G(z; Æ); C ) for a plant G(z; Æ)
in D l that an be dedu ed from tD l (!; Tpy ), is lose to the ut-o
frequen y of Tpy (Gmod ; C ).

Let us now ompute these riteria. Figure 6.4 presents tD l (!; T22 ),
and ompares it with the nominal sensitivity jT22 (Gmod ; C )j and the
a hieved sensitivity jT22 (G0 ; C )j. Figure 6.5 does the same for the transfer fun tion Tpy . In Figure 6.4, we observe that
max
tD l (!; T22 ) = 5 dB < 6 dB:
!
In Figure 6.5, we observe that the minimal ut-o frequen y of Tpy (G(z; Æ);
C ) for a plant G(z; Æ) in D l is equal to 0.014 (tD l (!; Tpy ) = 0 dB in
! = 0:014) and that the ut-o frequen y of Tpy (Gmod ; C ) is equal to
0.0153. The minimal ut-o frequen y is thus very lose to the ut-o
frequen y of Tpy (Gmod ; C ). The ontroller C is thus validated for performan e. In other words, the ontroller C satis es both performan e
spe i ations with all plants in D l . As a onsequen e, the ontroller C
is also guaranteed to a hieve these performan e requirements with the
true exible transmission system G0 .
With the ontroller validation pro edures for stability and for performan e, we have thus been able to prove that the ontroller C \designed from Gmod ", a hieves the spe i ations presented at the end of
Se tion 6.1.1 with the true system G0 . Our obje tive is thus rea hed.

6.1.7 Con lusions
Let us summarize what we have a hieved in this se tion. Our obje tive
was to apply our methodology to the true exible transmission system
G0 in order to verify that a ontroller C , satisfying a number of spe i ations with the identi ed model, satis es also these spe i ations with
the unknown G0 . For this purpose, we have performed a validation experiment on the true system yielding a model Gmod and an un ertainty
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Figure 6.4: tD l (!; T22 ) (solid), jT22 (G0 ; C )j (dashed), jT22 (Gmod ; C )j
(dashdot) at ea h frequen y
region D l ontaining the true system (with a probability of 95%). The
relatively small worst ase  -gap between the model and the plants in
D l has in ited us to keep the pair fGmod D lg in order to design a
ontroller and to validate this ontroller for stability and performan e.
Then, a robust ontroller C that satis es the performan e spe i ations
with the model Gmod , has been hosen. Using our ontroller validation
pro edures, we have been able to prove that the hosen ontroller C also
a hieves the desired level of performan e with all plants in the un ertainty set D l . As a onsequen e, the ontroller C an be applied to the
true exible transmission system sin e we are assured that the a hieved
performan e will be satisfa tory (modulo the probability level of 95%
for the presen e of G0 in D l ).

6.2 Ferrosili on produ tion pro ess
The rst illustration was representative of a me hani al engineering ontrol problem, in whi h there was no sto hasti noise, and where the ontrol obje tive was one of tra king and reje tion of step disturban es. In
order to illustrate the generality of our validation theory, we now present
an appli ation that is representative of industrial pro ess ontrol appliations, in whi h the ontrol obje tive is one of reje tion of sto hasti
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Figure 6.5: tD l (!; Tpy ) (solid), jTpy (G0 ; C )j (dashed), jTpy (Gmod ; C )j
(dashdot) at ea h frequen y
disturban es. In this se ond illustration, we will assume that the model
Gmod for ontrol design has been given a-priori.

6.2.1 Problem setting
The plant model and the ontrollers used in this simulation example are
taken from a paper by Ingason and Jonsson [54℄. Ferrosili on is a twophase mixture of the hemi al ompound FeSi2 and the element sili on.
The balan e between sili on and iron is regulated around 76% of the
total weight in sili on, 22% in iron and 2% in aluminium by adjusting
the input of raw materials to the furna e. Those are harged bat hwize
to the top of the furna e, ea h bat h onsisting of a xed amount of
quartz (SiO2 ) and a variable quantity of oal/ oke (C) and iron oxyde
(Fe2 O3 ). The quantity of oal/ oke whi h is burned in the furna e does
not in uen e the sili on ratio in the mixture, hen e the ontrol input is
the amount of iron oxyde.
The authors of [54℄ have obtained the following ARX model for the
pro ess:
y(t) + ay(t 1) = bu(t 1) + d + e(t)
(6.9)
where the sampling period is one day, y(t) is the per entage of sili on
in the mixture that must be regulated around 76%, u(t) is the quantity
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of iron oxyde in the raw materials (expressed in kilogrammes), d is a
onstant and e(t) is a sto hasti disturban e. The nominal values of the
parameters and their standard deviations are:
a = 0:44; b = 0:0028; d = 46:1;
(6.10)
a = 0:07; b = 0:001; d = 5:6:
Here, for the sake of illustrating our theory, we make the assumption
that the true system is
bz 1
0:0032z 1
G0(z ) = 0
=
;
1 + a0 z 1 1 0:34z 1
1
1
H0 (z ) =
=
; d0 = 44:
1 + a0 z 1 1 0:34z 1
The nominal model hosen for ontrol design is the one obtained by
Ingason and Jonsson [54℄:
0:0028z 1
bz 1
Gmod (z ) =
=
;
1 + az 1 1 0:44z 1
1
1
Hmod (z ) =
=
; d = 46:1;
1
1 + az
1 0:44z 1
This model Gmod was used by the authors of [54℄ to ompute a GPC
ontroller. The ontrol law that minimizes the ost fun tion

Ju

2
2
X
= E 4 (y(t + j )
j =1

r(t + j ))2 +

where (z ) = 1 z 1 , is given by


u(t) = 1 0



H T H + F T F

where

H =
F =
v(t) =
w(t) =
g(t) =
 =



 1

b
ab
1
1

2
X
j =1

3

 (u(t + j

1))2 5


H T (w(t) v(t)) F T g(t)
(6.11)


0 ;
b


0 ;
1


ay(t) + d
a2 y(t) ad + d ;


r(t) r(t) T ;


u(t 1) 0 T ;
I:
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 is a tuning parameter. The resulting ontroller is a ontroller C (z )
made up of three parts:
0

u(t) = C (z ) 

r (t)
y(t)
1

1
A=

Cr (z ) Cy (z ) Cd (z )

where



0


r(t)
y(t)
1

1
A

(6.12)

b3 + 2b ab
;
(b4 + 3b2  + a2 b2  + 2 2ab2 ) (b2  + 2 )z 1
ab3 + ab a2 b + a3 b
Cy (z ) =
;
(b4 + 3b2  + a2 b2  + 2 2ab2 ) (b2  + 2 )z 1
b3 + b + b(1 a)2
Cd(z ) =
d
(b4 + 3b2  + a2 b2  + 2 2ab2 ) (b2  + 2 )z 1
Cr (z ) =

The part Cd (z ) is the part of the ontroller whose obje tive is to reje t
the onstant perturbation d0 and the part Cy (z ) is the only part whi h
is important for stability analysis. The referen e signal r(t) is generally
onstant and given by r(t) = 76.

Obje tive. Our obje tive is to analyze the robustness properties of
the GPC ontroller C (z ) with  = 0:0007 in order to may apply this
ontroller to the true system G0 with on den e that is to say with the
assuran e that the behaviour of the loop [C=0:0007 G0 ℄ will be satisfa tory with respe t to the following requirements i.e.

 stability of the loop [C=0:0007 G0℄
 reje tion of the sto hasti noise v(t) = H0e(t).
The ontroller C a hieves of ourse these spe i ations with the model
Gmod .

6.2.2 Validation experiments
Sin e the true system G0 is unknown, we need to perform a validation
experiment in order to design an un ertainty region ontaining the true
system. In fa t, we will here perform two validation experiments: one
in open-loop and the other one using dire t losed-loop identi ation.
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Open-loop validation experiment
The \true plant" model (G0 ; H0 ) was ex ited with u(t) hosen as a
PRBS with varian e u2ol = 20, whi h is the maximum input varian e
admissible for this pro ess [54℄. The noise e(t) was hosen as a Gaussian
white noise sequen e with varian e e2 = 0:078, whi h orresponds to
the noise a ting on the real pro ess as shown by experiments made by
the authors of [54℄. The varian e of the output was then y2ol = 0:0884.
Re all that the validation experiment, i.e. the onstru tion of an un ertainty set Dol , onsists of performing a PE identi ation using an unbiased model stru ture. Therefore, 300 input-output data samples were
olle ted, orresponding approximately to one year of measurements.
These data were used to identify an ARX model with exa t stru ture
G(z; Æol ) =
We found

^
Æ^ol = Æ^1
Æ2





Æ2 z 1
;
1 + Æ1 z 1


H (z; Æol ) =


1
:
1 + Æ1 z 1

(6.13)

1:2784  10 5
1:4887  10 5
(6.14)
We then design the 95% un ertainty region Dol around G(z; Æ^ol ) following the pro edure of Se tion 2.2.2:
=

0:3763
0:0073

;

PÆol =

2:8131  10 3
1:2784  10 5

Dol = fG(z; Æ) j G(z; Æ) = 1 +ZNZÆ Æ with Æ 2 Uol g
D

Uol = fÆ 2 R21 j (Æ
where

ZN (z ) = 0 z

1 

Æ^ol )T PÆol1 (Æ Æ^ol ) < 5:99g;
and ZD (z ) = z

1

0



:

The size  of the ellipsoid Uol is here equal to 5.99 sin e P r(2 (2) <
5:99) = 0:95. The obtained un ertainty region Dol ontains as well the
in pra ti e unknown true system G0 as the hosen model Gmod .

Closed-loop validation experiment
The losed-loop validation was performed with a sub-optimal GPC ontroller obtained by setting  = 0:001 in (6.12). We added a PRBS signal
to the onstant referen e r(t) = 76 su h that we obtained u2 l = 20.



;
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The varian e of r(t) was then r2 = 0:014, the noise e(t) having the same
properties as in open-loop validation. With these settings, the output
varian e was y2 l = 0:0880. Observe that the input varian e is the same
as in open loop, and that the output varian e is very lose to that of
the open-loop experiment. Again, 300 input-output data samples were
olle ted and used to identify an ARX model with the same stru ture as
in open-loop validation (6.13), using a dire t predi tion error method.
We found

 


0:3575 ; P = 2:8323  10 3
8:7845  10 6
^Æ l = Æ^1 =
Æ
l
0:0067
8:7845  10 6 6:2416  10 6
Æ^2
(6.15)
^
We then design the 95% un ertainty region D l around G(z; Æ l ) following the pro edure for dire t losed-loop identi ation of Se tion 2.2.4.1:

D l = fG(z; Æ) j G(z; Æ) = 1 +ZNZÆ Æ with Æ 2 U l g
D

U l = fÆ 2 R21 j (Æ Æ^ l )T PÆ l1 (Æ Æ^ l ) < 5:99g;
whith the same ZN and ZD as in Dol . As Dol , this un ertainty region D l
ontains as well the in pra ti e unknown true system G0 as the model
Gmod .

6.2.3 Comparison of

Dol and D l

The worst ase  -gap is now used to ompare the two un ertainty sets
dedu ed from the two validation experiments. For this purpose, we
rst ompute the worst ase hordal distan es at ea h frequen y for Dol
and D l using the LMI tools developed in Se tion 3.3. A ording to
Lemma 3.1 and sin e Gmod lies in both un ertainty sets, we an derive
the worst ase Vinni ombe distan es from the worst hordal distan es
as follows:

ÆW C (Gmod ; Dol ) = max
W C (Gmod (ej! ); Dol ) = 0:0225
!
ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ) = max
W C (Gmod (ej! ); D l ) = 0:0156
!
Sin e the optimal stability margin bopt (Gmod ) is equal to 0.99, the sets
C (Gmod ; Dol ) and C (Gmod ; D l ) of ontrollers stabilizing Gmod that are
guaranteed to robustly stabilize Dol and D l , respe tively, are relatively



:
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large. Indeed, the worst ase  -gaps ÆW C (Gmod ; Dol ) and ÆW C (Gmod ; D l )
are very small with respe t to bopt (Gmod ). Consequently, both un ertainty sets are relatively well tuned for robustly stable ontroller design
based on Gmod . We therefore de ide to keep and to apply the ontroller
validation pro edures to both un ertainty sets.

6.2.4 Controller validation for stability
SuÆ ient test
In this illustration, we also onsider the suÆ ient robust stability ondition that an be dedu ed from the worst ase  -gap in order to show
that this ondition an be onservative with respe t to the ne essary
and suÆ ient ondition developed in Chapter 4.
The ontroller C=0:0007 a hieves a very small stability margin bGmod Cy=0:0007
with Gmod equal to 0.0169. The ontroller C=0:0007 lies thus in C (Gmod ; D l )
but not in C (Gmod ; Dol ) sin e we have that

ÆW C (Gmod ; Dol ) > bGmod C=0:0007 = 0:0169 > ÆW C (Gmod ; D l ) : (6.16)
Therefore, from this suÆ ient test, we an on lude that C=0:0007 stabilizes all plants in the set D l . To make an undoubted statement about
the set Dol , we will need to use the ne essary and suÆ ient test developed in Chapter 4.

Ne essary and suÆ ient test
We rst verify if C=0:0007 stabilizes the enters of Dol and D l . Sin e it
is the ase, we build the dynami ve tors MDol ej! and MD l ej! orresponding to the andidate ontroller C=0:0007 , and we ompute their
stability radii a ording to Theorem 4.2. Their respe tive maximum
values are


max
 MDol ej! = 0:6572 < 1;
!

j!
max

M
e
= 0:2111 < 1;
D
l
!

(6.17)
(6.18)

Sin e these two values are smaller than one, Theorem 4.2 on rms that
C=0:0007 stabilizes all systems in the un ertainty set D l , but also shows
that C=0:0007 also stabilizes all systems in Dol . Su h quantitative result
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for a ontroller with a so small stability margin as C=0:0007 on rms our
rst qualitative observation that was that both un ertainty sets are well
tuned for robustly stable ontroller design based on Gmod (and this even
though that qualitative observation is based on a suÆ ient ondition
that would have invalidated the parti ular ontroller C=0:0007 when Dol
is onsidered (see (6.16))).
Beside these onsiderations, the main on lusion we an derive from
these stability tests is that the \to-be-validated" ontroller C=0:0007
is guaranteed to stabilize the true ferrosili on produ tion pro ess G0 .
Therefore, the rst of the requirements presented at the end of Se tion 6.2.1 (i.e. the stability of the a hieved loop [C=0:0007 G0 ℄) is satised.

6.2.5 Controller validation for performan e
The se ond requirement presented at the end of Se tion 6.2.1 was to
reje t the noise v(t) = H0 (z )e(t), whi h is essentially lo ated at low
frequen ies (H0 (ej! ) is a rst order low-pass lter; see Figure 6.6). A
performan e spe i ation in the frequen y domain is therefore that the
sensitivity fun tion T22 (G0 ; Cy=0:0007 (z )) = 1=(1 + G0 Cy=0:0007 (z )) be
low at low frequen ies in order to attenuate v(t). We thus de ne the
worst- ase performan e riterion as the largest modulus of the sensitivity
fun tion T22 de ned in (5.3) i.e. tD (!; T22 ). This worst ase performan e
riterion an be omputed using the LMI pro edure presented in Theorem 5.1. We will all the ontroller C=0:0007 (z ) validated if tD (!; T22 )
is high-pass with max! tD (!; T22 ) reasonably small. The Bode diagrams
of the worst- ase and a hieved sensitivity fun tions are depi ted in Figure 6.6.
Clearly, the ontroller is validated by the losed-loop validation experiment yielding D l but not by the open-loop experiment yielding Dol .
The main on lusion we an derive from this performan e test is that
the ontroller C=0:0007 will suÆ iently de rease the output varian e
when it will be applied to G0 . We have indeed proved that, for one of
the two un ertainty sets ontaining G0 (i.e. D l ), the worst ase modulus
of the sensitivity fun tion is a high pass lter with a reasonably small
reasonan e peak allowing reje tion of the noise v(t).
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Figure 6.6: Open-loop and losed-loop ontroller validation for performan e: tDol (!; T22 ) ( ), tD l (!; T22 ) (|), jT22 (G0 ; C=0:0007 )j ( ),
jT22 (Gmod ; C=0:0007 )j (  ) and jH0 j ()

Remark. Even if Dol is a \good" un ertainty region with respe t to
robustly stable ontroller design with Gmod (i.e. it has a large set of stabilizing ontrollers), it appears that the worst ase performan e a hieved
by C=0:0007 with the plants in Dol is really bad. This is a onsequen e of
the fa t that the worst ase  -gap is only an indi ator of robust stability
and not an indi ator of robust performan e.

6.2.6 Con lusions
Let us summarize what we have a hieved in this se ond illustration. We
have applied our methodology to the ase of a hemi al pro ess where
the ontrol obje tive is the reje tion of sto hasti disturban es. We
have hosen a model Gmod for the true ferrosili on produ tion pro ess
G0 . From the model Gmod , a GPC ontroller has been designed. We
have performed validation experiments on the true system leading to
two un ertainty sets ontaining the true system (with a probability of
95%). The results of Chapter 3 have then shown that both un ertainty
sets have a large robustly stabilizing ontroller set. After that, using
our ontroller validation pro edures, we have been able to prove that
the onsidered ontroller stabilizes and a hieves suÆ ient performan e
with all plants in one of the un ertainty set. As a onsequen e, the
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ontroller an be applied to the true system sin e we are assured that
the a hieved performan e will be satisfa tory (modulo the probability
level of 95% for the presen e of G0 in the un ertainty set).
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Chapter 7

Frequen y domain image of
a set of linearly
parametrized transfer
fun tions
In the previous hapters, we have analyzed the set D of parametrized
transfer fun tions ontaining the true system at a ertain probability
level and we have given some robustness tools for su h a set. In this
hapter, we will do something rather di erent : we will analyze the image of su h a set in the Nyquist plane. The des ription of the image of
D in its general stru ture is quite ompli ated. Therefore, we will limit
us to un ertainty sets D where the plants are linearly parametrized. It
is to be noted that su h stru ture will be used in the next hapter in
order to extend our result to the ase of biased model stru tures.
For model stru tures that are linear in the parameter ve tor , we
show that the image in the Nyquist plane of a parametri on den e region D de ned by an ellipsoid U in the parameter spa e is a frequen y
domain on den e region L made up of ellipses U (!) at ea h frequen y
in the Nyquist plane. The properties of the inverse image of this frequen y domain on den e region in parameter spa e are also analyzed.
We establish that the inverse image C (U (!)) of ea h ellipse U (!) in the
parameter spa e is a mu h larger volume than the initial ellipsoid U ,
sin e the mapping between the parametri and frequen y domains is not
bije tive. We also show that this inverse image C (U (!)) is di erent at
93
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ea h frequen y. Consequently, the inverse image of the whole frequen y
domain on den e region L is the interse tion of these di erent volumes
C (U (!)) over the whole frequen y range. We show by an example
that this interse tion may be a stri t subset of the initial ellipsoid U
in parameter spa e. The on den e region L in the Nyquist plane is
thus generally the image of more parameter ve tors  than those in U .
Consequently, the probability level linked to the on den e region L is
larger than the probability level linked to the on den e region U in
parameter spa e.
Our de nition of the image of the parametri on den e region D in
the Nyquist plane is very lose to the on ept of value set of a family
of parametrized polynomials (see e.g. [4℄ and referen es therein). These
value sets have been analyzed for a large amount of onstraints on the
parameters (e.g. polytope, sphere, ...). The general use of these value
sets is to verify whether a family of polynomials is di erent from zero
at ea h frequen y and is therefore stable. The results presented in this
hapter are nevertheless broader than those in [4℄. Indeed, our results
determine not only the image L of D in the Nyquist plane, but also determine the inverse image of L in the parameter spa e. Moreover, sin e
we onsider here a probabilisti framework as opposed to the deterministi framework in [4℄, our results give in addition the probability level
linked to the image L of the on den e region D in the Nyquist plane.

Chapter outline. In Se tion 7.1, we present, in a very general way,
the linearly parametrized systems we will onsider and we de ne a set D
that ontains the linearly parametrized systems whose parameter ve tor
is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoid. We show in Se tion 7.2 that this
general problem applies to the ase of un ertainty sets dedu ed from
predi tion error identi ation. In Se tion 7.3, we present two theorems
that des ribe the image of an ellipsoid by a nonbije tive mapping, as well
as the inverse image de ned by su h mapping. In Se tion 7.4, we present
the frequen y domain set L, image of the set D in the Nyquist plane. In
Se tion 7.5, we analyze the inverse image of the set L. In Se tion 7.6,
we de ne the probability level linked to L and give the value of this
probability level. In the last se tions, we give some omments about
the ase of model stru tures that are not linearly parametrized and we
nish by an illustration and some on lusions.
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7.1 Problem statement
As stated in the introdu tion, we onsider linearly parametrized transfer
fun tions. The ase of nonlinearly parametrized transfer fun tions will
be brie y dis ussed in Se tion 7.8. Let us thus onsider the following
system des ription:

G(z; ) = G (z ) + (z )
(7.1)
with  2 Rk1 the parameter ve tor, G (z ) a known transfer fun tion and
(z ) a known row ve tor of transfer fun tions. Let us further assume
that  has a Gaussian probability density fun tion with zero mean and
ovarian e P 2 Rkk i.e.
  N (0; P )

(7.2)

We have therefore:

T P 1   2 (k)
(7.3)
where 2 (k) is the hi-square probability density fun tion with k degrees
of freedom.
Let us now write the frequen y response g(ej! ; ) of G(z; ) at the
frequen y ! in the following form:


g (e ;  ) =
j!

=



z

Re(G(ej! ; ))
Im(G(ej! ; ))
g
(ej! )

}|

Re(G (ej! ))
Im(G (ej! ))

{



+

z


T (ej! )

}|

Re((ej! ))
Im((ej! ))

{



(7.4)

The frequen y response ve tor g(ej! ; ) has thus a Gaussian probability density fun tion with mean g(ej! ) and ovarian e Pg (!) =
ov((g(ej! ; ) g(ej! ))(g(ej! ; ) g(ej! ))T ) = T (ej! )P T (ej! )T 2 R22 .
We have thus
g(ej! ; )  N (g (ej! ); Pg (!))
(7.5)
j!
(g(e ; ) g(ej! ))T Pg (!) 1 (g(ej! ; ) g(ej! ))  2 (2)
The results presented in (7.5) are very ommon and an e.g. be found
in [47℄. However, these results do not give a response to some important
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questions. If we design a on den e ellipsoid in the parameter spa e
using (7.3), is the image of su h on den e ellipsoid in the Nyquist
plane a on den e region with the same probability level? How an
we relate this image with the known probability density fun tion of
the frequen y response (7.5)? If we design a on den e ellipse at ea h
frequen y using (7.5) and de ne a set by onne ting all these ellipses,
what is the inverse image of that set in parameter spa e? In order
to answer these questions, we will onsider throughout this paper the
following on den e ellipsoid in parameter spa e and the orresponding
region in transfer fun tion spa e. We will hoose a probability level of
0.95 for these on den e regions.

De nition 7.1 Let us onsider the parametrized model stru ture given
in (7.1) and the probability density fun tion of the parameter ve tor 
given in (7.2). The ellipsoid U of size :
U = f j T P 1  < g;

(7.6)

with  su h that P r(2 (k) < ) = 0:95, is a on den e ellipsoid of
probability 0.95 in the parameter spa e. We de ne the set D of transfer
fun tions that orrespond to the parameters  2 U :

D = fG(z; ) j  2 U g

(7.7)


The probability level (D) linked to D is thus given by (D) =
P r(G(z; ) 2
D) = 0:95.

In the next se tions, we des ribe the image in the Nyquist plane of
the un ertainty region D and we analyze the properties of su h image,
as well as its inverse image, with respe t to the probability level. But
beforehand, we relate the general problem presented in this se tion to
the parti ular ase of the un ertainty sets that an be derived from PE
identi ation.

7.2 Link with the un ertainty set dedu ed from
PE identi ation
For this purpose, let us onsider the following linearly parametrized
model stru ture.

M = fG(z; Æ) j G(z; Æ) = Z (z)Æg;

(7.8)
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where Æ 2 Rk1 is the parameter ve tor and Z (z ) is a transfer ve tor
ontaining known transfer fun tions (su h as Laguerre or Legendre basis fun tions). A ording to Proposition 2.2, if the true system an be
des ribed as a plant G(z; Æ0 ) in M, then a PE identi ation pro edure
with the model stru ture M and N input-output data delivers an unbiased estimate Æ^ of the true parameter ve tor and an estimate PÆ of
the ovarian e matrix C of Æ^. The estimate Æ^ an be onsidered as the
realization of a Gaussian distribution with mean Æ0 and ovarian e C .
In order to design on den e ellipsoids ontaining the true system at a
ertain probability level, we an then onsider the following distribution:
(Æ Æ^)T PÆ 1 (Æ Æ^)  2 (k)
(7.9)
Using the last expression and the pro edure des ribed in Chapter 2, we
an design an un ertainty set Dpei ontaining the true system G(z; Æ0 )
at a ertain probability level, say 95 %. This un ertainty set Dpei has
the following stru ture:

Dpei = fG(z; Æ) j G(z; Æ) = Z (z)Æ with Æ 2 Upeig
Upei = fÆ j (Æ Æ^)T PÆ 1 (Æ Æ^) < g;

(7.10)

(7.11)
where  is su h that P r(2 (k) < ) = 0:95. The un ertainty set Dpei
an be rewritten in the formalism of Se tion 7.1. Indeed, let us denote



 =
Æ Æ^, G =
Z (z )Æ^ and P =
PÆ . Then, (7.10) and (7.11) are,
respe tively, equivalent with:

Dpei = fG(z; ) j G(z; ) = G (z) + Z (z) with  2 Upeig
Upei = f j T P 1  < g;
By omparing these last expressions with (7.7) and (7.6), we see that
the problem of nding the image in the Nyquist plane of the un ertainty
set Dpei dedu ed from PE identi ation and ontaining the true system
with probability 95 %, in the ase where that true system is linearly
parametrized, an be solved by solving the general problem presented
in the previous se tion.

7.3 Linear algebra preliminaries
The general problem presented in Se tion 7.1 onsists of nding (and of
analysing) the image in the Nyquist plane of the set of plants D de ned
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in (7.7). We rst present two theorems that des ribe properties of a
mapping T between a real ve tor y and another real ve tor x of lower
dimension. This mapping has the following expression

x = Ty
where y 2 Rk1 , x 2 Rn1 (n < k) are real ve tors, and T
real matrix of rank n.

(7.12)
2 Rnk is a

Let us rst re all a well-known lemma that will be useful to prove
the rst theorem.

Lemma 7.1 Let us onsider the partitioned symmetri positive de nite
matrix P 2 Rkk :


P
P
11
12
P = PT P
22

12

with P11 2 Rnn , P12 2 Rn(k n) and P22 2 R(k
onsider two real ve tors x 2 Rn1 and x 2 R(k
Uxx de ned as:

Uxx =

( 

x
x



j



x
x

T



x
x

P

1



x
x

(k n) . Let us also
n)1
and an ellipsoid
n)



)

<1

:

Then the set Ux

Ux = fx j



2 Uxx g

(7.13)

Ux = fx j xT P111 x < 1g

(7.14)



is also an ellipsoid given by

Proof. see Appendix A.1.



Note that Ux is not the interse tion of Uxx with the subspa e x = 0; it
is a larger set. Let us now present our two theorems about the mapping
T de ned in (7.12).

Theorem 7.1 Let us onsider the mapping T de ned in (7.12) and the
ellipsoid Uy of size  in the y-spa e:
Uy = fy j yT Py 1 y < g;

(7.15)
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with Py 2 Rkk a positive de nite matrix. The image Ux of Uy by the

mapping T i.e. Ux =
fx j x = T y with y 2 Uy g is an ellipsoid in the
x-spa e given by
Ux = fx jxT Px 1 x < g;
(7.16)
with Px = T Py T T 2 Rnn.

Proof. Let us rst omplete the mapping T by generating a nonsingular
mapping Te:


x
x



=

Te
z }| {


T
T

y

(7.17)

su h that T~ 2 Rkk has rank k. Using Te, we have that

y Py
T

1y

<  ()



x
x

T z
Te

P 1
T

}|

Py

{
1 Te 1

x
x



<

(7.18)

Proving Theorem 7.1 is thus equivalent to proving that (7.16) is the
domain where x is onstrained to lie when (7.18) holds. This follows
immediately from Lemma 7.1, noting that if P = TePy TeT , then Px =
P11 = T Py T T .


Theorem 7.2 Let us onsider the mapping T and the ellipsoids Uy and
Ux de ned in (7.12), (7.15) and (7.16), respe tively. De ne the inverse
image Cy of Ux using the mapping T as

Cy =
fy j x = T y 2 Uxg;

(7.19)

Then Cy is a volume given by

Cy = fy j yT RC y < g;
with RC = T T Px 1 T , a singular matrix
Cy has the following properties:



2 Rkk .

(7.20)
Moreover, the volume

The matrix RC de ning Cy has rank n i.e. it has k n zero
eigenvalues. The volume Cy has therefore k n in nite main
axes. The dire tions yi (i = 1:::k n) of these in nite main axes
are the eigenve tors orresponding to the null eigenvalues of RC .
Moreover, these eigenve tors yi belong to the null spa e of T i.e.
T yi = 0.
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The ellipsoid Uy is in luded in Cy .



Proof. See Appendix A.2.
Comments.

 Sin e the matrix T has rank n < k, the mapping (7.12) is not
bije tive. This explains the fa t that the image of Uy by the mapping (7.12) is exa tly Ux and that the inverse image of Ux is a
larger volume Cy ontaining Uy .

 In the parti ular ase where k = 3 and n = 2, Ux is then an ellipse
(Theorem 7.1) and Cy is a ylinder with in nite axis. The axis of
the ylinder is in the dire tion of the eigenve tor orresponding to
the single null eigenvalue (Theorem 7.2).

7.4 Image of

D in the Nyquist plane

Theorem 7.1 tells us that the image of an ellipsoid by a linear mapping
into a smaller dimensional spa e is also an ellipsoid. This theorem will
now be used in order to nd the frequen y domain region (or dynami
region) that is the image of D in the Nyquist plane. This frequen y
domain region is de ned via a onstraint on the frequen y response of
the plants in this region at every frequen y. The general expression of a
frequen y domain region an e.g. be written as follows:

L = fG(z) j g(ej! ) 2 U (!) 8!g;

(7.21)



where g(ej! ) = Re(G(ej! )) Im(G(ej! )) T and U (!) is the parti ular domain where the frequen y response ve tor of the plants G(z ) 2 L
is onstrained to lie at the frequen y !.
We are thus looking for the frequen y domain region L that orresponds to the image of the set D in the Nyquist plane. Let us rst de ne
this notion properly.

De nition 7.2 (image of D in the Nyquist plane) Consider the set
D of transfer fun tions de ned in (7.7) and the general expression of a
frequen y domain region L given in (7.21). The image of D in the
Nyquist plane is the frequen y domain region L de ned by (7.21) with
U (!) de ned as follows, at ea h frequen y !:
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U (!) = fg(ej! ) j g(ej! ) = g(ej! ; ) for some  2 U g

(7.22)

with g(ej! ; ) de ned in (7.4).

Important omments. De nition 7.2 tells us

 that the image L of D in the Nyquist plane is a set ontaining the
image of all plants in D;
 that all \points g(ej! ) 2 U (!)" at a frequen y ! are the image of
some plant in D.
However, if we randomly sele t frequen y fun tions f (ej! ) 2 L, for
! 2 [0 ℄, then most of su h fun tions will not be in D, i.e. for
most of su h fun tions f (ej! ) 2 L, there will not exist a  su h that
f (ej! ) = g(ej! ; ) 8! with g(ej! ; ) de ned by (7.4).
Using the mapping (7.4) between the spa e of parametrized transfer
fun tions G(z; ) (or parameter spa e) and the frequen y domain spa e,
and the results of Theorem 7.1, we an onstru t an expli it expression
of the image L of D in the Nyquist plane.

Theorem 7.3 Consider the set D of transfer fun tions G(z; ) = G (z )+
(z ) presented in De nition 7.1, and the mapping (7.4) between parameter spa e and frequen y domain spa e. The image of D in the
Nyquist plane (see De nition 7.2) is a frequen y domain region L having
the following expression.

L = fG(z) j g(ej! ) 2 U (!) 8!g
(7.23)
U (!) = fg 2 R21 j (g g(ej! ))T P (!) 1 (g g(ej! )) < g (7.24)
with P (!) = T (ej! )P T (ej! )T ,

g (e ) =
j!



Re(G(ej! ))
Im(G(ej! ))



and g(e ) =
j!



Re(G (ej! ))
Im(G (ej! ))



:

The image L of D in the Nyquist plane is thus made up of ellipses U (!)
at ea h frequen y around the frequen y response of the known transfer
fun tion G (z ). The ellipse U (!) at a parti ular frequen y an therefore
be onsidered as the image of D in the Nyquist plane at this frequen y.
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Proof. In order to establish the proof of Theorem 7.3, we need to prove
that the expression (7.24) of U (!) is equivalent with (7.22). The result
follows dire tly from Theorem 7.1 by onsidering the mapping (7.4) (i.e.
g(ej! ; ) g(ej! ) = T (ej! )) at a parti ular frequen y !.

Remarks. It is to be noted that the matrix P (!) de ning U (!) is equal
to the ovarian e matrix Pg (!) of g(ej! ; ) (see (7.5)). It is also to be
noted that, at the frequen ies ! = 0 and ! = , the ellipse U (!) degenerates into a line segment. The matrix P (!) is no longer nonsingular.
However, be ause Im(G(ej! )) = 0 at ! = 0 and ! = , one only need
the rst entry of P (!) to be nonzero.

7.5 Inverse image of

L

In the previous se tion, we have determined the frequen y domain region L, image of the set D of parametrized transfer fun tions G(z; ).
This set L, made up of ellipses U (!) at ea h frequen y, is de ned by the
property (7.22). In parti ular, L ontains all plants in D. The set L is
nevertheless not equivalent to D. Indeed, we prove that there are more
plants in L than those in D. These additional plants obviously in lude
plants having a stru ture di erent from G(z; ) (i.e. they annot be des ribed as G(z; ) for any  (see (7.1))), but surprisingly, also in lude
plants having the stru ture G(z; ) but for  62 U .
In this hapter, we will fo us on the additional plants in L having
the stru ture G(z; ) given in (7.1) but for  62 U . The fa t that su h
additional plants exist in L is a onsequen e of the fa t that the mapping (7.4) is not bije tive1 sin e (7.4) maps a k-dimensional spa e into
the 2-dimensional frequen y domain spa e. In order to establish that
additional plants G(z; ) lie in L, the inverse image of L in the spa e of
parametrized transfer fun tions G(z; ) has to be determined. For this
purpose, it is useful to rst analyze the inverse image D(U (!)), via the
mapping (7.4), of one ellipse U (!) of L in the spa e of parametrized
transfer fun tions G(z; ).

Proposition 7.1 Consider a parti ular frequen y ! and the ellipse U (!)
de ned in (7.24) whi h is the image of the set D in the Nyquist plane at
1

The mapping T (ej! ) is only bije tive if the size k of the ve tor  is equal to two.
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the frequen y !. Using the mapping (7.4) from  to g(ej! ; ), de ne the
inverse image of U (!) in the parameter spa e as

C (U (!)) = f j g(ej! ; ) 2 U (!)g:

(7.25)

Correspondingly, de ne the inverse image of U (!) in the spa e of
parametrized transfer fun tions G(z; ) as

D(U (!)) = fG(z; ) j g(ej! ; ) 2 U (!)g:

(7.26)

Then the set C (U (!)) is a volume in the -spa e with k 2 in nite axes
de ned as:
C (U (!)) = f 2 Rk1 j T T (ej! )T P (!) 1 T (ej! ) < g: (7.27)
Moreover, U  C (U (!)) and D  D(U (!)).

Proof. The expression (7.27) of C (U (!)) follows dire tly from Theorem 7.2 by substituting U (!) for Ux , U for Uy and C (U (!)) for Cy .
It then follows from the last part of Theorem 7.2 that U is a subset
of C (U (!)). Now observe from (7.25) and (7.26) that D(U (!)) an
equivalently be des ribed as

D(U (!)) = fG(z; ) j  2 C (U (!))g
(7.28)
It then follows from U  C (U (!)) and the de nitions (7.7) and (7.28)
that D  D(U (!)).

Proposition 7.1 tells us that the ellipse U (!) is the image of more
plants G(z; ) than those in D. These additional plants G(z; out ) with
out 2 C (U (!)) n U , have the property that 9 in 2 U su h that, at
frequen y !,
g(ej! ; out ) = g(ej! ; in );
sin e U (!) is de ned by (7.22).
It is also important to note that the inverse image D(U (!)) of U (!)
in the spa e of parametrized transfer fun tions G(z; ) is di erent at
ea h frequen y, be ause the inverse image C (U (!)) in parameter spa e
is di erent at ea h frequen y. In other words, U (!) is the image of a set
D(U (!)) of plants G(z; ) that are di erent at ea h frequen y.
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In Proposition 7.1, we have omputed the inverse image C (U (!))
in parameter spa e of one ellipse U (!), via the inverse of mapping (7.4).
We now determine the inverse image U (L) in parameter spa e of the
whole set L de ned by (7.23) and (7.24).

Theorem 7.4 Consider the frequen y domain set L de ned by (7.23)
and (7.24). De ne the inverse image U (L) of L in parameter spa e,
via the mapping (7.4), as:
U (L) = f j G(z; ) 2 Lg:
Then

(7.29)

\

U (L) =

C (U (!));
2[0 ℄
where C (U (!)) is de ned in (7.25) and (7.27). Moreover,

(7.30)

!

U  U (L):
Proof. First observe that, by the de nition of
U (L) de ned in (7.29) is equivalent with

(7.31)

L in (7.23), the set

U (L) = f j g(ej! ; ) 2 U (!) 8!g:
The result (7.30) then follows immediately from De nition (7.25). The
in lusion (7.31) then follows from the main result of Proposition 7.1,
namely U  C (U (!)) 8!.


Corollary 7.1 Consider the frequen y domain set L de ned by (7.23)
and (7.24). De ne the inverse image D(L) of L in the spa e of parametrized
transfer fun tions G(z; ), via the mapping (7.4), as

D(L) = fG(z; ) j G(z; ) 2 Lg:

(7.32)

Then D  D(L).

Proof. By (7.32) and (7.29), it follows that

D(L) = fG(z; ) j  2 U (L)g:

(7.33)

The result then follows from the result (7.31) of Theorem 7.4, and the
de nition (7.7) of D.
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Corollary 7.2 With de nitions as above, we have:
U  U (L)  C (U (!)) 8!

(7.34)

D  D(L)  D(U (!)) 8!:

(7.35)

Proof. The rst in lusions follow from Theorem 7.4 and Corollary 7.1.
The se ond in lusion in (7.34) follows from (7.30), and the se ond in lusion of (7.35) from (7.33), (7.28) and (7.34).

Theorem T7.4 tells that the ellipsoid U whi h de nes D is a subset
of U (L) = !2[0 ℄ C (U (!)). We shall illustrate by an example in
Se tion 8 that it may be a stri tly proper subset of U (L). As a onsequen e, D may be a stri tly proper subset of D(L), and the frequen y
domain region L is therefore the image in the Nyquist plane of a set D(L)
ontaining more plants G(z; ) than those in D. It is to be noted that,
a ording to the de nition of L (De nition 7.2), these additional plants
G(z; out ) with out 2 U (L) n U , must have the property that, at ea h
frequen y !, there exists in in U su h that G(ej! ; out ) = G(ej! ; in ).
Note that it is not possible to have a single value of in whi h applies at
all frequen ies.

7.6 Probability level linked to the on den e
region L
In the previous se tions, we have shown that the image of a set D in the
Nyquist plane is a frequen y domain region L made up of ellipses U (!)
at ea h frequen y. We have also shown that the sets U (!) and the whole
region L are (or may be) the image of more plants G(z; ) than those in
D. Let us now onsider both sets (i.e. U (!) and L) as on den e regions.
The ellipse U (!) is a on den e region for the frequen y response ve tor
g(ej! ; ) of the plants G(z; ) and the set L is a on den e region for the
plants G(z; ). Sin e the parameter ve tor  has a probability density
fun tion (see (7.2)), we an relate a probability level to both on den e
regions.

De nition 7.3 Consider the parametrized transfer fun tions G(z; )
given in (7.1), whose parameter ve tor  has the probability density fun tion (7.2). Consider also the sets U (!) and L de ned in (7.23)-(7.24).
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The probability level (U (!)) linked to U (!) is de ned as :

(U (!)) = P r(g(ej! ; ) 2 U (!));
where g(ej! ; ) is de ned in (7.4). The probability level (L) linked to
L is de ned as:
(L) = P r(G(z; ) 2 L):

These probability levels (U (!)) and (L) will be larger than the
probability level (D) linked to D (i.e. (D) = 0:95) sin e D  D(L) 
D(U (!)) 8! (see Corollary 7.2). Theorem 7.5 gives an exa t omputation of (U (!)), as well as upper and lower bounds for (L).

Theorem 7.5 Consider the parametrized transfer fun tions G(z; ) given
in (7.1), whose parameter ve tor  has the probability density fun tion (7.2). Consider also the sets U (!) and L de ned in (7.23)-(7.24).
Then the probability level (U (!)) linked to U (!) (see De nition 7.3) is
given by:
(U (!)) = P r(G(z; ) 2 D(U (!)))
= P r(2 (2) < ) 8!;

(7.36)
(7.37)

where D(U (!)) is de ned in (7.26). The probability level (L) linked to
L (see De nition 7.3) is bounded by:

(D)  (L) < (U (!))

(7.38)

where (D) is the probability level linked to the set D presented in Definition 7.1 and of whi h the set L is the image in the Nyquist plane
( (D) = 0:95).

Proof. That (U (!)) is equal to P r(G(z; ) 2 D(U (!))) follows from
Proposition 7.1. That (U (!)) is also equal to (7.37) is a dire t onsequen e of the probability density fun tion of g(ej! ; ) given in (7.5)
sin e the ovarian e matrix Pg (!) of g(ej! ; ) is equal to the matrix P (!)
de ning the ellipse U (!).
Sin e the inverse image of L in the spa e of parametrized transfer
fun tions G(z; ) is D(L), we an write the following about the probability level (L) linked to L:
(L) = P r(G(z; ) 2 D(L)):
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The upper bound in (7.38) pro eeds then from the fa t that D(L) 
D(U (!)) 8! and the lower bound from the fa t that D  D(L) (see
Theorem 7.4).


Important omments. Theorem 7.5 shows that the probability level
(L) linked to the image of D in the Nyquist plane is larger than the
probability level linked to D (i.e. (D) = 0:95). This is a onsequen e
of the fa t that L is the image of more plants than those in D be ause
of the singularity of the mapping (7.4).
It is also interesting to note that if we onsider the ellipses U (!) frequen y by frequen y, these ellipses are the image in the Nyquist plane
of a set D(U (!)), di erent at ea h frequen y, and having a probability
level (U (!)) whi h follows from the probability density fun tion (7.5)
of g(ej! ; ). However, sin e the sets D(U (!)) are di erent at ea h frequen y, when we olle t together all ellipses U (!) to make up L, the
probability level (L) is smaller than (U (!)). This last remark shows
that the probablility density fun tion of g(ej! ; ) given in (7.5) is only
relevant for one parti ular frequen y. Theorem 7.5 shows therefore that,
in order to design a on den e region L with a probability level (L)
larger than 95%, one has to rst design a on den e region D having
the desired probability level (i.e. (D) = 0:95) and then take its image
L in the Nyquist plane.

Remarks. The plants having another stru ture than G(z; ) and that
lie in L do not modify the probability level (L) sin e only the parameter
ve tor  has a probability density fun tion.

7.7 Summary and onsequen es for the un ertainty region dedu ed from PE identi ation
In the previous se tion, we have onsidered the set D of linearly parametrized
transfer fun tions G(z; ) that is onstru ted from a 95% on den e ellipsoid U in parameter spa e. We have shown that the image L of this
set D is a frequen y domain region L made up of ellipses at ea h frequen y. We have also shown that the inverse image of L in the spa e of
parametrized transfer fun tions G(z; ) is a set D(L) larger than the set
D be ause of the singularity of the mapping between parameter spa e
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and frequen y domain spa e. If we onsider the set L as a on den e region for the plants G(z; ), the probability level (L) linked to L is thus
larger than the probability level (D) linked to D (i.e. (D) = 0:95).
These results an apply to the ase of the un ertainty region Dpei
ontaining the (linearly parametrized) true system G0 at a probability
level of 0.95. This set has been introdu ed in Se tion 7.2. Indeed, the
set Dpei has the same stru ture as the set D presented in De nition 7.1.
Therefore, we an onstru t the image Lpei of Dpei in the Nyquist plane
using Theorem 7.3. If we onsider then the set Lpei as an un ertainty
region for the true system G0 , Theorem 7.5 shows that the probability
level of the presen e of the true system G0 in the frequen y domain
un ertainty region Lpei is larger than 0.95.

7.8 Case of not linearly parametrized model stru tures
Until now, we have treated the ase of systems G(z; ) that an be
written as in (7.1) and whose parameters have the probability density
fun tion (7.2). We have shown for this type of model stru ture the link
between a set D of transfer fun tions G(z; ) and its image L in the
Nyquist plane. If the model stru ture is not linearly parametrized as
in (7.1), our on lusions do not hold i.e. the image at a frequen y ! is
not guaranteed to be an ellipse. In [62, 43, 10℄, a rst order approximation was used to map the parametri on den e ellipsoid into ellipses
in the Nyquist plane. However, using su h an approa h, no probablity
level an be guaranteed for the obtained frequen y domain region.
As a onsequen e, it is very diÆ ult to have a lear idea of the image
in the Nyquist plane of a set Dgen of rational transfer fun tions with
parameters appearing in both numerator and denominator like the set
de ned in (2.44). Some partial results have been presented in [20, 40℄.
In [20℄, the authors have presented a way to ompute, at ea h frequen y,
the largest and the smallest modulus and phase of the plants in a region
Dgen. In [40℄, we have given an LMI pro edure that omputes at ea h
frequen y the smallest overbounding ellipse that ontains the frequen y
response of the plants in su h set Dgen .
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7.9 Simulation example
In order to illustrate the results of this hapter, we present the following
example. Let us onsider the following system des ription:

G(z; ) =

0:08z 1 + 0:1009z 2 + 0:0359z
1 1:5578z 1 + 0:5769z 2

= G (z ) +

z

1 1:5578z

1
1

3

+

(z )
}|

+ 0:5769z

2

1 z 1 + 2 z 2 + 3 z 3
1 1:5578z 1 + 0:5769z



 z

1

z

2

z

z }| {
{0  1
1
3   A
2
2

where the parameter ve tor  is assumed to have a Gaussian probability
density fun tion with zero mean and ovarian e P given by:
0

P = 10

3



1:0031 0:0263
0:0263 1:0039
0:0111 0:0268

0:0111
0:0268
1:0039

1

A:

We onsider the 95 % on den e ellipsoid U in the parameter spa e
that de nes a orresponding region D in the spa e of transfer fun tion:

U = f j T P 1  < 7:81g;

D = fG(z; ) j  2 U g
Using Theorem 7.3, we an design the image L of D in the Nyquist
plane. This image L is made up of ellipses at ea h frequen y around the
frequen y response of G (z ) and is represented in Figure 7.1. A ording
to Theorem 7.3, the expression of the ellipse U (!) at the frequen y ! is
given by:
U (!) = fg 2 R21 j (g g(ej! ))T P (!) 1 (g g(ej! )) < 7:81g
with P (!) = T (ej! )P T (ej! )T and


 (ej! )) 
Re
(
G
Re((ej! ))
j!
j!
g(e ) = Im(G (ej! )) ; T (e ) = Im
((ej! ))



2

:

All plants in D lie in L, and L has the property (7.22). However, the
mappings between D and L and between D and U (!) are not bije tive
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Figure 7.1: Frequen y domain representation of D in the Nyquist plane
with ellipses U (!) at some frequen ies, frequen y response of G (z ) (dashdot), frequen y response of G(z; out ) (dashed) and frequen y response
of G(z; bis ) (solid)
as shown in Theorem 7.4 and Proposition 7.1, respe tively. In order
to illustrate the results presented in these theorems, we will show two
things:
1. there exist plants G(z; out ) outside D whose frequen y response
ve tor g(ej! ; out ) lies in some ellipses U (!) but not in all of them;

2. there exist plants G(z; bis ) outside D that lie in the whole region
L.
Sin e the size of  is 3, we know that the ve tors  that are proje ted
into U (!) at the frequen y ! are those lying in the ylinder C (U (!))
whose axis dire tion is given by the normed eigenve tor null (!) orresponding to the null eigenvalue of the mapping T (ej! ) (see Theorem 7.2
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and Proposition 7.1). Using this property, we an nd a plant G(z; out )
su h that out 62 U , but su h that its frequen y response g(ej!0 ; out ) at
!0 lies in U (!0 ) for a parti ular frequen y !0 , say !0 = 0:25. Indeed,
let us hoose as ve tor out a ve tor in the same dire tion as null (0:25)
but outside the ellipsoid U :
0

out = 

1:8084
3:5043
1:8084

1
A

This ve tor is well outside the ellipsoid U sin e we have that:
T
out
P 1 out = 19525 > 7:81

but we also have that:

g(ej 0:25 ; out

=0
}|
{
) = g(ej 0:25 ) + T (ej 0:25 ) = g(ej 0:25 );
z

out

and therefore g(ej 0:25 ; out ) lies in U (0:25). However, this plant does not
lie in all ellipses as an be seen in Figure 7.1 where it ir les around the
origin at high frequen ies.
There also exist plants G(z; bis ) whose parameter ve tors bis 62 U ,
but that lie ompletely in L. A ording to Theorem 7.4 and Corollary
7.1, these are the plants whose parameter ve tors bis lie in U (L) =
T
! 2[0  ℄ C (U (! )) but not in U . In order to nd one of those parti ular
ve tors bis , we pro eed like we did to nd out . We hoose a parti ular
frequen y !0 and we hoose a ve tor in the dire tion null (!0 ) of the axis
of the ylinder C (U (!0 )). But, here, we hoose this frequen y !0 in the
middle of the frequen y range: !0 = =2 and we hoose the ve tor just
outside the ellipsoid U :
0

bis = 

0:0684
0
0:0684

1

A;

T
P 1 bis = 9:4501 > 7:81 :
bis

In Figure 7.1, we see that the frequen y response of the plant G(z; bis )
lies in U (!) for ea h of the plotted ellipses. Sin e we only plot the ellipses
at a ertain number of frequen ies, Figure 7.1 alone does not prove that
G(z; bis ) is in L. In Figure 7.2, we have therefore plotted the value of
the fun tion
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Figure 7.2: Values of (g(ej! ; bis ) g(ej! ))T P (!) 1 (g(ej! ; bis ) g(ej! ))
as a fun tion of the frequen y (solid) and size of the ellipses U (!)
(dashed)
(g(ej! ; bis ) g(ej! ))T P (!) 1 (g(ej! ; bis ) g(ej! ))
at ea h frequen y. We see that these values are, at ea h frequen y,
smaller than 7.81, the size of the ellipses U (!). As a onsequen e, we
an on lude that G(z; bis ) has its frequen y response in L even though
G(z; bis ) does not lie in D.

7.10 Con lusions
In this hapter, we have onsidered linearly parametrized plants G(z; )
whose parameters are normally distributed and we have presented results
about the image L in the Nyquist plane of a on den e region D in
the spa e of parametrized transfer fun tions. We have shown that this
image is made of ellipses at ea h frequen y. However, sin e the mapping
between these two spa es is not bije tive, the image L in the Nyquist
plane ontains more plants G(z; ) than the initial on den e region D.
The image in the Nyquist plane is thus also a on den e region for the
parametrized plants G(z; ) but with a probability level larger than that
of the initial on den e region D.

Chapter 8

Extension to biased model
stru tures using sto hasti
embedding
In Chapter 2, we have introdu ed an un ertainty set D delivered by
lassi al predi tion error identi ation methods and to whi h the true
system G0 is known to belong with some pres ribed probability. This
un ertainty set D is de ned as a set of parametrized rational transfer
fun tions whose parameter ve tor lies in an ellipsoidal on den e region.
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, we have developed some robustness tools for that
un ertainty set D. In the previous hapter, we have analyzed the image
of D in the Nyquist plane for the parti ular ase of linearly parametrized
systems.
The only important restri tion in the approa h yielding D is that we
assume that the model stru ture used for the identi ation is unbiased
and therefore that the true system lies in the hosen model stru ture. In
this hapter, we show that we an also design an un ertainty set ontaining the true system using PE identi ation with biased model stru tures
provided that this model stru ture is linearly parametrized (e.g. FIR
or Laguerre model stru ture [65, 88℄) and that the identi ation is performed using the sto hasti embedding assumptions [47℄. The key idea
of PE identi ation with sto hasti embedding assumptions is to onsider the unmodelled dynami s just as the noise i.e. as the realization
of a zero mean sto hasti pro ess. Using this assumption, the authors
of [47℄ show that, at ea h frequen y, an ellipse ontaining the frequen y
113
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response of the stable true system at a ertain probability level (e.g. )
an be designed in the Nyquist plane around the frequen y response of
the identi ed model. The ellipse at a parti ular frequen y is onstru ted
using the probability density fun tion of the frequen y response of the
identi ed model dedu ed from the sto hasti embedding assumptions.
In [1, 79℄, the ellipses at ea h frequen y have been olle ted together in
order to make up a dynami (or frequen y domain) un ertainty region 1 .
The problem with the un ertainty region design presented in the papers
[1, 79℄ is that, if ea h ellipse ontains the frequen y response of the true
system at a probability of , the probability level of the presen e of the
Nyquist plot of G0 in the tube of ellipses is mu h smaller as proved in
Chapter 7.
One of the ontribution of the present hapter is thus to review the
design of un ertainty sets for a PE identi ation pro edure with sto hasti embedding assumptions. We rst show that PE identi ation with
sto hasti embedding assumptions allows one to design a set Dse of (linearly) parametrized transfer fun tions that ontains the true system at
a ertain probability level (e.g. ) and whose parameter ve tor is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoid. This un ertainty set has thus the same
stru ture as the un ertainty set D presented in Chapter 2. However,
we also show that the parametri des ription of Dse is not really \optimal" in this ase and we therefore propose another un ertainty region:
a dynami un ertainty region L orresponding to the image of Dse in
the Nyquist plane. The image of Dse is obtained using the results of
Chapter 7. The un ertainty region L is made up of a tube of ellipses
in the Nyquist plane around the Nyquist plot of the identi ed model.
A ording to Chapter 7, the un ertainty set L has also the property of
ontaining the true system at a probability larger than the probability
related to Dse. It is to be noted that the matri es de ning the ellipses in
our un ertainty set L are exa tly the same as those de ning the ellipses
dedu ed in [47, 1, 79℄. However, the size  of our ellipses 2 is di erent
of the size of the ellipses dedu ed in these papers.
Another ontribution of the present hapter is to extend the sto hasti embedding te hnique to indire t losed-loop identi ation. In losed1

In the sequel, we will use the term \dynami un ertainty region" instead of \frequen y domain un ertainty region".
2
If we de ne an ellipse as U = f j T R < g, the size of the ellipse is the value 
and the matrix de ning the ellipse is R.
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loop, we onstru t a dynami un ertainty region of losed-loop transfer
fun tions ontaining the true losed-loop transfer fun tion. The un ertainty region ontaining the true open-loop system G0 is then omputed
using the knowledge of the ontroller present in the loop.
The last ontribution of the hapter is to give a general expression of
this un ertainty region L (valid for both the open-loop and losed-loop
ases) that will ease the robustness analysis of L developed in the next
hapter. In this general expression, the un ertainty part takes the form
of a transfer ve tor whi h represents the real and imaginary parts of
the dynami un ertainty and whose frequen y response is therefore real.
This ve tor appears linearly in both the numerator and denominator.

Chapter outline. In Se tion 8.1, we brie y review the assumptions of
sto hasti embedding. In Se tion 8.2, we show how we an perform a PE
identi ation pro edure using the sto hasti embedding assumptions. In
Se tion 8.3, we then present the way to onstru t an un ertainty set with
PE identi ation with sto hasti embedding assumptions in open loop.
In Se tion 8.4, we show that su h an un ertainty region an also be
dedu ed using data olle ted in losed loop. We then give the general
expression of the un ertainty region dedu ed from PE identi ation with
sto hasti embedding assumptions in Se tion 8.5.

8.1 General assumptions on the true system
In the previous hapters, we have redu ed the gap between PE identi ation with unbiased model stru tures and Robustness theory. Indeed, we
have shown that su h an identi ation pro edure delivers an un ertainty
set that ontains the true system and for whi h we have developed some
robustness tools. The aim of this hapter is to extend the results of the
previous hapters to the ase of biased model stru tures using sto hasti
embedding [47℄. In this rst se tion, we will present the assumptions we
need to make for this purpose on the used model stru ture M and on
the stable, LTI, rational true system G0 :

y(t) = G0 (z )u(t) + v(t):

(8.1)

Let us onsider that we want to identify a model of the true system
in the following linearly parametrized model stru ture M:
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z

(z )
}|

{

M = fG(z; ) 2 RH1 j G(z; ) = 1 (z) 2(z) ::: k (z) g;

(8.2)

1
where  2 R
is the parameter ve tor and the i (z ) (i = 1:::k)
are stable transfer fun tions (e.g. FIR of Laguerre fun tions [65, 88℄).
This model stru ture is biased i.e. there does not exist a 0 su h that
G0 = G(z; 0 ).
k

The property that allowed us to design an un ertainty set ontaining
the true system with PE identi ation with unbiased model stru tures
was the fa t that the only sour e of error between the identi ed model
and the true system (i.e. the measurement noise v(t)) was assumed to
be the realization of a zero mean sto hasti pro ess. With biased model
stru tures, the measurement noise is not the only sour e of error. The
undermodeling is also another one. The key idea of sto hasti embedding
is to onsider this se ond sour e of error just as the rst one i.e. as
the realization of a zero mean sto hasti pro ess, independent of the
noise. Note that although this assumption is nonstandard in lassi al PE
identi ation, this remains in the general philosophy of PE identi ation
sin e the bias error is onsidered in the same way as the measurement
noise in lassi al PE identi ation. Let us now re all this key idea more
formally.

Assumption 8.1 ([47℄) The key assumption in sto hasti embedding
is that (8.1) an be de omposed in the following expression:
y(t) = G(z; 0 )u(t) + G(z )u(t) + H0 (z )e(t)

(8.3)

where G(z; 0 ) 2 RH1 is a transfer fun tion lying in M and parametrized
by an unknown ve tor 0 . G (z ) 2 RH1 represents the (possibly innite) unmodelled dynami s that is assumed to be the realization of a
sto hasti pro ess with zero mean, independent of the additive noise
v(t) = H0 (z )e(t). It is further
assumed that the impulse response oP
n

have a varian e that dies at an
eÆ ients n of G(z ) = 1
n=1 n z
2
n
exponential rate : E (n ) =  (E (n ) = 0). As a onsequen e, there exists a number L 3 su h that G an be approximated suÆ iently losely
by
3

The hoi e of L will be dis ussed in the sequel.
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G(z ) =
where (z ) = z

1

z

2

L
X
n=1

::: z

n z
L



n


=
(z );

(8.4)


and T = 1 2 ::: L .

8.2 PE identi ation with sto hasti embedding
assumptions
Using Assumptions 8.1, we an perform a PE identi ation pro edure
on the true system G0 using N input and output data. This identi ation delivers a model G(z; ^) 2 M. As the unmodelled dynami s are
onsidered as the realization of a zero mean sto hasti pro ess, the total
error between the true system and the identi ed model G(z; ^) is made
up of the sum of varian e ontributions only, wherein the ontribution
of the unmodelled dynami s is omputed by estimating the parameters
des ribing its varian e (i.e. and ). The total error is thus a fun tion of the sto hasti parameters des ribing G(z ) (i.e. and ) and
of the sto hasti parameters des ribing v(t) 4 . These parameters an
be estimated from the data y(t) and u(t) using a maximum likelihood
te hnique. In that sense, the omputation of the total error follows a
pro edure very similar to the one used to ompute the varian e error
in lassi al predi tion error identi ation theory with unbiased model
stru tures (see [63℄ and Se tions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). Let us now summarize
the results of PE identi ation with sto hasti embedding assumptions
in the following proposition.

Proposition 8.1 ([47℄) Let us onsider a stable true system G0 satisfying Assumptions 8.1 and the model stru ture M de ned in (8.2).
Let us also onsider N measured inputs u(t) and the orresponding N
outputs y(t) generated by (8.3). A PE identi ation pro edure delivers
then an identi ed parameter ve tor ^ de ning a model G(z; ^) 2 M.
Moreover, if we rewrite the error between G0 (z ) and the identi ed model
4

The sto hasti parameters des ribing v (t) may ontain the parameters of the
noise model H0 (z ) as proposed in [1℄. Alternatively, it is possible to use a high
order identi ed model of H0 (z ) as approximation of this noise model; and then the
only sto hasti parameter of the noise v (t) is the varian e e2 of the white noise e(t):
= e2 .
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G(z; ^) as follows using (8.2) and (8.4):
z

(z )
}|

G0 (z ) G(z; ^) = (z ) (z )

z

{

~
}|

0



{


^ ;

(8.5)

the ve tor ~ is then asymptoti ally a random ve tor with Gaussian distribution, zero mean and ovarian e C :

~  AsN (0; C )

(8.6)

where C 2 R(k+L)(k+L) is an unknown symmetri positive de nite
matrix whi h is a fun tion of the sto hasti parameters ,  and .
Besides the identi ed parameter ve tor ^, the PE identi ation pro edure
also delivers an estimate P of C obtained using the estimates ^, ^ and
^ of ,  and derived from a maximum likelihood pro edure.

Remarks.

 More details an be found in Appendix B.
 The quality of the des ription of the error between G0 and G(z; ^)

is of ourse in uen ed by the number N of measured data, the
quality of the estimates ( ^, ^ and ^ ) of the sto hasti parameters
resulting from a nonlinear optimization (i.e. the maximum likelihood te hnique) and by the relevan e of the sto hasti embedding
assumptions ( hoi e of L, ...).

 In [37℄, the authors present a new version of sto hasti embed-

ding where the undermodeling is represented by a multipli ative
perturbation. One of the main advantage of this new sto hasti
embedding is that the pro edure to estimate the sto hasti parameters is linear.

 The hoi e of L an now be dis ussed. This hoi e an be divided
in two steps. In a rst step, we hoose L large (e.g. L = N ) and
we use the maximum likelihood te hnique to nd estimates ^ and
^ of and . Using these \a urate estimates", the \ nal" L is
hosen su h that:
^^ L < "
where " is very small.
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8.3 Design of un ertainty regions using sto hasti embedding in open loop
In the previous se tion, we have presented the results related to a PE
identi ation pro edure with biased model stru ture and sto hasti embedding assumptions. These results allow one to design di erent types
of un ertainty regions ontaining the true system at a ertain probability level. We rst show that one of these types is an un ertainty set
Dse having the same stru ture as the un ertainty set D delivered by PE
identi ation with unbiased model stru tures.

8.3.1 Design of the un ertainty set Dse
The properties presented in Proposition 8.1 are equivalent to those presented in Proposition 2.2 that have allowed us to onstru t a un ertainty
set ontaining the true system at a ertain probability level in Chapter 2.
Using a similar pro edure, an un ertainty set Dse having the following
form is onstru ted.

Dse = fG(z; ) j G(z; ) = G^ (z) + (z) with  2 Useg
Use = f j T P 1  < g

(8.7)
(8.8)


where G^ (z ) =
G(z; ^) and  is a real parameter ve tor of size k + L.
This un ertainty set has the following property.

Proposition 8.2 Let us onsider a true system G0 satisfying Assumptions 8.1. Then, the un ertainty region Dse de ned in (8.7) ontains G0
at a probability level (k + L; ): P r(2 (k + L) < ) = (k + L; ).
Proof. A ording to (8.6), the ve tor ~ de ned in Proposition 8.1 lies
in Use with probability (k + L; ). We an then on lude that G0 lies
in Dse at the same probability level sin e, using (8.5), we an rewrite G0
as G(z; ~).

The un ertainty region Dse has the general stru ture presented in (2.44).
As a onsequen e, the results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 an be used
to assess the quality of Dse and/or to validate a ontroller for stability and performan e with respe t to Dse. However, the statement
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G0 2 Dse given in Proposition 8.2 P
is based on the approximation (8.4)
n
that boils
down to negle t the part 1
of the undermodeling
n=L+1 n z
P1
n
G = n=1 n z . This an be misleading for robust ontrol design
sin e (8.4) is only an approximation in pra ti e. A solution to avoid this
problem is to use a dynami un ertainty region as we will see in the next
se tion. A dynami un ertainty region is an un ertainty region that is
not bounded by a onstraint on a parameter ve tor but by a onstraint
on the frequen y response of the plants in that un ertainty region.

8.3.2 Dynami un ertainty region Lol
A possibility to design su h dynami un ertainty region is to take the
image Lol 5 of Dse in the Nyquist plane using the results presented in
Chapter 7. Using Theorem 7.3, this image Lol is given by

Lol = fG(z) j g(ej! ) 2 U (!) 8!g
U (!) = fg 2 R21 j (g g^(ej! ))T P (!) 1 (g

(8.9)

g^(ej! )) < g

(8.10)

with P (!) = T (ej! )P T (ej! )T ,  as de ned in (8.8) and

g^(e ) =
j!



Re(G^ (ej! ))
Im(G^ (ej! ))



; T (e ) =
j!



Re( (ej! ))
Im( (ej! ))



:

In order to lear up and to simplify the notations, let us rewrite the
dynami un ertainty set Lol as follows.

Lol = fGin(z) j Gin(z) = G(z; ^) + (z) with(z) 2 RH1
Re((ej! )) 2 U (!) 8!g
and Im
ol
((ej! ))

(8.11)

Uol (!) = fg 2 R21 j gT P (!) 1 g < g:
(8.12)
The dynami un ertainty region Lol that we have just designed has the
following property.
5
We have hanged the subs ript \se" into the subs ript \ol" in order to may
di erentiate Lol obtained with open-loop sto hasti embedding from L l that will be
dedu ed from losed-loop sto hasti embedding.
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Proposition 8.3 Let us onsider a true system G0 satisfying Assumption 8.1. Then, the un ertainty set Lol de ned in (8.11) ontains G0 with
a probability larger than (k + L; ): P r(2 (k + L) < ) = (k + L; ).
Proof. A ording to Proposition 8.2, G0 lies in Dse with probability
(k + L; ). Sin e Lol is the image of Dse in the Nyquist plane, the true
system G0 lies therefore in Lol with a probability larger than (k + L; )
(see Theorem 7.5).

The true system G0 lies thus in Lol and in Dse. So, if we stay in the
framework de ned in (8.4), there is no need to use Lol instead of Dse.
However, the expression (8.4) is only an approximation. In pra ti e, we
do not have that:
1
X
n z n = 0;
n=L+1

As a onsequen e, the stru ture of Dse may not ontain the \real" true
system as opposed to the stru ture of Lol . Indeed, with respe t to Dse,
the dynami un ertainty region Lol has the omplementary advantage of
ontaining systems having a more ompli ated stru ture than G(z; ) but
whose frequen y response is suÆ iently lose to the frequen y response
of the plants in Dse ... su h as the \real" true system. Indeed we have
that:
2Dse
1
z }| {
X
G0 (z ) = G(z; ~) +
n z n
n=L+1

G0(ej! )  G(ej! ; ~)

8!:

In the sequel, we will therefore always use Lol instead of Dse.
Let us summarize. Using the sto hasti embedding assumptions, we
have developed a methodology that has allowed us to design a dynami
un ertainty region Lol ontaining the true system with a probability
larger than a given level in the ase of an open-loop identi ation with
a biased model stru ture M. In the next se tion, we will show that
su h un ertainty set an also be dedu ed from an indire t losed-loop
identi ation with biased model stru ture.
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8.4 Extension to indire t losed-loop PE identiation with sto hasti embedding assumptions
Let us onsider again the losed-loop experiment design presented in Se tion 2.2.4. We onsider thus a ontroller K whi h forms a stable losed
loop with the stable true system G0 de ned in (8.1). Our pro edure to
design an un ertainty set L with sto hasti embedding in losed loop is
very similar to the one used in the ase of unbiased model stru tures:
it onsists of rst designing a frequen y domain un ertainty region ontaining one of the four transfer fun tions of the matrix T (G0 ; K ) de ned
in (2.27) and then to ba k- ompute the un ertainty region ontaining
G0 . We give here the pro edure for the losed-loop transfer fun tion T01
de ned in (2.29). We then have to assume that K and K 1 are stable
[21℄. Similar pro edures exist for the other three losed-loop transfer
fun tions.
Let us thus olle t N experimental data r1 (t) and y(t) on the losed
loop presented in Figure 2.1 and omposed of the true system G0 and
the stabilizing ontroller K :

y(t) =

H0
G0 K
r (t) +
e(t) = T01 r1 (t) + v~(t)
1 + G0 K 1
1 + G0 K

(8.13)

As the loop [K G0 ℄ is stable, it is possible to use the pro edure presented
in Se tion 8.3 to design an un ertainty region LT of losed-loop transfer
fun tions ontaining T01 . For this purpose, we de ne a biased model
stru ture for T01 as follows

M l = fT (z; ) 2 RH1 j T (z; ) =  l (z)g;

(8.14)

where  is a parameter ve tor and  l (z ) a row ve tor ontaining known
transfer fun tions. We rewrite also (8.13) in a way similar to (8.3):

y(t) = T (z; 0 )r1 (t) + T (z )r1 (t) + v~(t)
(8.15)
where T01 is de omposed into a model T (z; 0 ) 2 M l and the unmodelled
dynami s T (z ). Using the pro edure given in Se tion 8.3, we may
dedu e the un ertainty region LT ontaining T01 with a probability larger
than a given level:
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T^ (z )
z }| {

LT = fTin (z) j Tin(z) = T (z; ^) +(z) with (z) 2 RH1
Re((ej! )) 2 U (!) 8!g
and Im
l
((ej! ))

(8.16)
^
^
where T = T (z;  ) 2 RH1 is the identi ed model and U l (!) is an ellipse having the same form as the one de ned in (8.12).
The set LT is a set of losed-loop transfer fun tions. The orresponding set of open-loop transfer fun tions is now onstru ted. As
G0 = T01 =(K (1 T01 )), the open-loop transfer fun tion Gin(z ) orresponding to Tin (z ) is given by:

Gin(z ) =

1
K

 1 TinT(z()z) :

(8.17)

in

In parti ular, the nominal open-loop model G(z; ^) orresponding to
T^ = T (z; ^) is given by:

G(z; ^) =

1
K

^
 T (z;  ) ^

(8.18)

1 T (z;  )

As we assume that the true system G0 is stable, we also assume that
this open-loop model G(z; ^) is stable. The set L l of open-loop plants
Gin orresponding to the set LT of losed-loop transfer fun tions Tin is:

L l = fGin(z) j Gin(z) =

T^
1
K K T^ + K K T^ 

1+ 1 1T^ 


and

with (z ) 2 RH1

Re((ej! ))
Im((ej! ))

The frequen y domain un ertainty region L l
using (8.18).



2 U l (!) 8!g

(8.19)
an be rewritten as follows
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1+KG(z;^N )

^

(z;N )+

K
L l = fGin(z) j Gin(z) = G1+(
with (z ) 2 RH1
1 KG(z;^N ))

and



Re((ej! ))
Im((ej! ))



2 U l (!) 8!g
(8.20)

Properties of L l . A ording to the results of the previous se tion,
the true losed-loop transfer fun tion T01 lies in LT with a probability
larger than a given level. As a onsequen e, the true system G0 =
T01 =(K (1 T01 )) lies in the frequen y domain un ertainty region L l
with the same probability.

8.5 General stru ture of the un ertainty regions
obtained from PE identi ation with biased
model stru tures
In the previous subse tions, un ertainty regions Lol and L l ontaining
the true system have been obtained as a result of open-loop or \indire t" losed-loop PE identi ation with biased model stru tures and
sto hasti embedding assumptions, respe tively. In both ases, these unertainty regions take the form of a set of open-loop transfer fun tions
(around some enter) de ned by a dynami un ertainty (z ) 2 RH1
whose frequen y response is bounded at ea h frequen y by an ellipsoid
in the Nyquist plane. In the following proposition, we show that Lol and
L l an be des ribed using the same generi expression L. The form of
this generi expression has been hosen very similar to the stru ture of
the un ertainty region D de ned in (2.44) in order to ease the robustness
analysis of L that will be developed in the next hapter. For this purpose, let us de ne the RI ve tor Æ(z ) orresponding to the un ertainty
transfer fun tion (z ).

De nition 8.1 (The RI ve tor Æ(z ) orresponding to (z )) Let (z )
be the stable un ertainty transfer fun tion present in (8.11) and (8.20).
We de ne the RI ve tor Æ(z ) as follows:
Æ(z ) =



Re((z ))
Im((z ))



:

(8.21)
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Note that the frequen y response Æ(ej! ) of Æ(z ) is, at ea h frequen y,
real: Æ(ej! ) 2 R21 8!.

Proposition 8.4 Consider the true open-loop dynami s G0 . The unertainty regions Lol and L l given in (8.11) and (8.20), respe tively,
and ontaining G0 with a probability larger than a given level have the
general form of a frequen y domain un ertainty region L where the unertainty part is the RI ve tor Æ(z ) (see De nition 8.1).
(

^
L = G(z; Æ(z)) j G(z; Æ(z)) = G(1z+) +Z Z(Nz()zÆ)(Æz()z) with Æ(ej! ) 2 U (!) 8!
D
(8.22)

U (!) = fÆ(ej! ) 2 R21 j Æ(ej! )T R(!)Æ(ej! ) < 1g

)

(8.23)

where
positive de nite matri es 2 R22 . These matri es are di erent at ea h frequen y !.

 R(!) are symmetri
 ZN (z)

and ZD (z ) are stable row ve tors of length 2 ontaining
known transfer fun tions.

 G^ (z) 2 RH1 is a known transfer fun tion that
as the enter of L 6 .

an be onsidered

Proof. Let us rst prove that Lol an be expressed as in (8.22). This
an be done by onsidering Expression (8.12) of Uol (!) and by rewriting
expression (8.11) of Lol using (8.21):
n



Lol = Gin(z) j Gin(z) = G(z; ^) + 1 j Æ(z) with Æ(ej! ) 2 Uol (!) 8!
(8.24)

whi h is in the form (8.22) with ZN = (1 j ), ZD = (0 0), G^ (z ) =
G(z; ^) 2 RH1 and R(!) = P (!) 1 =.
6

we all \ enter of the un ertainty region L" the system orresponding to Æ (z ) = 0

o
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Now onsider L l and rewrite expression (8.20) using (8.21) and denoting G^ (z ) = G(z; ^):
^ (z )+
G

L l = fGin(z) j Gin(z) = 1+(

1

^ (z )
1+K G



1 j

^ (z )) 1 j
KG
K



Æ (z )



Æ (z )

and

Æ(ej! ) 2 U l (!) 8!g
(8.25)
whi h is learly in the form (8.22). Note that G^ (z ) = G(z; ^) is assumed
stable; hen e, ZN (z ) and ZD (z ) are also stable sin e the ontroller K
is stable and non-minimum phase a ording to [21℄. This ompletes the
proof.

Remarks.
 The enter G^ (z) of the un ertainty region L is given by the identi ed model G(z; ^) in the open-loop ase and, in the losed-loop
ase, by G(z; ^), the open-loop model orresponding to the identied losed-loop model T (z; ^): see (8.18).

 The un ertainty set L has a parti ularity with respe t to the las-

si al linear fra tional dynami un ertainty regions su h as additive or multipli ative un ertainty sets (see (2.45) for the additive
un ertainty set). Indeed, the un ertainty part Æ(z ) is not a lassi al transfer fun tion but is a \transfer ve tor" whose frequen y
response is real7 . Therefore, the lassi al tools of Robustness Theory an not be used for L. However, the un ertainty set L has a
stru ture that is very similar to the one of the un ertainty region
D delivered by PE identi ation with unbiased model stru tures
and for whi h we have developed robustness tools in the previous
hapters. The only di eren e is that the un ertainty domain of
Æ(z ) is here di erent at ea h frequen y. This similarity will help
us to develop robustness tools for this un ertainty region L.

8.6 Con lusions
In this hapter, we have shown that a PE identi ation pro edure with
a biased model stru ture allows one to design a dynami un ertainty
7

Su h a des ription is due to the ellipsoidal un ertainty domain U (! ) at ea h
frequen y.
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set L ontaining the true system with a probability larger than a given
level. Moreover, we have also shown that this parti ular un ertainty
region presents similarities with the un ertainty region D delivered by
PE identi ation with unbiased model stru tures.
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In the previous hapter, we have introdu ed a dynami un ertainty region L. This un ertainty region ontaining the true system with a probability larger than a given level is the un ertainty region obtained after a
PE identi ation with biased model stru ture and sto hasti embedding
assumptions. The un ertainty region L is made up of transfer fun tions
parametrized by a transfer ve tor1 Æ(z ) whi h represents the real and
imaginary parts of the dynami un ertainty and whose frequen y response is real. The un ertainty ve tor Æ(z ) is onstrained to lie at ea h
frequen y in an ellipse.
Let us now onsider that a PE identi ation pro edure has delivered su h un ertainty set L. Let us also onsider that we have hosen
a model Gmod for ontrol design (e.g. the enter of L) and that we
have designed a ontroller C from that model Gmod . In order to validate the ontroller C with respe t to the un ertainty region L, we will
develop, in this hapter, robust stability and performan e analysis tools
for su h un ertainty set. These tools are the same as those developed
for the un ertainty set D in Chapters 4 and 5 i.e. a ne essary and sufient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in L by the ontroller
C ( ontroller validation for stability) and a pro edure to ompute the
worst ase performan e a hieved by C over all plants in L ( ontroller
validation for performan e). These robustness tools give therefore a ondition guaranteeing the stabilization of the unknown true system G0 by
the ontroller C and a lower bound of the performan e a hieved by the
1

We use the term \transfer ve tor" with some abuse. The ve tor Æ (z ) is in fa t a
fun tion of a omplex variable.
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ontroller C on the true system.
In order to obtain these robustness tools, we will use the similarities
between the stru ture of L and D. In that sense, our main ontribution
on erning the robustness analysis of un ertainty sets dedu ed from PE
identi ation with sto hasti embedding assumptions, has been a hieved
in the last se tion of Chapter 8. In that se tion, we have indeed expressed
the general stru ture of L so that the tools developed in Chapters 4 and 5
for D an be easily adapted for L.

Robust stability analysis. Just as for the un ertainty region D, the
ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in L
by C is thus derived from the LFT framework of the un ertainty region
L. Indeed, we show that one an rewrite the losed-loop onne tion of
the ontroller C and all plants in the un ertainty region L as a parti ular LFT where the un ertainty part is a transfer ve tor whose frequen y
response is real. In that parti ular LFT, the (real) stability radius an
be omputed exa tly, using the result presented in [53, 72℄.
Our robust stability analysis tool is \better" than the one obtained
in [79℄. In [79℄, the authors present an LFT des ription of the losed-loop
onne tion of the ontroller C and all plants in an un ertainty region
L, where the ellipsoids at ea h frequen y are approximated by a mixed
perturbation set. The main advantage of our LFT des ription is that it
exa tly represents the losed-loop onne tion of the ontroller C and all
plants in the un ertainty region L without any approximation.

Robust performan e analysis. Just as for D, our robust performan e analysis tool for L is based on the omputation of the worst ase
performan e of a losed-loop made up of the onsidered ontroller and
a system in the un ertainty region L. The performan e of a parti ular
loop made up of the ontroller C and a plant in L is here also de ned as
the largest singular value of a weighted version of the matrix ontaining
the four losed-loop transfer fun tions of this loop. Our de nition of
the worst ase performan e is thus very general and, by an appropriate
hoi e of the weights, allows one to derive most of the ommonly used
worst ase performan e measures su h as e.g. the largest modulus of
the sensitivity fun tion. Our ontribution is to show that the omputation of the worst ase performan e an be formulated as an LMI-based
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optimization problem. Just as in the ase of D, the LMI formulation
of the problem uses the fa t that the un ertainty part (i.e. the transfer
ve tor Æ(z )) of the un ertainty region L appears linearly in the expression of both the numerator and the denominator of the systems in the
un ertainty region L and, as a onsequen e, also appears linearly in the
expression of the di erent losed-loop transfer fun tions.
If you are only interested by the largest modulus of one losed-loop
transfer fun tion (e.g. the sensitivity fun tion), our LMI-optimization
is not ne essary. Indeed, in this ase, the omputation of the worst ase
performan e an also be a hieved by using the fa t that an ellipse of
un ertainty for the open-loop system maps into an ellipse of un ertainty
for the losed-loop system (see [81, 30℄ for the ase of a disk). However,
this result an not be used to ompute our more general worst ase
performan e riterion. Our optimization approa h has also the further
advantage that it an easily be extended to the multivariable ase.

Chapter outline. In Se tion 9.1, we present our pro edure to validate
a ontroller for stability with respe t to an un ertainty set L. In Se tion 9.2, we present the LMI pro edure allowing the exa t omputation
of the worst ase performan e a hieved by a ontroller C over all plants
in L. In Se tion 9.3, we present a simulation example and we nish by
drawing some on lusions in Se tion 9.4.

9.1 Robust stability analysis of

L

As said in the introdu tion, the aim of this rst se tion is to validate
a given ontroller for stability i.e. to nd a ne essary and suÆ ient
ondition for the stabilization of all plants in an un ertainty region L
by this ontroller. Robust stability theory provides su h ne essary and
suÆ ient onditions [34, 31, 92, 68, 53℄. But for the appli ation of robust stability results, it is required that the losed loop onne tions of
this ontroller to all plants in the un ertainty region be rewritten as a
set of loops that onne t a known xed dynami matrix M (z ) to an
un ertainty part (z ) of known stru ture that belongs to a pres ribed
un ertainty domain.
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9.1.1 LFT framework for the un ertainty region L and a
ontroller C

Just as was done for the un ertainty set D in Chapter 4, a rst step is
to nd the parti ular set of loops, given in the general LFT framework,
that orrespond to the losed-loop onne tions of all plants in L with
C . This is a hieved using the following theorem whi h is very similar to
Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 9.1 (LFT framework for L) Consider an un ertainty region L of plant transfer fun tions given by (8.22) and a ontroller C (z ) =
X (z )=Y (z ) 2 . The set of losed-loop onne tions [G(z; Æ(z )) C ℄ for all
G(z; Æ(z )) 2 L an be rewritten into to the set of loops [ML (z ) Æ(z )℄
whi h obey the following system of equations


p = Æ(z )q
(9.1)
q = ML (z )p
The un ertainty part (i.e. the RI ve tor Æ(z )) has a real frequen y
response Æ(ej! ) that is onstrained to lie, at the frequen y !, in the
normalised un ertainty domain: jT (!)Æ(ej! )j2 < 1. T (!) 2 R22 is
a square root of the matrix R(!) de ning U (!) in (8.22): R(!) =
T (!)T T (!). ML (z ) is a row ve tor of transfer fun tions of length 2
de ned as:
^ D)
X (ZN GZ
):
(9.2)
ML(z ) = (ZD +
^
Y + GX
Proof. The losed-loop onne tion of C and a parti ular plant G(z; Æ(z )) =
(G^ + ZN Æ(z ))=(1 + ZD Æ(z )) in L (see (8.22)) is given by
(

^

^

D )Æ(z ) )u
y = G1++ZZDNÆÆ((zz)) u = (G^ + (ZN1+ZGZ
D Æ(z )
u = Cy
By introdu ing two new signals q and p, we an restate (9.3) as

8
>
>
>

>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
:
2



q =
y
p = Æ(z )q
u = Cy

H (z )

z

}|

ZN

ZD
1
^
GZD G^

{ 

p
u

(9.3)



(9.4)

X (z ) and Y (z ) are the polynomials orresponding to the numerator and to the
denominator of C (z ), respe tively
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By doing so, we have isolated the un ertainty ve tor Æ(z ) from the known
matrix H (z ) and the ontroller C (z ). The variables y and u are now
eliminated from (9.4), yielding the following system of equations whi h
is equivalent to (9.1):
8
>
>
>
<

p = Æ(z )q

ML (z )

{
(9.5)
^
C (ZN GZD )
q = ( ZD
)p
^
1 + GC
The system (9.5) is equivalent with the losed-loop onne tion of a
parti ular G(z; Æ(z )) in L with the ontroller C . In order to onsider the
losed-loop onne tions for all plants in L, we have to onsider all Æ(z )
su h that Æ(ej! ) 2 R21 lies in the ellipsoid U (!) given by:
>
>
>
:

z

}|

U (!) = fÆ(ej! ) j Æ(ej! )T R(!)Æ(ej! ) < 1g:
(9.6)
This last expression is the un ertainty domain of the un ertainty ve tor Æ(z ) at the frequen y !. This un ertainty domain an be normalized.
Using R(!) = T (!)T T (!), we see that
Æ(ej! ) 2 U (!) , (T (!)Æ(ej! ))T (T (!)Æ(ej! )) < 1 () jT (!)Æ(ej! )j2 < 1
(9.7)
2

1
j!
The set of loops [ML Æ(z )℄ for all Æ(z ) su h that Æ(e ) 2 R lies
in the un ertainty domain jT (!)Æ(ej! )j2 < 1 is therefore equivalent to
the set of losed-loop onne tions [G(z; Æ(z )) C ℄ for all plants G(z; Æ(z ))
in L. This ompletes the proof.


9.1.2 Robust stability ondition for the un ertainty region L
Theorem 9.1 allows us to \transform" our problem of testing if the ontroller C stabilizes all the plants in the un ertainty region L into the
equivalent problem of testing if the set of loops [ML (z ) Æ(z )℄ are stable for all Æ(z ) su h that Æ(ej! ) 2 R21 lies in the un ertainty domain
jT (!)Æ(ej! )j2 < 1. This equivalent set of loops is very similar to the set
of loops [M (z ) ℄ presented in Se tion 4.1 and for whi h there exists a
robust stability theorem (see Proposition 4.1). The only di eren e is the
size of the un ertainty domain whi h is here di erent at ea h frequen y.
As a onsequen e, Proposition 4.1 an not be used to nd a ne essary
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and suÆ ient robust stability ondition for the un ertainty set L. However, we an derive the ne essary and suÆ ient robust stability ondition
after a last e ort of normalisation and using the following property of
the stability radius of the loop [M (z ) ℄ (whi h is a dire t onsequen e
of its de nition (4.3)).

Proposition 9.1 Consider a known omplex ve tor M 2 C1b and 2
Rb1 . We have that 1 M 6= 0 for all su h that j j2 < 1 if and
only if
(M )  1

(9.8)

where  is the stability radius de ned in (4.3).

Theorem 9.2 (robust stability ondition) Consider an un ertainty
region L of plant transfer fun tions having the general form (8.22) and
let C be a ontroller that stabilizes the enter G^ (z ) of L. All the plants
in the un ertainty region L are stabilized by the ontroller C if and only
if, at ea h frequen y !,
(ML (ej! )T 1 (!))  1:

(9.9)

with , the stability radius de ned in (4.3), R(!) = T (!)T T (!) and
ML (z ) as de ned in (9.2).

Proof. By Theorem 9.1, our problem of testing if the ontroller C
stabilizes all the plants in the un ertainty region L is equivalent to testing if the set of loops [ML (z ) Æ(z )℄ are stable for all Æ(z ) su h that
Æ(ej! ) 2 R21 lies in the un ertainty domain jT (!)Æ(ej! )j2 < 1.
A rst step of this proof is to observe

 that ML(z) is stable. Indeed, its denominator ontains the denominator of the sensitivity fun tion of the losed loop [C G^ (z )℄,
whi h is stable by assumption, and the denominators of ZN (z ) and
ZD (z ) whi h are also stable a ording to Proposition 8.4;

 that, by De nition 8.1, (z) = (1 j )Æ(z) with (z) 2 RH1;
 and that the un ertainty domain of Æ(z) i.e. Dom(Æ(z)) = fÆ(z) j
jT (!)Æ(ej! )j2 < 1 8!g is onne ted and ontains Æ(z) = 0.
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A rst on lusion that follows from these observations is that one of
the onsidered loops i.e. [ML (z ) Æ(z ) = 0℄ is guaranteed to be stable. As
a onsequen e, using the fa t that Dom(Æ(z )) is onne ted and the fa t
that (z ) 2 RH1 , the set of loops [ML (z ) Æ(z )℄ are internally stable
for all Æ(z ) 2 Dom(Æ(z )) if and only if, at ea h frequen y !,
1 ML (ej! )Æ(ej! ) 6= 0 8Æ(ej! ) su h that jT (!)Æ(ej! )j2 < 1: (9.10)
A nal normalisation shows that expression (9.10) is equivalent with
the statement (9.9). Indeed, if, at ea h frequen y !, we de ne a real

ve tor (ej! ) =
T (!)Æ(ej! ), then, (9.10) is equivalent with:
1 ML (ej! )T 1 (!)(ej! ) 6= 0 8(ej! ) su h that j(ej! )j2 < 1 (9.11)
Sin e (ej! ) is real, this last expression is equivalent with (9.9), by
Proposition 9.1.

Theorem 9.2 gives a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in L by any ontroller that stabilizes G^ (z ), the
\ enter" of L. This ne essary and suÆ ient ondition involves the omputation at ea h frequen y of the stability radius (ML (ej! )T 1 (!)),
whi h is a hieved using De nition 4.1. Sin e the true system lies in L,
Theorem 9.2 gives also a ondition guaranteeing that the ontroller C
stabilizes the unknown true system G0 .

9.2 Robust performan e analysis of L
In this se tion, we show that we an evaluate the worst ase performan e
a hieved by some ontroller C with all systems in the un ertainty region
L, i.e. the worst level of performan e of a losed loop made up of the
onne tion of the onsidered ontroller and a parti ular plant in L. This
worst ase performan e is of ourse a lower bound for the losed-loop
performan e a hieved with the true system. We say that a ontroller
is validated for performan e if the worst ase performan e in L remains
below some threshold.
The worst ase performan e riterion over all plants in an un ertainty
region L is de ned in a similar way as has been de ned, in Se tion 5.1,
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the worst ase performan e a hieved by a ontroller C over the plants
in the un ertainty region D.

De nition 9.1 Consider an un ertainty region L of systems G(z; Æ(z ))
whose general stru ture is given in (8.22). Consider also a ontroller
C (z ). The worst ase performan e a hieved by this ontroller at a frequen y ! over all systems in L is de ned as:
JW C (L; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) =



1 Wl T (G(ej! ; Æ(ej! )); C (ej! ))Wr ;
G(z;Æ (z ))2L
(9.12)
where Wl (z ) = diag(Wl1 ; Wl2 ) and Wr (z ) = diag(Wr1 ; Wr2 ) are diagonal
weights, 1 (A) denotes the largest singular value of A, and T (G; C ) is
the transfer matrix of the losed-loop system de ned in (3.3).
max

The worst ase performan e JW C an be omputed at a given frequen y using an LMI based optimization problem. The LMI pro edure
is now given in the following theorem. Note that this pro edure is very
similar to that used in Theorem 5.1 to ompute the worst ase performan e in the un ertainty set D.

Theorem 9.3 Consider an un ertainty region L de ned in (8.22) and
a ontroller C (z ) = X (z )=Y (z ) 3 . Then, at frequen y !, the riterion
fun tion JW C (L; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) is obtained as
JW C (L; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) = p

opt

;

(9.13)

where opt is the optimal value of for the following standard onvex
optimization problem involving LMI onstraints evaluated at !:

minimize
over
;
subje t to   0 and


Re(a11 ) Re(a12 )
Re(a12 ) Re(a22 )







R(!)
0

0
1



(9.14)

<0

where
3

X (z ) and Y (z ) are the polynomials orresponding to the numerator and to the
denominator of C (z ), respe tively
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 a11 = (ZN Wl1Wl1ZN + ZD Wl2 Wl2ZD )
 a12 = ZN Wl1Wl1 G^ + Wl2Wl2ZD

(QZ1 Z1 )

^ ))
(QZ1 (Y + GX

^ ) (Y + GX
^ ))
 a22 = G^ Wl1Wl1G^ + Wl2Wl2 (Q(Y + GX
 Q = 1=(X  Wr1Wr1X + Y Wr2 Wr2Y )

Proof. In order to ease the establishment of the proof, we rewrite

the weighted matrix Tw (z; Æ(z )) =
Wl T (G(z; Æ(z )); C (z ))Wr , using the
de nition of the losed-loop transfer matrix T in (3.3) and the expression
of G(z; Æ(z )) in (8.22):



Wl1 X (G^ + ZN Æ(z ))Wr1 Wl1 Y (G^ + ZN Æ(z ))Wr2
Wl2 X (1 + ZD Æ(z ))Wr1 Wl2 Y (1 + ZD Æ(z ))Wr2
Tw (z; Æ(z )) =
^ + (XZN + Y ZD )Æ(z )
Y + GX
(9.15)
It is important to note that Tw (z; Æ(z )) is of rank one. As a result (9.15)
an be written as follows:
0

Tw (z; Æ(z )) = 

^ +ZN Æ(z ))
Wl1 (G
^ +Z1 Æ(z )
Y +GX
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ (z ))
^ +Z1 Æ(z )
Y +GX

1
A

XWr1 Y Wr2



(9.16)

with Z1 = XZN + Y ZD . Using the above introdu ed notations, we an
now state that proving Theorem 9.3 is equivalent to proving that the
solution opt of the LMI problem (9.14), evaluated at !, is su h that:

p

opt

opt

= maxÆ(ej! )2U (!) 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))) ()

= maxÆ(ej! )2U (!) 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )) Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )))

where U (!) = fÆ(ej! ) j Æ(ej! )T R(!)Æ(ej! ) < 1g, and where 1 (A) and
1 (A) denote the largest singular value and the largest eigenvalue of A,
respe tively.
An equivalent and onvenient way of restating the problem of omputing maxÆ(ej! )2U (!) 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )) Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))) is as follows:
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minimize su h that
1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )) Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )))

8Æ(ej! ) 2 U (!):

<0

Sin e Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )) has rank one, we have:

1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )) Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )))
0


0
B
B


^ +ZN Æ(ej! ))
Wl1 (G
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ (ej! ))
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX

^ +ZN Æ(ej! ))
Wl1 (G
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ (ej! ))
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX

1

1
C
C
A

1 0
A 



^ +ZN Æ(ej! ))
Wl1 (G
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ (ej! ))
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX

I2
0

0



Q

0

< 0 ()
1
A

1
Q

< 0 ()

^ +ZN Æ(ej! ))
Wl1 (G
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX
Wl2 (1+ZD Æ (ej! ))
^ +Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y +GX

B
B


1

1
C
C<0
A

(9.17)

where Q = 1=(X  Wr1 Wr1 X + Y  Wr2 Wr2 Y ). By pre-multiplying (9.17)
^ + Z1 Æ(ej! )) and post-multiplying the same expression by
by (Y + GX
^
(Y + GX + Z1 Æ(ej! )), we obtain:
0


Wl1 (G^ + ZN Æ(ej! ))
Wl2 (1 + ZD Æ(ej! ))
^ + Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y + GX

1
A



I2
0

0



Q

0


Wl1 (G^ + ZN Æ(ej! ))
Wl2 (1 + ZD Æ(ej! ))
^ + Z1 Æ(ej! )
Y + GX

1
A<0

(9.18)
whi h is equivalent to the following onstraint on Æ(e ) with variable

 


Æ(ej! )  a11 a12
Æ(ej! ) < 0
(9.19)
1
a12 a22
1
j!

with a11 , a12 and a22 as de ned in (9.14). Sin e Æ(ej! ) is real, it an be
shown that (9.19) is equivalent with
z


Æ(e )
1
j!

T 

(Æ(ej! ))
}|

Re(a11 ) Re(a12 )
Re(a12 ) Re(a22 )



Æ(e )
1
j!

{


<0

(9.20)
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This last expression is equivalent to stating that 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))
Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )))
< 0 for a parti ular Æ(ej! ) in U (!). However, this
must be true for all Æ(ej! ) 2 U (!). Therefore (9.20) must be true for
all Æ(ej! ) su h that
z


(Æ (ej! ))

T 

}|



{


Æ(e )
R(!) 0
Æ(e ) < 0
1
0
1
1
whi h is equivalent to the statement \Æ(ej! ) 2 U (!)".
j!

j!

(9.21)

Let us now re apitulate. Computing maxÆ(ej! )2U (!) 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))
Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))) is equivalent to nding the smallest su h that (Æ(ej! )) <
0 for all Æ(ej! ) for whi h (Æ(ej! )) < 0. By the S pro edure [55,
17℄, this problem is equivalent to nding the smallest and a positive s alar  su h that (Æ(ej! )) (Æ(ej! )) < 0, for all Æ(ej! ) 2
R21 , whi h is pre isely (9.14). To omplete this proof, note that sin e
1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! )) Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))) = 12 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))), the value
maxÆ(ej! )2U (!) 1 (Tw (ej! ; Æ(ej! ))) at ! is equal to p opt , where opt is
the optimal value of .


9.3 Simulation example
To illustrate our results, we present an example of ontroller validation
based on an un ertainty region Lol design using a PE identi ation proedure with sto hasti embedding assumptions in open-loop. The openloop model G(z; ^), enter of Lol , is used to design the \to-be-validated"
ontroller C . This ontroller is then validated for stability using the
pro edure of Se tion 9.1, and for performan e using the pro edure of
Se tion 9.2.

Identi ation step. Let us onsider the same true system G0 as
in [47℄:
z

G0

}|

{

0:0355z 1 + 0:0247z 2
u(t) + e(t)
y(t) =
1 1:2727z 1 + 0:3329z 2
where e(t) is a white noise with a varian e equal to 0.005. The sampling
time is 1 se ond. We simulate this system olle ting 300 data from whi h
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we use the last 50 for least-square model tting ( the rst 250 are used
to get rid of initial ondition e e ts). As in [47℄, we hoose a se ond
order Laguerre model of the form (the pole of the Laguerre model is
hosen near the dominant pole of G0 ):

G(z; [1 ; 2 ℄T ) =

0:9063 1 z
1 0:8187z

1
1

+

2 z 1 (0:7311 0:8954z 1 )
(1 0:8187z 1 )2

Using the 50 data, the identi ed parameters are:

^1 = 0:1129 ^2 = 0:0689
Design of the un ertainty region Lol . The un ertainty region Lol is
onstru ted using the lassi al assumptions and the lassi al pro edure
des ribed in Se tion 8.3, i.e. the unmodelled dynami sto hasti pro ess
is assumed to have impulse response oeÆ ients n whose varian e dies
at an exponential rate: E (n2 ) = n , with and  determined by the
measured data. The parameters and  and the varian e 2 of the
white noise e(t) are estimated using the maximum likelihood te hnique
des ribed in [47℄. This estimation delivers:
^ = 19:96; ^ = 0:002; ^ 2 = 0:006:
The number L in (8.4) is hosen equal to 15 as in [47℄. These values
allow us to design a frequen y domain un ertainty region Lol made up of
ellipses at ea h frequen y in the Nyquist plane. The desired probability
for the presen e of G0 in Lol is here hosen equal to 0.9. This un ertainty
region is represented in Figure 9.1. Even though G0 (ej! ) seems at ea h
frequen y to lie in the ellipses, it is to be noted that, at very few ones,
G0 (ej! ) lies slightly outside. This phenomenon an be explained by
the nonlinear optimization that delivers the estimate of the sto hasti
parameters, by the very few data used to design the un ertainty regions,
but also by the hosen probabilisti framework.

Control design. The se ond order Laguerre model G(z; [^1 ; ^2 ℄T ) is
hosen as model Gmod for ontrol design. From this model Gmod , we
have designed a ontroller with a lead-lag lter:
C (z ) =

5:2314 3:8667z 1
:
1 0:6z 1
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Figure 9.1: Ellipses of Lol at some frequen ies, G(ej! ; [^1 ; ^2 ℄T ) (dashed)
and G0(ej! ) (dashdot) in the Nyquist plane
With this ontroller, the designed losed-loop [C Gmod ℄ has a phase
margin of 85 degrees. The ut-o frequen y ! is equal to 0.5. Before
applying this ontroller C (z ) to the true system, we verify whether it
a hieves satisfa tory behaviour with all plants in an un ertainty region
Lol (and therefore also with the true system G0).

Validation of C for stability. We an use the pro edure presented
in Se tion 9.1 to he k whether C stabilizes all plants in Lol . For this
purpose, we onstru t the row ve tor MLol (z ) de ned in Theorem 9.1
and we ompute the orresponding stability radius (MLol (ej! )T 1 (!))
at all frequen ies. The stability radii are plotted in Figure 9.2. The
maximum over all frequen ies in [0 ℄ is 0:4577 < 1; thus, we on lude
that C (z ) stabilizes all plants in Lol (and therefore also the true system
G0 ). In other words, C is validated for stability.
Validation of C for performan e. In order to verify that C gives
satisfa tory performan e with all plants in Lol , we hoose the sensitivity fun tion T22 as performan e indi ator, and we ompute, at ea h
frequen y, the largest modulus tLol (!; T22 ) of T22 . This an be done
by omputing JW C (Lol ; C; Wl ; Wr ; !) using Theorem 9.3 with the parti ular weights Wl = Wr = diag(0; 1). The worst ase modulus of all
sensitivity fun tions over Lol is represented in Figure 9.3. It is ompared
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Figure 9.2: (MLol (ej! )T 1 (!)) in [0 ℄
with the sensitivity fun tions of the designed losed loop [C Gmod ℄ and
that of the a hieved losed loop [C G0℄. From tLol (!; T22 ), we an nd
that the worst ase stati error (=tLol (0; T22 )) resulting from a onstant
disturban e of unit amplitude is equal to 0.2889, whereas this stati
error is 0.2438 in the designed losed-loop and 0.2267 in the a hieved
losed loop. Using tLol (!; T22 ), we an also see that the bandwidth of
! = 0:5 in the designed losed-loop is almost preserved for all losed
loops with a plant in Lol sin e tLol (!; T22 ) is equal to 1 at ! ' 0:33.
The di eren e between the resonan e peak of the designed sensitivity
fun tion (i.e. max! k T22 (Gmod ; C ) k= 1:1626) and the worst ase reasonan e peak a hieved by a plant in Lol (i.e. max! tLol (!; T22 ) = 2:45)
also remains small. Note that the a tually a hieved resonan e peak (i.e.
max! k T22 (G0 ; C ) k) is equal to 1.3930. A last remark is to note that the
a tually a hieved sensitivity fun tion is at very few frequen ies slightly
above the template tLol (!; T22 ). This is due to the fa t that G0 (ej! ) lies
slightly outside Lol at those frequen ies.
We may therefore on lude that the ontroller C is validated for
performan e sin e the di eren e between the nominal and worst ase
performan e level remains very small at every frequen y. With su h
stability and performan e analysis results, one would on dently apply
the ontroller to the real system, assuming that the nominal performan e
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Figure 9.3: tLol (!; T22 ) (solid) and modulus of the designed sensitivity
fun tion T22 (Gmod ; C ) (dashed) and a tually a hieved sensitivity fun tion T22 (G0 ; C ) (dashdot)
is judged to be satisfa tory.

9.4 Con lusions
In this hapter, we have developed the robust stability and robust performan e analysis tools for the un ertainty region L. This un ertainty
region L is the un ertainty region obtained after a PE identi ation
pro edure with biased model stru ture and with sto hasti embedding
assumptions. The robust stability analysis tool for L is a ne essary and
suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in L by a given
ontroller. The robust performan e analysis tool is an LMI pro edure
that exa tly omputes the worst ase performan e a hieved by a given
ontroller over all plants in L. It is to be noted that we an ompute
the worst ase hordal distan e at ea h frequen y for the set L (see e.g.
our paper [10℄). However, the maximum of these worst ase hordal distan es over the frequen ies is not guaranteed to deliver the worst ase
 -gap sin e we do not have a similar result for L as Lemma 3.1 for D.
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Con lusions
10.1 Contribution of this thesis
This thesis presents a framework to onne t PE identi ation with Robust Control theory. The proposed framework has been initially presented for PE identi ation with an unbiased model stru ture, but has
been extended, in the last part of the thesis, to PE identi ation with a
biased model stru ture in the ase where this model stru ture is linearly
parametrized.
First, we have shown that PE identi ation with unbiased model
stru ture yields an un ertainty region D ontaining the true system at
a ertain probability level. We have developed a pro edure to ompute
su h un ertainty region for open-loop identi ation, di erent types of
losed-loop identi ation methods, but also the MEM approa h. This
un ertainty region takes the form of a set of transfer fun tions whose
parameter ve tor is onstrained to lie in an ellipsoid. We have then developed robustness tools that are adapted to this un ertainty set. The
rst robustness tool is a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for the stabilization of all plants in D by a given ontroller. The se ond robustness
tool is an LMI pro edure to ompute exa tly the worst ase performan e
a hieved by a ontroller over all plants in D. We have also introdu ed
a measure of the un ertainty set D that is dire tly onne ted to a set
of model-based ontrollers that stabilize all plants in this set D. This
measure is used to assess the quality of the un ertainty set with respe t
to robustly stable ontrol design. From that measure, we have also dedu ed guidelines for the design of the identi ation experiment, paving
145
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therefore the way to a new resear h eld i.e. PE identi ation for robust
ontrol.
We have also developed results in order to represent D in the Nyquist
plane. Our results are restri ted to linearly parametrized un ertainty regions D. We have shown that the mapping between the parameter spa e
and the Nyquist plane is not bije tive and that the image of D in the
Nyquist plane ontains therefore more plants than D.
In the last part of this thesis, we have extended our framework to the
ase of PE identi ation with a biased model stru ture, provided that
this model stru ture is linearly parametrized. For this purpose, we have
used the sto hasti embedding assumptions. Our rst ontribution has
been to propose a proper way to design the un ertainty region dedu ed
from sto hasti embedding in open-loop. We have then extended the
sto hasti embedding te hnique to losed-loop identi ation and given a
general expression of the un ertainty set L delivered by PE identi ation
with sto hasti embedding assumptions that is valid as well in open-loop
as in losed-loop. This un ertainty region L takes the form of a set of
transfer fun tions parametrized by a transfer ve tor whose frequen y
response is real and onstrained to lie in an ellipse at ea h frequen y.
We have then developed the robustness tools adapted to this un ertainty
set L i.e. a ne essary and suÆ ient robust stability ondition for L and
an LMI pro edure to ompute the worst ase performan e in that set
L. It is to be noted that a te hni al problem has prevented us from
omputing the worst ase  -gap for L.

10.2 Open questions
Have we losed the gap between PE identi ation and Robust Control
theory. Of ourse, not ! We have ontributed to redu e it, but there
remain some open problems. Some are te hni al, the others are open
resear h elds.

10.2.1 Open te hni al problems
Let us begin by the problems we have just mentioned at the end of
Se tion 10.1. We still need to nd a pro edure to derive the worst
ase  -gap in the un ertainty region L obtained by sto hati embedding
from the worst ase hordal distan es at ea h frequen y. The problem is
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here that a result in that sense exists for parametri un ertainty regions
(like D) but not for frequen y domain un ertainty regions (like L). In
Chapter 4, we have also mentioned that we are urrently investigating
the possibility to ompute a measure for robust stability min (D) (or
min (L)) based on the ne essary and suÆ ient result of that hapter
in order to improve the result of Chapter 3 that is based on suÆ ient
onditions only. Another and important te hni al problem is the extension to Multiple Inputs Multiple Outputs (MIMO) systems. Indeed,
the result of this thesis has been presented in the SISO ontext. While
many of the new on epts arry over to the MIMO ase, the extension
of a number of our te hni al and omputational results is by no means
trivial.

10.2.2 Open resear h elds
In Chapter 3, we have paved the way to a new resear h eld i.e. PE identi ation for robust ontrol. We have indeed hara terized what quality
an un ertainty set dedu ed from PE identi ation must possess for it to
be tuned for robustly stable ontrol design based on the model, and we
have drawn guidelines for the design of the identi ation experiment.
Plenty of work is still to be a hieved in this dire tion. In Se tion 10.2.1,
we have already stated the problem that follows from the fa t that our
result is based on a suÆ ient ondition only. A lot of resear h has also
to be done in order to apply, in pra ti e, the proposed guidelines for the
design of the identi ation experiment. Moreover, our result is restri ted
to stability purposes. It will be interesting to seek a robust performan e
measure for the un ertainty sets delivered by PE identi ation.
It would also be interesting to integrate our framework in one of the
iterative s hemes [24, 90, 75℄ that alternate ontrol design and identi ation steps (for example on a real-life plant).
Another possible development may be a pro edure to apply when one
(or both) ontroller validation pro edure (stability and/or performan e)
has failed with respe t to an un ertainty set D1 . We have then two
possibilities:

 We perform a new identi ation experiment yielding a new un ertainty set Dbis . When we have this new un ertainty set, we try
1

or L
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again to validate the ontroller with respe t to this new un ertainty
set Dbis .

 We design a new ontroller and we try to validate this new ontroller with respe t to the un ertainty set D.
In the rst ase, we are ba k in the problem of designing the validation
experiment in order to obtain an un ertainty set that is tuned for robust
ontrol design. In the se ond ase, we fa e the problem of designing a
robust ontroller with respe t to the un ertainty sets D or L. For this
purpose, -analysis an be investigated. However, this te hnique has
the drawba k of not being guaranteed to onverge.
Another possible extension is the extension of our framework to PE
identi ation with a biased model stru ture in the general ase where the
model stru ture is not linearly parametrized. Finally, another possible
resear h eld is the extension of the results of Chapter 7 to the general
ase of nonlinearly parametrized un ertainty regions D.

Appendix A

Appendi es to Chapter 7
A.1 Proof of Lemma 7.1
The inverse of the blo k matrix P an be written (see e.g. [92, page 22℄)


11 K12
P 1= K
T
K12
K22
T
where K11 = P111 + P111 P12  1 P12
P111 , K12 = P111 P12  1 , K22 =
T
 1 and  = P22 P12
P111 P12 .
T
Using these notations and introdu ing the ve tor z = K221 K12
x + x,
we have the following equivalen es:



x
x

T

P

1



x
x



() xT (K11 K12 K221K12T )x + zT K22 z < 1
() xT P111 x + zT K22 z < 1
(A.1)

<1

Using this last expression, we an now write that
1. if (xT xT )T 2 Uxx , then xT P111 x < 1. Indeed


x
x

T

P

1



x
x



< 1 =) xT P111 x < (1 z T K22 z ) < 1

2. if xT P111 x < 1 then there exists x su h that (xT xT )T 2 Uxx . InT
deed, take
as x, the ve tor x su h that z = 0 (i.e. x = K221 K12
x).

x
Then,
K 1 K T x 2 Uxx .
22

12



This ompletes the proof.
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 7.2
We rst prove that the inverse image of Ux by the mapping (7.12) is
given by (7.20). This follows dire tly from:

xT Px 1 x <  () yT T T Px 1 T y < 

(A.2)

The volume Cy is thus the inverse image of Ux sin e y has to satisfy the
right-hand side of (A.2) in order to have x in Ux .
It follows from RC = T T Px 1 T 2 Rkk with T of rank n < k that
RC has k n null eigenvalues and that the orresponding eigenve tors
are in the null-spa e of the mapping T .
Theorem 7.1 and the de nition (7.19) of Cy show that Uy is in luded
in Cy . Indeed, we know by Theorem 7.1 that ea h y in Uy has an image
(i.e. T y) in Ux . Therefore, ea h y in Uy lies in Cy de ned by (7.19). 

Appendix B

PE identi ation with
sto hasti embedding
assumptions in open loop
In this appendix, we give some details about the results of PE identiation with sto hasti embedding assumptions that are presented in
Proposition 8.1. The results presented below an be found in [47℄. In
order to ease the notations, we will assume that H0 = 1. However, it is
not a requirement as shown in [47℄.
A ording to Proposition 8.1, a PE identi ation pro edure with
Assuptions 8.1 delivers a model G(z; ^) 2 M and an estimate P of the
ovarian e matrix C of the ve tor ~ parametrizing the error between
G0 and the identi ed model G(z; ^).

B.1 Identi ation of a model in

M

In order to identify a model G(z; ^), we olle t N input signals u(t) and
the N orresponding output signals y(t) generated by (8.3). Just as was
done in Se tion 2.1.3, we an write the relation between the N signals
y(t) and the N signals u(t) as follows using the approximation (8.4):
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z
0
B
B


Y

}|

y(1)
y(2)
:
y (N )

1{

z0

C B
C=B
A 


}|

(1)
(2)
:
(N )

1{

z0

C
B
C 0 + B
A


}|

(1)
(2)
:
(N )

1{

z0

C
B
C + B
A


E

}|

e(1)
e(2)
:
e(N )

1{
C
C
A

where (t) 2 R1k (t = 1:::N ) is equal to (z )u(t) and (t)
(t = 1:::N ) is de ned by:

(B.1)

2 R1L



(t) = u(t 1) u(t 2) ::: u(t L) :
Sin e the predi ted output of a system G(z; ) in M is given by y^(t; ) =
(t), the estimate ^ minimizing the riterion (2.3) is:

^ = (T ) 1 T Y = QY:
(B.2)
Let us now analyze the mean and the ovarian e of the estimate ^.
These values will be used in the sequel in order to express the matrix C
de ned in (8.6). The mathemati al expe tation E ^ of ^ an be omputed
as follows:
z

Y

}|

{

E ^ = E [(T ) 1T (0 +  + E )℄
= 0 + QE (  + E )
= 0

(B.3)

The fa t that the unmodeling is onsidered as the realization of a zero
mean sto hasti pro ess independent of the noise e(t) has as onsequen e
that the estimate ^ has a mean equal to 0 . Using the same property,
the ovarian e matrix C of the estimate ^ an now be derived as follows:

C = E [(^ 0 )(^ 0 )T ℄ = E [(Q(  + E ))(Q(  + E ))T ℄
= Q( C T + 2 IN )QT ;
(B.4)

where 2 is the varian e of the white noise e(t) and C =
E (T ) is,
a ording to Assumptions 8.1, equal to

C = diag( ; 2 ; :::; L )

(B.5)
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B.2 Error between

G0 (z )

and G(z; ^)

After having identi ed a model G(z; ^), we an now express the error between the true system G0 and the identi ed model. For this purpose, let
us rewrite G0 (z ) and the model G(z; ^) as follows using (8.2) and (8.4):

G0 (z ) = G(z; 0 ) +

L
X
n=1

n z

n

= (z ) (z )





0




(B.6)


^
(B.7)
0
The di eren e between these two transfer fun tions is thus equal to

G(z; ^) = (z ) (z )



G0 (z ) G(z; ^) = (z ) (z )





z


~
}|
0

{


^

(B.8)

If we assume that the impulse response oeÆ ients n of G (z ) are
Gaussian distributed, ~ 2 R(k+L)1 has (asymptoti ally) a Gaussian
distribution. Using (B.3) and the fa t that E (n ) = 0, the mean of this
Gaussian distribution is zero. The ovarian e matrix C an be dedu ed
from (B.4), (B.5), and the fa t that
E [(0 ^)T ℄ = E [( Q  QE )T ℄ = Q C
The ovarian e matrix C is thus equal to:


C
Q
C

C =
:
C T QT
C
The matrix C is unknown sin e the varian e 2 of the white noise e(t)
and C are unknown. However, we an obtain estimates ^ 2 , ^ and ^ of
the sto hasti parameters 2 , and  by using a maximum likelihood
te hnique [47℄. As a onsequen e, we also obtain an estimate P of C :


P
Q C^ :
P =
C^ T QT
C^
^ ^^ 2 ; :::; ^^ L ) and P is the estimate of the matrix
where C^ = diag( ^;
C given by
P = Q( C^ T + ^ 2 In )QT
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